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THE DEMAND OF THE TIMES: DOES EITHER 
OF THE OLD PARTIES STAND FOR JUSTICE 
AND COMMON SENSE? BY THE EDITOR 

Sp O STRONGER proof could be had that the Pope as 
ae 7 a whole are conscious of an impending political change 
mM ¥| than the widespread interest aroused by an editorial 

MW Ma \| iM article entitled ““A New Political Party Founded on 
: | " f@ Conservation and the Square Deal,” printed in the 
yi rh August issue of THe Crarrsman. It has brought 

out a variety of editorial comment, favorable or un- 
favorable according to the political convictions of the newspaper and 
also, to some degree, according to locality. It goes without saying 
that in the Middle West, where the movement to create a new party 
of the progressives is already under way, we find that the suggestion 
made b ‘Pan CRAFTSMAN is mostly commended; while in the East, 
where the reactionaries are still somewhat in the majority, we have 
been attacked with a vehemence which shows how real is the con- 
servative dread of such a combination of the progressive element all 
over the country. We have also received a pues of letters from 
Congressmen in Washington, and it is significant that, while most of 
these are heartily in accord with the principles we set forth, they 
cannot admit as yet that it is very neat impossible for the present 
Republican organization to carry them out. The Democrats also 
are disinclined to believe that a new party is necessary, as they 
hold that every needed reform could and would be brought about 
by the Democratic party if only it could get a chance. 

The main objections to the Ps of a new party are best summarized 
by extracts from the letters of two members of the House of Repre- 
sentatives. One says: “The views you express, if carried out, would 
mean the uplift of present political conditions, but I do not believe 
that you can accomplish the result you aim at by attempting to estab- 
lish a new party. Probably there are not more than one-tenth of the 
voters in the United States who understand and appreciate the position 
you take. Probably not more than one-fourth of the voters in the 
United States take an active and an intelligent interest in political 
affairs. Most men inherit their politics like they do their religion. 
To carry a majority of voters to a new party, in my judgment, would 
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THE DEMAND OF THE TIMES 

take decades of educational effort unless one of the old parties died 
out entirely and the new party is born in its place. Ido not belie that 
it is possible for more than two parties to exist in this country for any 

great ea of time.” The other man says: “If you have a new party, 
it will be only new in name. The element in the Republican party 
or Democratic party who thoroughly believe as you do, may work 
as effectively in their own organizations as under a differentname. A 
political party cannot be made on paper. It is after all a growth.” 

What both these sincere and experienced representatives of the 
pore fail to understand is that the matter of name and organization 
ardly comes into the case at all. It is quite true that any political 

party is, and always will be, a growth. It can no more be made on 
aper by cut and dried rules than a nation could be made on paper. 

Tie trouble is that we are all blinded by our worship of a long-es- 
tablished organization, whether it be Republican or Democratic, 
forgetful that the issues which brought both these parties into being 
are long since past and done for, and that the problems which the 
nation is facing today cannot be solved by the dey grinding of any 
arty machine along traditional lines laid down in the political plat- 

batns; Unfortunately it has been only too true heretofore that a 
very small percentage of the voters in the United States have taken 
an active and intelligent interest in political affairs, but that condition 
is changing every day, and if it still exists to the extent indicated by 
our correspondent, it is time to take energetic measures to set on 
foot such a campaign of education as we have never yet seen. This 
is supposed to be a government representing the will of the pene 
and if ninety per cent. of these people vote blindly at the behest of 
any political machine, it is an appalling condition, and one that cannot 
be eliminated too soon or too ney I believe that through the 
constant agitation for reform, such careless ignorance is being remedied 
as rapidly as possible, but the statement is still too nearly true to be 
comfortable, and in that connection it is well to ask: What about a 
form of government and a party organization that allows and even 
encourages such conditions in a free country, where the will of the 
people is supposed to be paramount? Much has been done during 
the past decade to eliminate the outrageous boss system which was 
brought to such perfection under the old-time Republican domina- 
tion, and to wipe out the dee brought upon us by the unscrupulous 
use of money in politics. Much more remains to be done, but it is safe 
to say that even one year from now, it will no longer be true that 
not more than one-fourth of our voters take an active and intelligent 
interest in political affairs and that the reform movement is limited 
to one-tenth of the people. 
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THE DEMAND OF THE TIMES 

' , TE KNOW to our cost that the average man is apt to be in- 
fluenced by the immediate good, and to be careless of conse- 
quences and of the future. We saw how, in one Presidential 

campaign, the slogan of ‘‘the full dinner pail” swept the country 
from end to end, because most men cared too much for the comfort 
and security symbolized by the full dinner pail to inquire too closely 
into the methods by which it was filled. In times of prosperity, when 
the government a is running smoothly anes easily, and the 
moneyed interests are making so much that they are willing to pur- 
chase protection and immunity by giving bountiful largess to the 
people, it is very hard to convince the voter that he is not on the road 
to permanent freedom and plenty. But in times of agitation and 
uneasiness, when conditions are more than a little panicky and our 
ee is not so solid that we can afford to ignore the menace 
of advancing prices and decreasing production, men are apt to take 
things a little more seriously and to do some thinking on their own 
account. When this comes to pass the new party is born. All it 
needs is public acknowledgment and a name. 

The assertion that most men inherit their politics with their religion 
is not so generally true today as it was twenty, or even ten, years ago. 
I myself was born into the Republican party, as the saying goes, and 
have conscientiously voted the Republican ticket. I have never held 
office, never sought office, and have never sought a favor from any 
office holder. So I regard myself as fairly wall fitted to express the 
viewpoint of the plain citizen who is deeply and vitally interested in 
the welfare of his country. Being interested, I have naturally kept 
somewhat in touch with political conditions, and as a consequence 
my point of view, which was once that of the loyal Republican, has 
changed so entirely that it admits no ea name, organization or 
shibboleth, but declares for the establishment of principles and the 
creation of a new and more direct method of carrying out reforms 
that vitally affect our national life. We, who have inherited both 
religious and ae opinions, have too often found that we were cling- 
ing to the dry husks of lifeless dogma. For example, I was born into the 
Presbyterian Church, just as I was into the Republican party, and yet 
the beliefs that were taught me as infallible truths when I was a boy 
have already been cast aside by the Church itself, very much as many 
of its former beliefs have been cast aside by the Republican party 
under the pressure of public opinion during the past few years. 

The question is: Why try to put new wine in old bottles? An 
ever increasing majority of the American people who think at all are 
in deadly earnest about this question of clean government, fair legisla- 
tion and the curbing of the money power whith has been throttling the 
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nation and, this being the case, why hamper ourselves with the dead 
weight of a snared party organization? We do not suggest the 
forming of a third party, such as we have often seen and which amounts 
to a little more haa an organized protest against conditions which 
the malcontents are powerless to remedy, but a reorganization and 
realignment of the warring elements in both the ad arties. We 
all know that today we face only one vital issue: Shall the people, 
through the Government which represents them, control the commerce, 
industry and resources of the nation for the benefit of the whole; 
or shall the powerful few continue to exploit both people and re- 
sources as they have done in the past ? all other issues fall into line 
as minor divisions of these two, and I am willing to emphasize and 
stand by the fact that the whole country is falling into line on one side 
or the other. It is quite true that it is impossible for more than two 
parties to exist in this country for any great length of time, but that 
does not make it necessary to preserve the corpse of a dead party and 
declare that, while it cumbers the earth, the lite that once animated 
it shall not flow into a new form. As I said before, the new line 
of cleavage strikes directly across both the old parties, and the great 
national issue knows no artificial division such as Republican, Demo- . 
crat, North, South, East or West. There are only the two elements 
involved, the spirit of progress along the lines of the square deal to 
everybody, aad the spirit of reaction which protects and worships the 
vested interests. 

The organization of a new party needs no revolution to clear its 
way. Both the old parties are dead, and all we need is a funeral. 
For years it has been a death struggle to get up political platforms 
plausible enough to catch even the unthinking voter, and now it has 
reached a point where we are ee | cherishing the form of an old 
organization while its spirit has fled far afield. We see this Ha 
animating a new and vigorous growth in nearly every city and State 
in the country where war is being waged for decent government and 
honest administration of public affairs. Every graft scandal that is 
exposed is an evidence of its existence; every good law that is passed, 
every political machine that is smashed, shows that it is gaining power 
and self-confidence. When at last these thousand sivulets of reform 
unite into the broad stream which shall be the new party of the people, 
we shall not need to hunt for a platform or a declaration of policy. 
The policy that will be is even now as well known to us as our dene 
hopes and ideals, and I have a notion that by the time we are ready 
to carry it into effect we shall be much too busy to bother about making 
platforms. What we want are the things which are a part of our 
national life; reforms that every thinking man must endorse, and 
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when this is the case no platform could be made which was not a 
mere statement of what we all know and are working for. 

NE thing struck me in looking over the comments on the pre- 
ceding article, and that was the unanimity with which everyone 
declared that, come what might, Theodore Roosevelt was first, 

last and all the time a party man; that he was a Republican President 
and would remain a Republican leader; that whatever his views 
might be, nothing could Asturb his relations with the organization. 
What I want to know is, what warrant has anyone for thinking that 
Theodore Roosevelt will continue to cian the Republican party 
when it no longer represents the principles for which he stands? He 
has certainly indicated no such tis: mn fact, so far no one has been 
able to get even a hint of what he intends to do, and our only guide 
in guessing at it is our knowledge of the man’s own make-up bol our 
memory of the sturdy fight he has already waged for the cause of 
reform. It is quite true that hitherto he has worked with the Re- 

ce organization. Why not? He was made President by the 
epublican party, and there was no reason why he should be anything 

other than a Republican President, doing the best he could with the 
organization that was ready to his hand. But that does not in the 
least argue that he is not likely to favor a realignment of political 
forces that would secure to him the support he needs if he is to con- 
tinue his work of cleansing the Augean stables. I spoke of him as the 
natural leader because he is. He is not only the typical American, 
combining in his own complex personality the greater part of the 
elements which go to make up this complex nation, but he is probably 
the best known man in the world today. He has a hold upon the 
imagination of the people that cannot be shaken until he himself does 
something to break it,—and from what we all know of Mr. Roosevelt 
it is fairly safe to predict that he will hardly do that. So far, he has 
registered no objection to the Roosevelt National League in the 
Middle West; a league formed of the most extreme of the insurgent 
element and growing like Jonah’s gourd. _It is bound to grow because 
it represents principles and ideals which have long been held in 
solution, and which needed the one more ingredient to precipitate 
them. Roosevelt is that asians If he were nothing else, he is 
at present the focus of the whole reform movement, which needs only 
a leader to grow into an organization almost over night. The atti- 
tude of the Tylon party toward Mr. Roosevelt ies been fairly 
well indicated by the action of the New York State Legislature on the 
question of direct primaries, and by the more recent action of the 
political machine in Ohio. It may be that Mr. Roosevelt is so ardent 
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a Republican that he will fall meekly into line and do what the party 
leaders tell him to do; or he may be sufficiently detached from public 
affairs to keep out of politics altogether, but neither supposition seems 
likely, and it is safe to conclude that when the progressive Republicans 
and Democrats shake off the fetters of traditional party forms and 
obligations, and combine to bring about the reforms for which they 
are fighting, the leader will not be wanting. Theodore Roosevelt 
dearly loves to work, but he will work only in the lead. Also, he is 
apt to follow the line of the least resistance, and just now the line of 
least resistance for him is pretty clearly marked. 

After all, the difficulties in the way of a new party organization 
are not so great. The tendency nowadays is to insist that the business 
of government shall be carried on like any other business, on sound 
economic principles. This, in a nutshell, means nothing more nor 
less than conservation and the square deal; the conservation that 
builds carefully and looks to the future, instead of exploiting the 
business and taking out of it each year all that it is worth. We are 
beginning to acknowledge that we need economy all along the line, 
and you rarely find economy without honesty. ‘These are principles 
which are bound to unite the whole nation instead of dividing it, for 
they are ps in which every man believes and which he carries 
into his own affairs. Moreover, to join heartily in an attempt to put 
them into effect would weld together discordant elements and heal 
old sores that have ached for the past half century. ‘There would be no 
chance for a break between the North and the South, or between the 
East and the West, for in all parts of the country there are honest 
thinking men who want all that is implied by conservation and the 
square deal, and will work in one way or another until they get it. 
All I have suggested is that they work along the lines of the least re- 
sistance. The time is ripe for a change that shall go down to the very 
foundations of our national life, and all we have to do is to grasp the 
opportunity. 
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A REMOTE NORTH AMERICAN CIVILIZATION 

AND ITS PORTRAYAL IN THE ART OF E. 

IRVING COUSE: BY JOSEPH LEWIS FRENCH 

HERE is a studio downtown in New York City on 

[| which hangs the year round the ys te “No Models.” 
ie on Mr. E. Irving Couse lives there. He is a painter of 
= Indians and te sometimes feels that he is the only 

4 JM painter in this artistic center of America who cannot 
arrange to secure satisfactory models when he needs 
them. As a rule a model from almost any land can 

be obtained in New York, with proper costumes and accessories; in 
fact, there are picturesque people who come here just for this purpose. 
But Mr. Couse feels that it would be hard to imagine a North Ameri- 
can Indian taking an extra blanket and perhaps a pair of moccasins 
and traveling all the way to the metropolis for the purpose of having 
his picture painted by the man who prefers him as a model. Earning 

his vterie hie way does not somehow seem to belong to the dignity 
of that fadina who is still picturesque enough to be painted. 

Mr. E. W. Deming, when he is not traveling in the West and 

living among the Indians, has found it possible sometimes to secure 

models, for his work down in MacDougall Alley, from the Wild 
West show, when it plays at Madison Square Garden in the spring 
season. Indeed, Mr. Deming is the friend of most of the Biouk 
Indians who are the star actors, and he finds especially the older men 
very dignified and very wonderful models, who love to give him their 
time because he has given them his friendship, but naturally this is 
a very occasional privilege, and as a matter of fact would not 
help Mr. Couse at all, for his interest in painting the Indians is con- 

fined to the Taos tribe who live down New Mexico way and do not 
travel with the Buffalo Bill show. They are more remote and very 
picturesque Indians who have not come much in contact with what 
we call civilization, who are still a very poetical and gentle people. 
And when Mr. Couse wants to paint them he has to travel out to the 
Taos Pueblo in northern New Misxich. 

Although these are the Indians whom he has painted most often, 
they are not the first of whom he has made pictures. He began some 
fifteen years ago to paint the Klickitats, out in Oregon, and at the 
start found it very hard work indeed, for they were then a remote and 
very superstitious race, and the first model that he ever attempted 
to reproduce, a very old squaw, sat for an hour and a half with her 
hands folded across her face, and it was so that he painted her. ‘When 
the wise men of the Klickitat tribe discovered that a sudden and 
awful death did not visit the gentle old woman who had posed so 
reluctantly, Mr. Couse had less difficulty in securing interesting and 
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PAINTINGS OF TAOS INDIANS 

picturesque models. It really is a matter of belief with these Indians, 
and in fact with many others, that the soul of the sitter passes out into 
the portrait when the picture is completed, and naturally until this 
Co is overcome there is not much enthusiasm about posing. 
n the course of time as Mr. Couse won the confidence of the Klickitats 

he made some very interesting studies of them, several of which were 
exhibited at the Paris Salon and attracted a great deal of attention 
there. And as a matter of fact, it was his success with these paintings 
which determined him to stick to his own country as a source of in- 
spiration for his art work, rather than to continue to paint the Nor- 
mandy fisherfolk who had first so definitely sitiected him. From 
this time on he undertook a systematic search for the Indians which 
he felt would be most inspiring to his work. He tried the various 
Sioux tribes, magnificent people in their own way, but a little closer 
to civilization than Mr. Paush felt was just the inspiration that he 
needed. And so he traveled about, practically exhausting one North- 
ern tribe after another in a hunt for his own ideal, until finally he 
wandered as far south as the land of the Taos, and there he set up 
his household gods and has been content to work for a decade or more, 
until he has fnally become a settled institution in the tribe, a sort 
of half benefactor and half friend who will never leave them until 
the railroad comes, and that happily for his art and his interest is 
still forty miles away—and yet it threatens! 

HESE simple people of a remote nation live a life that is quite 
idyllic, poetical. In religion they are Sun worshipers, in 
philosophy they are socialists. They have perhaps the sim- 

ace truest and most natural scheme of existence of any people now 
iving a community life anywhere in the whole world. In a charming 
climate where extremes are unknown, they suffer neither heat nor 
cold. Poverty is almost unknown among them and actual want 
utterly so. Such a thing as a starving Taos Indian is inconceivable. 
The tribe to the number of half a thousand lives in two great houses 
on either side of the Taos River, which are probably the first apart- 
ment houses and in their modest way—seven stories—the first ‘‘sky- 
scrapers” ever constructed in America, and their origin is lost in 
anny: When Cabeza de Vaca came north from Mexico in fifteen 
hundred and forty-six he found them there—and judging from his 
journals they seemed shrouded in mysterious antiquity even in his 
time. 

The history of the Indians is alike mystical; the favored tradition 
is that Taos was one of the ancient Seven Cities of Cibola and the 
hereditary cacique or governor has a pedigree in direct line which 
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PAINTINGS OF TAOS INDIANS 

he claims is older than that of the house of Hapsburg. The cere- 
monial rites of the Taos are as secret today as they were when the 
first Spaniards visited them. It would be death for a white man to 
try to penetrate into their mysteries. This reserve respected, they are 
otherwise entirely friendly, and the office of the Indian agent—filled 
up to his death by Kit Carson—is a sinecure. They spend their 
time in cultivating their ample fields and in the true enjoyment which 
their frequent festivals afford them. There are many secret clans 
based on natural symbols, and each of these has its grand holiday 
and strives to outdo the other in barbaric display and weird or joyous 
ceremonial. There is the Turtle Clan, the Corn Clan, the Snake 
Clan, the Eagle Clan, the Owl Clan, the Bear Clan and a dozen or 
so echeid one day of each year is sacred to each of them, so that 
the Taos Indian gives a good deal more time to well-planned and 
executed recreation than any civilized nation extant. 

Among this wonderfully interesting race, a a who have never 
strayed ten miles away from their native heath, wholly untouched by 
civilization, except as Mr. Couse and a few other painters have 
brought with them hints of other ways of living, Mr. Couse spends 
much of his time. Here a few years ago he bought an old convent 
which is the most imposing residence in the valley, and established 
home and studio. It is the inner life—the idyllic simple soul of this 
tribe of pueblo dwellers that he has sought to depict, as much as the 
outward fashion of their lives. Unspoiled by civilization, their dress 
unchanged from earliest days is sufitcicntly picturesque for the most 
poetical studies. Having won the confidence of these people, Mr. 
Couse now gets without difficulty even the shyest members of the 
tribe to pose for him. . 

Mr. Couse studied in France in the early eighties under well- 
known French masters. He had a long term at the Académie Julian, 
and worked under Bouguereau and Tony Robert Fleming. He 
painted in France and on the Normandy coast and elsewhere for 
years, thus coming eventually to the most elemental subject in the 
world with the fullest technical equipment. He paints the Indian 
not primarily as the actor in a wild savage drama as Remington and 
pan Wrcae have, but as the peaceful deal in primitive scenes, 
revealing them often as more poetical and philosophical than the 
more so-called civilized races. This is a work For which Mr. Couse’s 
temperament and talents peculiarly fit him. 
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THE SLENDER FIGURE: A STORY: BY ANNIE 
HAMILTON DONNELL 

a MOVED slowly, stopping many times from house to 
a Oe | field. The halting REA feeble fait had the curious 

mak i, effect of having but recently become a part of old 
— Byam Peace aa if the recentness must be some- 

oe ey Ne how apparent to lookers-on. As a matter of fact, 
eum] GJ three ae before old Byam had trudged from his little 

house to his little field with straightened back and 
unfaltering old legs. ‘The change had come with the heavy letter of 
David’s wife that was in his pocket now. He appeared to list over to 
that side as he halted along. One particular plaint was uppermost 
in his mind to the exclusion of lesser woes. He would never again be 
able to potter about getting his own supper of bread and mille after 
Serena Meole, who «did for” him, had gone home for the night. It 
was at eee that he kept up his brave pretence of Mother—only at 
suppers. Now he must give that at would be like burying her 
again. The old soul of him revolted; a sob fought in his throat. 

He was going in search of the Child, who was his only confidant. 
The load he had borne alone for three days cried out to be shared, and 
there was only the Child. Only she knew that he filled two bowls in- 
stead of one with milk and ate his suppers with Mother. The pathos 
and comfort of the old man’s little sa had appealed in a curious, 
grown-up way to the woman-soul of the Child. 

She came darting on slim little legs to meet him. ‘‘What’s the 
matter, Dear?” she called. It was a name for him of her own coining. 
“You've been cryin’ inside 0’ you. So’ve I been cryin,’ only, gracious, 
I did it outside! Shoes ’n’ stockin’s again—Aunt Ellen won’t let me 
go barefoot.” She broke off quickly at closer sight of his troubled 
face. Here was something worse than shoes and stockings. 

Old Byam fumbled for the heavy letter. In a tremulous voice he 
read it to the Child, his fingers fluttering the crisp pages. 

“That was written three days ago,” he aiid at the end, “‘an’ 
they’re comin’ tonight.” ‘‘Oh—tonight!” Even the serene little 
mind of the Child was startled at the suddenness of it. She adjusted 
hurriedly the little scales of her judgment and weighed thoughtfully 
the pros and cons of this sudden thing. To the amazement of old 
Byam it was congratulation rather than sympathy that she prof- 
fered after a slight hesitation. 

“Oh, that’s nice, Dear! She’s a woman, ain’t she? Of course 
she is, if she’s a wife! Then I’m glad she’s comin.’ Aunt Ellen says 
you ought to have a woman to take care o’ you all the time—a stiddy 

one. § if she’s a stiddy woman——” 
Somberly, he nodded. David would not have married an un- 
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THE SLENDER FIGURE: A STORY 

stiddy wife. ‘‘Well, then, it’s all right. Aunt Ellen says a old man 
hasn’t got any business——” 

« Shee hasn’t got any, David’s Wife ain’t, nor your Aunt Ellen!” 
he flamed forth. “Nobody’s got any business to take care o’ me if 
I don’t want to be took care of!” He threw out his hands as if beat- 
ing back the stranger wife of David—the interfering aunt of the 
Child—an interfering world. 

“T want to be lett just as I be—just as I be!”’ he fumed, glaring 
at the Child in the need of someone to glare at. She rocked her little 
thin knees, sitting in the grass. The Child was Sin oe ey 

“T know!” she exclaimed at length, “We'll practice her comin’! 
Then you won’t mind it so much. ies because she’s a very strange 
person; you’re kind of scared, Dear. Gracious, J’d be!—if my son’s 
wife came an’ took care o’ me without bein’ introduced a speck! 
What we got to do is to get used to it fore she gets here. I know a 
splendid way!” She was on her feet, thrilling with power to overcome 
even this obstacle in their path. 

“You leave it to me. All you got to do is put on a white shirt an’ 
a collar an’ all o’ your best clo’es an’ come on out to the Pines *bout 
four o’clock. We'll have a whole hour to practice; the stage don’t get 
here till after five.” 

The Child rattled on excitedly. The possibilities of this Practice 
Play intoxicated her. She teetered on one foot in the joy of creation. 

“Tl be David’s Wife, you know. All o’ the things you’ll have to 
say to her you can say to me an’ get used to ’em. We'll practice ’em. 
T ll dress up, too. You'll see me a-comin’ toward you an’ you'll put 
your hand out so an’ say ‘Why, this is a—a unexpected pleasure! 
Oh, I know the way!—you wait! I’ll tell you every single thing to 
do, Dear. You just be there at the Pines at four o’clock.” 

The day dragged uncannily. When it should have been noon it 
was ten o’clock; at four it was only two. Old Byam ate the dinner 
Serena Toole laid out for him with exasperating slowness, to take up 
time. The thing that he dreaded he longed to have “over with.” 
When Serena Toole had plodded home at length he went out to the 
pantry and took down Mother’s bread-and-milk bowl and carried it 
to his own room. It shook in his old hands; it might have been full 
of the heavy tears of his soul. Then he put on his Best suit and went 
to the Child under the Pines. She trailed to meet him, funny and 
serene in Aunt Ellen’s long skirt and bonnet. 

“T’m David’s Wife,” she announced airily. ‘‘I persume you’re 
David’s father, ain’t you? You look ’s if you were. (Now say: 
‘This is a unexpected,’ quick!) ” 

It was an “unexpected” that old Byam said. “I didn’t ask you 
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to come! You can go back to where you came from!” he flashed out. 
Though his eyes twinkled at the odd little figure before him, his old 
lips were grieved like a child’s. “I'll be honest with you, ma’am— 
it goes aginst the grain to say I’m glad to see you. I ain’t! [ve 
been dreading you all day; seemed as though I couldn’t stan’ it! 
Folks haven’t any call to come till I ask ’em to—when IJ want you I'll 
say so, ma’am.” It was a relief to unburden his mind though only 
to this little impersonator of David’s Wife; he could at least say it 
all to her. 

“Gracious!” ‘The play that had been cast for a pleasant comed 
was turning out to be a tragedy. The Star caught her breath with 
the suddenness of it, then plunged with the zest of true genius into her 
part. With haughty pride she spoke her impromptu lines. 

“Sir, you insult me! I—I am itp veel that David ever allowed 
you to be his father. J wouldn’t have! Here I’ve been an’ came to 
take care 0’ you——” 

“I don’t want to be took care of! I want to be left as I be! Just 
because I’m old—you’ll be old some day, everybody’ll be! Folks 
can choose for themselves if they be old!” Suddenly he began to sob. 
It was the piteous grief of old age and the Child, who was a woman- 
child, forgot her Tittle mummery and sank down with him in the grass 
and owed him. They were lost to their surroundings; the old 
pines sighed over their heads in soft sympathy. 

AVID’S Wife and David did not come on that afternoon stage, 
D nor on the next afternoon’s. Instead, a letter came then from 

David: “Dear Father, we’ve put it off, as yousee. Mary’s little 
ES collapsed at the last minute—too bad we couldn’t have let you 
snow peer) but we had to decide all in a minute. Better luck 
next time! You'll have to get along as you are, after all——” 

To Byam Pritchard it was a respite. He drew long breaths 
again and went back and forth from his little field to his little house 
with brisk steps. The Child found him her cheerful comrade, as 
before, and the little tragedy-play under the Pines was forgotten. 

Then one day, presently, Serena Toole failed to put in an ap- 
pearance and the simple machinery of old Byam’s household baile 
fair to stop short. In the midst of his perplexity old Byam looked 
up to see a slender figure standing in the door. It nodded and 
smiled. 

“Mrs. Toole isn’t able—isn’t coming today,” the Slender Figure 
said, “‘she thought I might do. I’m Mrs. Toole’s summer boarder. 
If you could show me where the pots and pans are—if you like parsnip 
stews, I can make beautiful ones!” 
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Like °em—parsnip stews! Mother had made beautiful ones, too. 
Old Byam flew about fussily, showing the Slender Figure the “ropes” 
that started the domestic machinery in the sunny little kitchen. The 
two of them worked together; in an hour they were on most friendly 
terms—old Byam was fugetig: ; 

“This is fun! May I come tomorrow? I never was made for a 
boarder,—honestly I couldn’t stand it very long! My husband says 
I was born with a mixing spoon in my mouth! If you’d let me come 
over tomorrow—maypbe you'd like my raspberry pies!” 

She came next day. He liked the parsnip stew, the raspberry 
pies—he liked the Slender Figure. When Serena Toole came, in- 
stead, the days were blanks to old Byam Pritchard and he sent back 
hinting little messages to the Slender Figure. To the Child he con- 
fided his preferences. 

“Sereny’s a good woman—a dreadful good one. But that slender 
little woman that comes over instid of Sereny beats me! It ain’t just 
her cooking—it’s her. I declare I ain’t laughed so much since Mother 
and me used to. She reminds me 0’ Mother.” 

Some night—old Byam did not confide this even to the Child—he 
meant to ask the Slender Figure to stay to supper. With him and 
Mother—he got down Mother’s bowl and pelted it with tender 
hands. He would fill it in the beautiful old way—he had a warm 
ae of faith that the Slender Figure would understand. Some 
night—he would wait a little longer. 

The late summer days merged into the soft glory of autumn. 
Serena Toole, by September, had ceased to come over at all; quite 
in the natural course of things the Slender Figure had taken her place. 
It did not occur to old Byam to wonder at the permanence of the new 
arrangement; the comfort and delight of it occupied his mind. For 
eight peaceful weeks he had been happier than he had ever dreamed 
of being again. He refused in his stubborn old mind to consider a 
possible end to the happiness. 

The Child’s summer stay had come to its close, but he scarcely 
missed the Child. 

“Good-bye, Dear,” she said mournfully. “Last summer you was 
sorry!” but old Byam was watching a slender figure waving to him 
from his doorway. 

“T got to be going in to my eas old Byam said. It was the 
appointed a he had invited the Slender Figure to supper. She 
had made a little ceremonial feast of it with flowers on the table and 
Mother’s full bowl at Mother’s place. 

“Good-bye!” the Child called after him, “I’m goin’, so there,—I 
think you’re mean not to be sorry! The stage’s a-stoppin’ to your 
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house!’’ she added in sudden excitement. As indeed it was. Old 
Byam’s strained vision caught a glimpse of a broad-shouldered figure 
etting out; he stiffened, his old face losing its childish anticipation. 

David had come—and David’s Wife! He was filled with impotent 
wrath that they must come tonight and interrupt his little feast. To- 
morrow, some other night,—they might have waited. 

He fell into the plodding gait of the very old. When he reached 
his door only David was there. A sudden gust of affection caught at 
old Byam’s heart-strings and pealed a wrelorite to this big son—he 
could be mighty glad to see David, just David. 

“Father! "this is great. Don’t count the trunks—We’ve come, 
bag and baggage! You can’t get rid of us!” 

“*She—David’s Wi—your wife, Davy,—I s’pose she’s here, too?” 
“Mary? Bless you, yes! Mary’s in the Nites Father, don’t 

ie worry—you’re going to like her. I’d like to see you help it!” 
avid’s big voice was confident and jubilant. But the old face of 

Byam Pritchard was unassured. He gazed wistfully toward the 
house that the last weeks had found so homelike and pleasant; all 
that must end now. 

Suddenly the Slender Figure stood in the door, waving to him. 
“Supper is ready!” 
The Slender Figure looked undismayed. ‘There was even a new 

radiance on her gentle and sweet face. She was smiling in the door. 
“Come, David—come, Father!”’ she cried. 
The Slender Figure was David’s Wife—was Mary! Old Byam 

felt his heart stand still, then leap into exultant beats. He felt an 
impulse to shout, as the Child would have done. - His happy house 
of cards fell about him and here, in its place, sprang up this wondrous 
abiding one. He felt the foundation of it, firm under his old feet. 

She was coming up to him. 
“Tf you don’t call me Mary the first minute!” she threatened. 
“You, Mary!” he cried out. David laughed in both their faces. 
“You'll have to forgive me, anyway, Father! She did it—Mary’s 

the conspirator. You see, we came up across lots from the station 
that night and heard what you said to the Kiddie in trailing skirts. 
Mary understood right off and had me right-about-face in a jiffy, 
marching me back to the station. ‘I know a better way,’ says Mary.” 

This was the better way. 
“Come in to supper,’ Mary said with fine attempt at matter- 

of-factness, but the woman heart of her melted at sight of old Byam’s 
happy bewilderment. She slipped a slender hand through the old 
man’s arm. “I haven’t taken it off,” she whispered, and he knew 
that she meant Mother’s bow] of bread and milk. 
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JAPANESE EFFECTS FOR SMALL GARDENS: 
BY FLORENCE DIXON 
i HE special value of the Japanese garden in this country 
[= lies in its availability for sonal areas. Nowadays, 

Pe when a man wants a garden, he plans for some definite 
a) landscape effect. Often the size of his lot precludes 

{Mi _<% the possibility of an Italian garden or a naturalistic 
i treatment after the English-American plan. But a 

Japanese garden may be had in all completeness in a 
space where one would have said there was scarcely room for a flower 
bed. The Japanese garden adapts itself to lack of space. Other 
systems copy nature on only one set of terms, those of life-size, but 
the Japanese method, while it can be and often is developed on a 
large scale, may also be reduced from natural size through all stages 
to a tiny miniature. 

If you have a nine-foot square of ground you can have an artisti- 
cally perfect and complete Savantie garden, while the opportunity 
Eifered by a city lot would be all that an expert gardener would 
demand for an elaborate production. Lafcadio Hearn describes a 
garden not over thirty yards square which, seen through a window 
shutting out the surrounding country, seemed an actual natural land- 
scape viewed from a distance. 

Aside from this great advantage, the Japanese garden has other 
qualities which make it valuable for adaptation by American gardeners, 
It furnishes a new note for those seeking original treatment of their 
places. It has a beauty which grows upon acquaintance, and there is 
no kind of garden which has Meat it a richer amount of sentiment 
and tradition than the Japanese. Every hill, tree, rock and flower 
has its own special meaning and place in the picture, and although 
the religious significance which attaches to these things must of 
necessity be lost, the charm of the symbolism still remains. 

In laying out a Japanese garden the maker should not only aim 
to copy nature, but to reproduce a particular aspect or mood of nature. 
Such an end is essentially artistic and does something no other garden 
attempts. 

A Japanese garden may be the only garden of a place, or, in the 
case of a large country estate, some part of it is usually set off and 
developed on the Japanese plan. Bor instance, Central Park is, 
of course, primarily a atdenlietie park, but a section is treated in 
Japanese style. 

Once a Japanese garden has been determined upon, the method 
of treatment under Japanese rules must be decided. The flat and the 
hilly are the two main types of frie gardens. For the hilly type, 
which offers the best possibilities for varied development, it must be 
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JAPANESE EFFECTS FOR SMALL GARDENS 

remembered, it is not necessary to have natural life-sized hills. A 
hill may be a hill, a large hillock, a good-sized mound, or perhaps 
a rock with shrubs planted about it, or even a shrub cut in the shape 
of a hill. A hill garden would imitate a mountain scene or some 
other aspect of nature in which rocky or broken country predominates. 
Recognized types are the Rocky Ocean, imitating an ocean inlet; 
Wide River, in which a stream issuing from behind a hill runs into a 
lake; Reed Marsh style, which copies a marshy pool overgrown with 
rushes, set among low, rounded sand dunes, bordering on a moor. 
An essential for the hilly type is a mountain or a hill plus water in 
some form. For a flat gies the gardener has the floor of a moun- 
tain valley, a moor or some rural scene for a model. 

ATER, a Japanese would declare, is an absolute necessity in 
a Japanese garden. What the lawn is to the American 
system, water is to the Japanese. Around it, as the central 

object, are grouped the other features. Having imposed this inflex- 
ible condition, and while one is wondering what effect of water one can 
manage on a suburban lot and if every Taso dwelling is equipped 
with a lake or stream, the Japanese removes the difficulty with Oriental 
ease. There being no natural water, gravel or sand may be raked 
and spread to imitate any desired body of water. This gravel stream 
flows about rocks in its course and must be spanned by a bridge or 
crossed by oc aio But more to be preferred and not neces- 
sarily costly is the creation of water effects by artificial means. Water 
must never be dead; that is, it must have an outlet and an inlet 

visible. 
In regular Japanese gardens the open spaces, those ee 

by trees, water, etc., are rarely covered with turf. Sand that is kept 
damp and raked in patterns takes the place of turf. To protect this 
from footmarks, stepping-stones are placed at crossing places. These 
must never be regular in shape or placed at regular intervals, for this 
would not be copying nature. Various flat shapes and sizes, as would 
happen if chance put them in their places, are always used. Turf 

is, Lone often used in American adaptation of the Japanese 

garden. 
” ‘Trees assume great importance in the Japanese system, but they 
are seldom planted in groups, except where the group itself is con- 
sidered a unit. Each tree is taken by itself. Full-sized trees may be 
used in large gardens, but dwarf trees trained to picturesque individu- 
ality are needed for the smaller scale. 

There is usually a main tree, which occupies the center of the 
landscape. Symmetrical development is not the measure of per- 
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A “SAND RIVER” IN A JAPANESE GARDEN, 
BORDERED BY CLUMPS OF FERNS AND 
FLOWERS ARRANGED IN JAPANESE FASHION.
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“ROCKS AND STONES ARE SET ABOUT IN 
IRREGULAR POSITIONS, EACH STONE HAV- 
ING A NAME DENOTING ITS OFFICE.”
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“IMPORTANT FEATURES OF THE GARDEN ARE 
QUAINT WOODEN BRIDGES, STEPPING STONES, STONE 

LANTERNS, A BRONZE DEER, LION OR CRANE.”



JAPANESE EFFECTS FOR SMALL GARDENS 

fection for a tree in Japanese eyes. Typical qualities are desired and 
a perfect depecees tree mould be called picturesque by Occidental 
taste. An absolutely characteristic specimen is the type required. 
Conifers or evergreen trees are favorites, with pines at the head of 
the list and dwarf varieties most used. Pine, retinospora, umbrella 
pines, cedars, California oaks and the many special Japanese varieties 
of trees and shrubs offer a large list to choose from. 

Ferns are also largely used, and flowers, after the Japanese method 
of arrangement. Single specimens are grown rather than beds of 
flowers. Flowers distinctly Japanese in association should be chosen, 
such as iris and chrysanthemums. 

IKE the Italian garden, the Japanese has certain architectural 
L features which are important, if not indispensable. They are 

quaint wooden bridges, stepping-stones, stone lanterns, stone 
or bronze deer, lions and cranes. Each of these has special signif- 
icance. Stone lamps are set up at various times as thank offerings 
for the recovery from sickness of members of the family. The statues 
are for good luck or to ward off evil, as is the Devil’s Shrine, found 
always at the northeastern corner of the garden. 

Rocks and stones of various shapes and sizes are always set about 
in irregular positions in the Japanese garden. Aside from their 
value in setting off the vegetation and providing variety of outline 
they also have sentimental interest. Many are brought from distant 
oe of sacred or historical interest, while others are placed in the = 
en for special purposes. Each stone has a name denoting its office. 

The Guardian Stone, Stone of Two Deities and the Stone of Worship 
must have a place in every garden; while others, the View Stone, 
Idling Stone, Swart Stone and Seat-of-Honor Stone tell by their 
quaint names the reason for their position and presence. 

A tea house or pagoda in Japanese style is always a pleasant addi- 
tion. These architectural details must be bought or made by the 
maker of a Japanese garden. The stepping-stones and other rocks 
usually may be had without difficulty, and fas nothing. Roughness 
and individuality of shape should be sought in the different stones. 
Bridges can be made by the home carpenter. The stone lanterns 
may be bought at large Japanese shops. At the best shop of this 
kind in New York, real stone lanterns imported from Japan cost 
from twenty-five to one hundred and fifty dollars. Copies of recog- 
nized types in concrete could be made to order much cheaper. 

Stone lions carved would cost about seventy-five dollars, while 
bronzed figures are more costly, a pair of bronzed cranes being listed 
at one hundred and thirty-five, dollars. 
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A VISIT TO CRAFTSMAN FARMS: THESTUDY 
OF AN EDUCATIONAL IDEAL 
“@Zdv GY g)HITE people spend half their lives obtaining things; 

\ - KCCI they spend the other half in taking care of them.” 
sea | So spoke an old Indian who had seen the passing 

Lam an By) of the free life of his tribe and who looked with 
V )| puzzled eyes on the advance of progress. “Of 

what good are things,” said he, “if a man have no 
time really to live? Is it life to dwell always beneath 

a roof with never an hour to sit in silent thought under the warm sun ? 
We had no things in old days, but we had the open world. Are white 
men happier than we? ‘Their faces are lined as with the tracks of 
hunted animals. Are white men wiser than we? I ask, and again I 
ask. There came a white man among us once to study the earth. 
White people said that he was a wise; they said that he had all the 
wisdom of the ne (books). He went to look for some- 
thing in the ground. Far from ae he became separated from his 
pen was lost. He was wise, they said—yet he could not find 

is way by the stars; he was wise, they said—yet he understood not 
the speech of the ground, he could not follow trail of man or track of 
animal; he was wise, they said—yet he knew not how to build shelter 
for himself against the wind, to make fire, to cook his food. He was 
found at last and brought back; but I asked in my heart: Of what 
avails the wisdom of the ‘talking leaves” if when a man must stand 
alone he is helpless as a babe ?” 

These words sank deeply into the memory of a certain Traveler 
in the West. Years later they sprang to his mind as he stood on the 
shady hillside of an Eastern farm. An houtr’s railroad journey had 
released him from the turmoil of a crowded metropolis on a hot June 
day, and a short drive had brought him to this peaceful spot, where, 
as though in quiet defiance of the discordant roar of the city, the dee 
green of the forest’s “talking leaves”’ seemed to repeat that no life 
were truly life, no wisdom truly wise without the “open world” and 
the teachings of Nature. 

The Traveler turned to his Host, the master of the Farms, and re- 
peated the words of the Indian. “How true it is,’ he mused, “that 
we civilized people, products of city life and institutional education, 
often leave unlearned the lessons that lie at the root of existence. Here 
and there a child or a child-of-nature like an Indian, thrusts home to us 
this truth. Tell me, for it is @ propos—what of the announcement 
a year ago of the farm-school for boys that was to be started here ? 
How far has the ideal progressed toward realization ?” 

“Such progress as we have made lies before you,” said the Host 
simply, as lie pointed to new roads, cottages, gardens and orchards. 
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A VISIT TO CRAFTSMAN FARMS 

“There was nothing here but abandoned farms when we began a 
year ae 

“Then you have truly accomplished much, indeed,” the Traveler 
exclaimed. 

“But not all I hoped,” said the Host, with characteristic modesty. 
“When the dream is vivid, when one sees in mental vision the whole 
plan detailed before one, the very clarity of the vision, lit by en- 
thusiasm, makes achievement seem near. The road so lighted looks a 
short one. But when one begins to travel the road, to put vision into 
form and plan into fact, then it is that though the goal is plainly 
visible, one sees that the journey is not short.” 

“JT learned in Colorado that it is the clarity of the atmosphere 
that makes far-off peaks seem near,” said the Traveler, with a smile. 
“But how far is it now to the opening of the Farm-School ?” 

“Next spring,” said the Host, “we hope to begin with a few boys. 
Roughly speaking, schoolboys are divided into two groups: those 
whose parents have clear ideas as to how they want Ha sons edu- 
cated and what they want them to become; and those who leave such 
matters to convenience and chance and to the taste of the boy. The 
first group aim, the second group drift. The Farm-School will take 
its first pupils from among those who are ceiceaere who need counsel 
Ce rather than from the group whose ideas are already 
xed.” ; 

HE Visitor looked around him, drawing deep breaths of the 
sweet June air, perfumed with the life of growing things. In 
the course of his travels he had seen many Basal bic and 

private schools, industrial and agricultural institutions, schools for 
white children, for negroes and ba bhdieda, Yet it seemed to him that 
he had never seen a spot more inviting than this, with its gentle hill- 
tops, its wide view and its pastoral charm. ‘The drive from the rail- 
road station to the Farms had lain amid low hills, deeply green and fra- 
grant. A bend about a mile from the station had brought the Traveler 
to a road that wound upward, across a little brook, to where the first 
two cottages of the Farms spread their sloping roofs near the summit of 
the hill. “The houses seemed a part of that little June world, as though 
they too had grown on that hillside as naturally as had the oaks and 
maples aro them. ‘The house to which the Host led his guest was 
furnished in what the Host once called “the beauty of simplicity.” 
There was nothing superfluous but there was ce necessary to 
practical living and to comfort, while shelves of books and a piano 
told of higher needs than the physical and of other comforts than the 
bodily. As he glanced about him the Traveler was reminded of a 
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A VISIT TO CRAFTSMAN FARMS 

saying of the Host, “TI insist that the people and above all, the children 
of the people, should be afforded the advantages of a democratic art— 
one that atari insure the comfort and beauty of their homes.” The 
Traveler pondered: Will not schoolboys, at home here amid the 
“beauty of simplicity,” carry such ideals away with them to future 
homes? Environment teaches where precept often fails. 

In the cool of evening a fire of logs burned on the open hearth. 
The Host, his children and their guest drew their chairs to the blaze— 
generous chairs that with wide arms welcomed them to ease and rest. 

“Of course,” said the Host, “I believe that everyone should live 
in the country for at least a part of each year. In the vast complica- 
tion of city life we grow to depend not on ourselves to supply our wants, 
but on the elaborate mechanism of the city. Our wants grow to be 
as artificial as city life itself. We should live in the country part of 
the year, not only for our bodily health but also for the health of our 
souls. It is in the country that young life should unfold, that first 
impressions should be planted and chal een educated.” 

**And hence the Fara setinol? said the Traveler, thoughtfully. 
The Host spread his hands to the blaze and continued musingly: 

“‘How we miss this in the city!) A home without a hearth—is it not a 
body without a soul? We Americans thought we had done a fine 
practical thing when we tore out the hearth from the family living 
room and buried the fire, a thing of beauty and inspiration, in the 
cellar! The furnace is of course a necessity to city life, yet I believe 
that the absence of the family hearth has dist more than any other 
single thing to destroy home feeling in the American household.” 

The Visitor acquiesced. “‘In primitive life food, shelter and fire 
are the first requisites,” he said. ‘So the instinct to gather around 
the fire is rooted deep in our heredity. You are right; the hearth is 
the focus and the heart of the home. This fireside,—as well as your 
welcome,—has made me feel at home here.” 

The Host glanced at his guest with a quiet smile. “Then you 
have felt one of the basic principles of the Farm-School,” he said, 
“the ideal of the Home. But let us have some music now, we will 
talk of all this later.” 

EXT day the Host took his guest over the grounds. The 
N Visitor was interested to hear more of the project whose growth 

toward fulfilment was everywhere able Then the Host 
talked, and in his talk were the same simple directness, the same 
sturdy and open Lone that showed in the architecture of his houses 
and in the character of his household. 

“What I seek, what I have lived and worked for,” said the Host, 
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A VISIT TO CRAFTSMAN FARMS 

“is Truth. If I find it I don’t care whether it is acclaimed by all the 
world or whether only one man believes it. The Farm-School is a 
search for Truth—truth in living and truth in that ee for life 
that we call education. Perhaps not many pee will agree with my 
theory of education, but if the idea prove to have in it anything of 
Truth, then to me, at least, this whole undertaking will have been 
worth the effort,—even if it educate no other boy than my own to what 
I believe a man should be. The idea of the Farm-School? It is 
briefly this: A reversal of the accepted educational order which pre- 
scribes books first in importance. Only when ‘educated’ does the 
boy learn to work. I believe that boys should first be ae the ideal 
and the practice of doing something useful with brain and hands, com- 
bined with abundant outdoor life. ‘Through work the child should learn 
the necessity for knowledge. Study shuuld be the valued supplement 
to work, and book-education should accompany, but never precede the 
education derived from actual individual experience. 

“The present accepted educational system places our young 
growing children in crowded schoolrooms to bend their shoulders 
over books, and during the years when they are overflowing with 
physical activity, with imagination, with questions as to life and its 
mport, we set them to learning lessons mapped out for them by us, 
not as an answer to each individual child’s eager mind but as pre- 
scribed courses that all alike must study, each in the same manner. 
When the molding time of youth has been passed in this theoretical 
sort of preparation, then follows what we call “Commencement,” 
a ceremony which marks the end of school and the beginning of life. 
According to this system, it is only when a boy has gone through this 
stereotyped and one-sided training that he may begin to learn how 
to live, which means, or should mean, to begin to learn how to work. 
For life without work is no life at all; whatever the man’s fortune, 
his growth is dependent upon work, and to cease growing is to die, 

spiritually.” The Host paused; then said, simply, “* With our present 
system, it practically amounts to this: The boy who has the best edu- 
cation is simply he who has the best memory, who can remember 
most of what he has learned by heart. And yet, how much of it all 
is really vital to the man in after life? His studies remain to him a 
mass of comparatively abstract knowledge. Unless the boy be 
studiously gifted, his learning has been acquired through no desire 
of his own, nor from any baling within himself of the necessity for 
such knowledge.” “And you mean by education,” said the Visitor, 
“development of character and manly attributes and the ability for 
inquiry and application—these saa should bring about their 
own results in power and knowledge.” 
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“J mean this,” said the Host, ‘“‘a real school should give to a boy 
the opportunity for such sane and healthful all-round development 

as will make of him a man capable of facing life in its every emergency 
with poised mentality, strong character and vigorous physique. 
Therefore I say work should come first in importance, and study 
second, as a supplement. But study should be related to life. The 
boy should dads not in order to pass an examination but because he 
really wants to find out something more about life and work. If 
the boy be first given something to do that he can look upon as 
vital, somethin, that puts responsibility upon him and calls out his 
own creative an he will be the first one to desire additional knowl- 
edge for himself. A boy will not be robbed of any of the buoyancy 
of youth, either, by this kind of education.” 

“You speak of ‘learning to work,’” said the Visitor. ‘‘Many 
people feel that study is in itself real and noble work. Character is 
developed through application, and there is discipline, too, in what 
is to many children pure drudgery!” 

fs CERTAIN amount of drudgery is certainly necessary discipline 
A to character, but it should not ve all brain-drudgery, especially 

for children. And is it not irreverent to permit science, history 
and literature to be studied as “drudgery ?” Natlan should be taught, 
not even the multiplication table, without the child seeing the reason 
of it. Take science—astronomy, chemistry, physics, and let the 
study of these things begin at the right end! If the open heavens are 
to the child familiar friends will he not want to know more about 
them? If the boy must work in his garden according to the seasons, 
will he not want to know why some days are longer or shorter than 
others? Will not his garden teach him the necessity for some knowl- 
edge of chemistry ane physics? I want to teach the boy to think, 
above all, rather than to learn facts by heart. 

“By ‘learning to work’ I mean a many-sided apvliestion of the 
individual to results not merely useful, but essentially useful,—the 
simple basic things that underlie the life, the industry and the civiliza- 
tion of the race. For I think that the self-reliance that is born of the 
individual’s ability to get his own food and shelter under all conditions 
should be part of every man’s equipment. Also, an understanding of 
nature an of animal and plant Vite, based not on textbooks, aa 
on experience. ‘These are fundamentals.” 

“Ves,” said the Visitor. ‘“‘A man should have brains behind his 
fingers as well as in his head; a trained body as well as a trained mind; 
a fresh and responsive spirit as well as a quick memory; initiative as 
well as a faciilty for assimilation. Do you not feel that the intro- 
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duction of manual-training and industrial courses in our schools are 
wise efforts in the right direction ?” 

“As far as they go; yes,” said the Host. “But such work in 
school is not real work. It is play-work.” 

“And what is the plan of the HurtnsSchool ?” asked the Visitor. 
“To begin by taking boys at the completion of the usual grammar- 

school period and to give them a preceal education on the Farms here 
during the years between fourteen and twenty, the important years of 
change mentally and physically from boyhood to manhood, when in 
my opinion, boys should have the stimulus to body and soul of work 
in the open air. I want the boys to learn here to stand on their own 

feet ae to work directly for results, and above all, I want them to 
develop independence of thought and creative initiative. I believe 
that the boy who has learned how to work here will apply himself 
better later on to whatever his vocation than will the boy oho has had 
book-education only. You understand, this school will be in no 
sense an agricultural college or a trade school. We are not aiming 
to turn out expert farmers. The training here simply equips the boy 
with general education, only the education differs from that usually 
prescribed. Here we will not study half the year and play half the 
year. We will work and study and play alternately all the time. 
On the Farms, school will “keep” the year ’round, and thus the bo 
who is educated here will enter college,—if he care to—not wach 
later than will other boys. These cottages that are going up are for 
the parents of the boys who will, it is hoped, spend fon summers at 
the teens to share in the life amid hick the education of their sons. 
is carried on. Also, the parents may want to come during the winter 
for week-ends. The Club House will be a central building for meet- 
ng and social gatherings where also meals may be obtained by those 
who do not care to keep house at the cottages. 

“Just as I said that everyone should ie in the country at least 
part of the year,so I say that every boy should receive part of his 
education on a farm. pee the farm in which to carry out the 
principle of learning to work because the farm offers opportunities 
of almost endless variety for pont creative and constructive de- 
velopment. In my opinion there is no single method of education 
that teaches a boy as much as farming. The old-fashioned farmer 
had to depend on his own forethought, skill and muscle for results. 
He understood weather and seasons and the relation of plant life 
to, the elements; he understood animal life and its relation to field 
products. He understood the healing properties of herbs; he doc- 
tored his animals and if he fell sick he cured himself. He had to. 
He understood tools thoroughly; he knew how to build, from a 
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chicken-coop to a house; he was his own carpenter and blacksmith. 
He learned to provide for himself in all essentials. The farm is a 

practical echpol ta which to learn that great lesson of life—to plan 
ahead. Here the boy sees vividly before him the actual outcome of 
his own wisdom or of his own mistakes. 

“It is true that athletics may offset to a certain extent the evil 
physical effects of indoor study during the growing years. But on 
the farm strength and muscle are acquired by a wholly useful ex- 
penditure of energy. Then, too, a boy should learn the dignity of 
labor. After all, it is from the working people that men of genius 
oftenest arise,—from the poor, who face the sternest realities of iffe and 
who bear the burdens. We ought all to stop and ask why this is so. 

ERE the Host was called away to plan like a general the work 
H for the day on the Farms, and there was no detail of the work 

to which he did not himself lend a hand. The Visitor could 
not wonder that this man, virile, executive, versatile in all branches 
of practical industry, should want to give to his own son and to other 
boys as well the opportunity to acquire strength through labor that 
had been his own as a child. It is not ctaink to aeatles grapplin, 
with hardship an “opportunity;” yet the Visitor could not but feal 
that the freedom of thought and strength of individual conviction that 
characterized the remarkable and tinea career of the Host were due 
to that tremendous struggle against primitive conditions that marked 
the life of the pioneer settler forty years ago in what was then “the 
West.” It seems as though the forces of Nature amid which the 
settler drew his every breath must have entered into the very soul of 
such men, sweeping ve Ha and eee narrowness and 

convention impossible. d the Visitor mused: “It is not only life 
on the farm that will be of advantage to the boys here; it is the con- 

tact with a man of power and ideals.” 
The whole conception of the School seemed to the Visitor a product 

of the democracy of American life and of conditions in a young nation. 
The farm in the Old World is a different thing from the farm in the 
New. The European farmer is born to the soil as were his grand- 
fathers before him. In all likelihood he will die on the farm to be 
succeeded by such of his sons as do not emigrate to America. But 

the American farmer is a pathbreaker. He is either taming a wilder- 
ness or meeting conditions of constant change and development. {He 
must be creative and resourceful. Thus peculiarly in America is the 
farm a school for American character. ‘‘Such education,” said the 
Host, “coupled with the desire for knowledge brought forth a Lin- 
coln.” In a great country still to be developed, the needed type of 
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worker in all activities, whether industrial or cultural, is the pioneer. 
The saying, ‘“Young men for war, old men for council” is adapted 
by the Hon to education, thus: “Young men for work, old men for 
meditation,” and this adaptation applies, perhaps, to nations also. 

Yet to the Traveler, in whose vems flowed abo peisy blood, study 
meant the opening of a vast and holy kingdom, and books—the 
key to the treasure-house of civilization—were things to be reverently 
loved for themselves. Would the boy of the Farm-School learn to 
love books thus, to value beauty for its own sake and to find in the 
records of the race—in philosophy, art, science, literature—that 
balancing influence upon fadiviual thought that gives poise to 
culture and equilibrium to the creative impulse? As thonbh in an- 
swer echoed the words of the Host, “Let the child first learn through 
work the necessity for knowledge.” 

T THE fireside once more the Visitor remarked, “You say that 
A perhaps not many will agree with your theory of education. I 

think that the whole trend of our more advanced American 
education is—less radically—along these lines, and that the Farm- 
School will appeal to Americans as a vitally needed next step.” 

“ After all it is only common sense,” said the Host, with his 
usual modesty. ‘‘ We have spoken chiefly of the practical side today— 
now let us touch again on the ideal brought out by our fireside talk 
last night.” 

“T understand—” said the Visitor, “each of these little houses 
with its wide hearth and its simple charm is a home-unit in the Farms 
which is in itself, so to speak, a ‘Mother-Home.” 

“Yes; we want here to surround the boy with ideal home condi- 
tions, for, ideally speaking, education should never be divorced from 
the home. But if a home be in a crowded city, then we must com- 
ae Many parents send their children to boarding schools. 
oarding schools discipline but do they develop in children the best 

human qualities? Children should unconsciously form ideals of 
human relationships. On a farm the child sees the relatedness of 
life all through nature. He sees it in the animals, the hen with her 
brood, the mother-cow with her calf. His own care of animals and 
plants wakens in him the protecting instinct. The family, with all 
its loving duties, is the greatest institution humanity has yet produced. 
It is the most sacred heritage of evolution. No communistic theories 
will ever wholly supplant the ideal of family life in the individual 
family home. 

“And, besides, if a boy learns to supply, himself, the material 
wants of a simple home (bringing to the family table the fruits of his 
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arden, even splitting the wood for the fire), how much truer will 
Es his attitude toward life and toward social problems and condi- 
tions! I want to teach fundamentals not for their practical value 
only, but for their ideals. 

“The ideal—! From fourteen to twenty—those are the vision- 
years of youth when pure influences and wholesome outdoor life 
should mold the mind and body to manly strength. ‘Then it is that 
the dream of achievement lights the future. No great work is ever 
accomplished unless inspired by a clear vision, resolutely held. In 
the country, Nature feeds the aspiration, the dreams and the noble am- 

_ bitions of young souls.” 
The Tiayelen bade farewell to his Host of the hillside. “Your 

Farms seem indeed a place whereon to plant good seed,”’ he said. 
“Here where one sees slope and valley yielding fruit and the eye 
sweeps forward to distant hills—beyond.” 

As the Traveler passed slowly down the shaded road the words of 
the Indian seemed to sound again: “It seems to us Indians that you 
white people know nothing of a real world. You do not understand 
the animals, the trees bea flowers, the winds and streams. To the 
Indian, all these things speak; from them and from the mountains and 
the stars come to man 3 messages of Tirawa, the One Above.” 

KINSHIP 

I DID not know that earth and sky, 
Had messages so dear, 
And Pchdlines so near, 

Nor could I hear the comrade-cry 
In music of the sea 
Till You came home to me. 

AILEEN CLEVELAND Hiaeins 
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MODERN COUNTRY HOMES IN ENGLAND: 
BY BARRY PARKER: NUMBER SIX 

€ 'T us consider the advantages and disadvantages of 
a PY high and low rooms. We are apt to take it for granted 

j that high rooms are teececnaly in every way more 
ty h cleskaciies we presuppose that they are more healthy 

U a | because they prove more air space than do low 
= rooms; but it does not always strike us that it would 

be well to take each case on its own merits and see 
whether at times this additional space in the height might better be 
added to the width and length of the rooms. iz bulletins costs an 
ascertainable price per cube foot, and in many cases this additional 
vertical size in the rooms could be added laterally or longitudinally 
at but very little more cost a Bie ee 

er cube foot. It is just Z LZ “Za SSS 
. valuable as ndditional ih m= — = 
air space, if not more Pigg ns SS 
valuatite: and gives more au | ee Ss 
room for furniture and for | — — AS 
moving about. As Mr. oe tl Mn Ne 

Baillie Scott says: “We 1B. ee ee ae ie 
cannot fly about in it if we gil ey Fs ered € | ave 
do put it over our heads.” mre tn me. thal a al Pals 

come think it more Fy aoa ee ei 
valuable as air space be- es ean : i AEs. 
cause the increased size of JANIE re A ie Ae el 
the room renders it easier ar 2 Sue 
to find places in which one [@snsilliiNintinnse= oF ane 33 
may sit “out of the draught.” In a small “T= GABLES”: VIEW OF HALL. 
room one cannot, of course, from the very nature of things, sit far 

a ‘1 away from window or door, 
ee a i Bh witout but (within reasonable 

0, OY Eh ite == limits) the larger the room 
ae ee ae === 7) is, the easier it is to keep 
DT ace Wiis a the air in it fresh without 

an ei ve ae gol lcommmdlli| subjecting its occupants to Ne er en | He SAME Tee ESyT ey uscomforts from draughts. 
Tag MAMA Ec Rage Again it alw fb a iri en BW EL) se gain it always will be 
Ps Tl Ni ie, af =| noticed that it is easier to 

il ee keep the air in a room 
SS Pe Meciabay (for which mechanical ven- 

cer nin ARR mS fo tion ji id Reet Tee : <a tilation is not provided) 
ccm MT ire eet uy WT) perfectly fresh if the ceil- 

“THE GABLES”: VIEW OF DINING Room. J0gS are not too high. In 
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AIR AND LIGHT IN BUILDING 

height is surer to give satisfactory results. As most 
of us, when house building, are “cutting our coats | - 
according to our cloth,” and are restricted in the 4 
space we provide in our rooms by the sum we can iia 
afford to spend on it, I think we would 
do well to arrange to have as much of Te 
it spread horizontally as pos- =m a 
sible, and as little carried above Fwrecus: |i] Po 
our heads as is compatible with F-——_.4=. Tn 

ee ventilation. D . scone +m 80% it Bk 
‘here are other points, too, non oy 

which must be considered as staves DAY 
bearing upon all this. These F coef Sur Mat) ie I 
practical considerations are not a bt 
all. Artistically I suppose, per- HN a i | NS 

haps, most rooms in small “BALNAGOWAN”: BASEMENT PLAN, 

houses suffer from too great height in proportion to their width and 
length, yet the charm resulting from carrying one room (say a hall) 

— smgsq far higher than any of the 

= on ie is as indisputable as 
ALL J the fact that both the high 

La ronecount i weer [Sef and the low rooms gain by 

HY, ieee face 4 | contrast. 

od A “dey = In terrace houses and 

al gawd ig Sy ET where land is very valuable, 
| f : : _ = il air space can be more cheaply 

~EIny Tin eae by increase in height 

DRAWING OH nce | “tonne § than in width and length, and 

Te ‘ pubs rh oe en ey 
[ SEAT « in 

H ; ENACT [en 

oa? FLOOR PLAN. -§ 

i SARACEN AN : FIRST a oe) HH 

must therefore be so gained. Dip Sua cae Hes fea Pe auc 
Again, in terrace houses each Paes Nl . alee ee 

room generally can have win- TMM cra 
dows in only one of its walls, | SPR Sa 
hence these windows must be ff seorcon ff] onesanc). urecnvact [J eenecon 
carried nigh enough to enable see emesis nae Vee 
the light therefrom to reach to \ 5 
the back of the room. Sas pe 

If we are to derive health VY 
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AIR AND LIGHT IN BUILDING 

and or from the time we spend in 
our homes we can hardly attach too me OR 
great importance to this bring- Bas) 

ing of the light and sunshine into pins sagor J 
the very hearts of them. In [—~f rN Ref ri 4 
houses such as we are consider- A) oe Ey mate = 
ing, most of the rooms are in J” -<sjamme MU Hl ce 
positions where it would be pos- i cee en ar 
sible to have windows in more jthan  [f woes @/ 
one wall, so height in most es an is [eee tt Wa 
notnecessary to gain light andsunshine | Koger “SINNISDOON” : 
in all ete. Hike in each | ENED ea SE ina 
there is generally one room on the meena? ground floor so 
placed that it — ¥ could only have 
windows in one SS, 2 coverto i] Wall, so ineach 
of the houses j ap i ~~ i here illustrated 
this room is car- oe j tied up two 
stories. ‘‘Balna- au iad gowan” and 
“The Gables” i each have big 
south windows which are ra i | carried up the 
full height of thesel rooms. — In Beano! 
wan” particularly one Beene the enormous gain of allowing the 
sunshine and ie by this means to stream into the innermost 
arts of the house. | peesseeee=e==; This house is 

puilt on a site which PO"; cw | —~*Y falls very rapid- 
ly indeed from north to cee fa “Gnomes Beoroon | south, so that 
the ground is level with | | i the ground floor 
on the north side and } ones Geel with the base- 
ment floor on the south | id | “ cy side. This en- 
abled us to place the eon Ue f servant’s bed- 
room, the laundry and § = og some other 
rooms in the basement, | ct fo fo in accordance 
with acommon custom | coun 1 Wy, in Scotland, without 
their having any of the | PY unhealthiness or other 
disadvantages of rooms b=a—— fr below the ground. It 

Bie [-==1 | will not be necessary to point 
[fi a, f | out that in these three houses, 
ee I eT as in former ones. illustrated, 
es > attempts have been made to re- 
SS a [] han EP iets the hall or house-place, == Si ‘ ° a ee and make it the most important 

GoeNiapooN’ a eeeoe| and homelike room in each 
FLOOR PLAN. = house, the room in which the 
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AIR AND LIGHT IN BUILDING 

family chiefly lives. Also it will be seen that there is a slight similar- 
ity in the general arrangement of these three houses, but that each 
takes as simply and directly as possible the form dictated by the site 
and local conditions and the requirements of the client. 

“Tnnisdoon” is more unusual and interesting in this respect than 
the other two. Its planning will possibly strike the reader at first 
glance as somewhat complicated and exceptional, if not strained. 
The circumstances which have led to this are as follows: Our client 
was already living in the house shown and we had recently laid out 
for him the grounds of this house and were designing some additions 
to be made to the house itself, when the meadows to the south came 
into his possession. He then decided to build upon it a new house 
for himself if he could do so without abandoning the recently laid out 
gardens, and if he could make use of the drive up to the existing house 
as the approach to the proposed new one. this latter stipulation, 
and the et that a very fine tree such as one would not dream of cut- 
ting down stood where one would naturally have placed the house, 
made a very special form of plan inevitable. Otherwise a makeshift 
effect would have resulted. Not only had we to avoid cutting down 
the tree, but, standing as it did to the southwest of where the house 
must stand, space enough had to be contrived between it and the house 
to Dibhe oo its eeuine the latter. On the northwest we were also 
tied by the en of the existing drive which was to be used as the 
approach. Further, there could be no doubt but that the right ae 
to do was to swing the garden front of the house more toward sout 
than it would be if fixed parallel to the field boundaries, in order that 
more sun might enter the rooms. So Ne Bos pointed to a plan 
broadly triangular in form, making it possible to have the main en- 
trance at a point from which no long passagelike approach to the 
various rooms would be necessary, thus saving the pleasantness of 
the southwest front which inevitably would have been destroyed had 
the drive been brought round to it and the main entrance placed there. 
The size of the eae: relative to that of the kitchen, is a point in 
the plan many will comment upon. I believe that having the scullery 
almost as large as the kitchen is proving to be a very convenient arrange- 
ment. There is a range in each, but most of the cooking is done on 
the one in the scullery, so the kitchen is always kept tidy, pleasant and 
comfortable. 

Adaptation to their sites is claimed to be one of the chief charac- 
teristics of these designs. 
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THE OPENING OF THE EYES OF JASPER: 
BY WALTER A. DYER 
MMMANRN CE upon a time there lived a family of very dull 
ie ~*~ and earenable people. Their lives tate o ver 
fe ) commonplace that it must have been long ago. 1 

iT don’t ballave anybody lives nowadays whose existence 
: CN is so drab and uneventful. These people came into 
te $3} the world in a most ordinary and conventional man- 

ner. They were merely born. Then they grew up, 
and worked for a living. They were married, and had chilies, and 
by and by took sick and died. And that’s all there was to it. So 
when little Jasper was born, it was taken as a matter of course. He 
was fed and clothed according to custom, and he cried and slept 
after the manner of infants. 

But in the spring before Jasper was born, a wee bit of a meadow- 
lark had been thatched out of an egg in a beautiful aspen grove far 
away. The sunshine was pouring into the nest when he first opened 
his eyes, and as he was constantly looking upward for worms that his 
parents brought, he early became acquainted with the green leaves 
and the blue sky. And as soon as ever he could, he learned to sing. 
By and by the time came for him to leave the nest, and he started out 
a see the world, singing, as he went, of the green leaves and the blue 
sky. 
ae day, in the warm summer weather, he alighted on the sill of 

an open window, and because of the joyousness in his heart, he poured 
forth a glad and rippling song. 

The people ince the house were very busy at the time and did 
not hear the meadow-lark, but the song fell full on the ce ears of a 
new-born babe in the room; it was the first sound in this wonderful 
world that little Jasper heard. 

Of course, Jasper did not know this, but the song sank unawares 
into his tiny soul, and stayed there. So Jes oy up with a son 
in his heart, and the song troubled him. It told him that afar off 
there was a beautiful green aspen grove with blue sky above it, and 

Ji a ued to find the aspen grove. 
ow there was nothing to sing about at Jasper’s home, and when 

he grew up to be a young man he began to think. Somewhere, he 
knew, there was a place of beauty, and because the meadow-lark’s 
song had made a poet of him, he resolved to find it. His brothers, 
who had not been greeted at birth by a bird’s song, could not under- 
stand him. Life seemed a very plain, measured-out affair to them. 
Why bother one’s head about the unattainable? But Jasper’s song 
would not let him rest, and finally he left his home and started out 
in search of the Good, the True and the Beautiful. 
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THE OPENING OF THE EYES OF JASPER 

Now all Jasper’s training had taught him that the way to get 
anywhere was to keep ree one foot before the other. ‘That was 
the only way he knew of to find the Good, the True and the Beautiful. 
So on he went up the road and over the hill—left foot, right foot, 
left foot, right foot—trudging patiently along. 

The days wept by, and ever before him stretched the brown road. 
It led through woods and fields and villages, but Jasper did not meet 
with the Good, the True and the Beautiful. Every time he reached 
the ee of a hill or a bend in the road, he looked eagerly ahead for 
something bright and unusual, but he was always disappointed. 
He met men and women, but they were just folks, queer or ordinary, 
and they could not tell him where to fhok for the object of his quest. 
Once he came to a great city, and entered it with joy, but its streets 
proved to be ugly and dirty and very confusing, and he was glad to 
come out on the other side. The Good, the True and the Beautiful 
were not there. 

Finally, one gray day, he lost heart altogether, and sat down on 
a log by the wayside, and buried his head in his hands. And as he 
sat there, wrapt in woe, there came one singing up the road. The 
song was like the one that lay slumbering in Jasper’s heart, and, 
hearing it, he looked up in spite of hirsell, and saw a burly fellow 
in a leathern apron. 

Seeing Jasper sitting in such a disconsolate attitude, the stranger 
approached and seated ‘himself on the log at Jasper’s side. 

“What is the matter, brother?” he inquired. “Has thy lady 
played thee false, or hast thou lost thy purse? Those are the two 
things which make most men miserable.” 

“Neither,” said Jasper. 
“Tell me,” bade the other. ‘‘ Let me help you.” 
Jasper looked at his big, hairy arms, his leathern apron and his 

sooty face, and replied: <Bhou canst not help me. I have neither 
horse to be shod nor cart to be mended.” 

At this the big fellow laughed a deep-throated laugh. 
“And why, pray, may not a blacksmith be a philosopher ?” 
Jasper poneres, 
““T never thought of that,” said he. 
Then Jasper told the blacksmith of his hunger for the Good, 

the True and the Beautiful, and the tale of his bootless quest. When 
he had finished, the blacksmith broke forth into a loud and hearty 
roar of laughter, slapping his knee with his mighty palm. 

“But I see no cause for mirth,” said Jasper, surprised and nettled. 
“No,” said the blacksmith;” and there are many other things that 

thou dost not see. That is because thou art more than half blind. 
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THE OPENING OF THE EYES OF JASPER 

Thou art like a man hunting all over the house for the coat that is 
on his back. Thou sayest that thou hast a song in thy heart. Hast 
thou looked there for Goodness, Truth and Beauty ?” 

“T understand thee not,” quoth Jasper. 
“*See,”’ cried the blackemith, pointing to a little white flower that 

ew from the dirt and decaying wood under the log. “Here is a 
bit of Goodness, Truth and Beauty at thy feet, and thou didst not see 
it. Thou art blind, I say. Now listen, that thine eyes may be 
opened. This little flower is pure white and perfect. See how 
gracefully it stands on its slender stem. See how beautifully alike 
and yet unlike are its five snowy petals. There is a whole world of 
the Coed. the True and the Beautiful in this little flower. And -yet 
it grows from the common earth beneath the shadow of a rotting 
log. It typifies the Creation and the Universe. It is part of God’s 
plan, and is a product of His craftsmanship. I am a skilled work- 
man, but I could not make a thing of beauty like that. And yet 
thou didst not see it! All about thee are the Good, the True and the 
Beautiful—in sea and wood and sky, and in the hearts of thyself 
and thy fellows. The object of thy quest lies not at the end of the 
road, but on both sides of it and overhead. 

“Yonder, at the edge of the village, is my dingy smithy. There I 
toil all day for my wife and children. But in the wall above my 
bellows is a little window that frames a square of blue sky, and through 
the open doorway I can see the green meadows, with the cattle in 
them, and the purple hills. Thee see Goodness, Truth and Beauty. 
Friends pass the door and shout a greeting, and I look into their 
hearts and find Goodness, Truth and Beauty there. A spider has 
spun a web across my window-pane, a pe wheel of finest silk, and 
up in the pear tree, just within my sight, the robins have a nest, and 
busily come and go all day long. Beside my door the daisies bloom, 
and peep in at me when the wind blows. In all these I see the Good, 
the True and the Beautiful, because mine eyes are open. I watch 
them as I blow the fire in my forge, and then when I lena my back 
again to the anvil, I needs must sing. 

“Go thy way, brother, back to the place whence thou camest. I 
know not who thou art or what thy calling, but I know that the 
object of thy quest lies at thine own door.” 

So te arose and took his departure, singing. 
Now Jasper was young, and he did not believe all that the black- 

smith had said, but for want of a better thing to do, he picked up his 
staff, and set out again for home. 

And as he went ha noticed many little white flowers by the roadside, 
and each had five snowy petals and stood on a graceful, slender 
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stem. He began to look for them, instead of ans the 
brown wheel tracks, and so it came about that he saw many things 
besides—a flock of blackbirds, wheeling and alighting in a cornfield— 
a cloud that hung like thistledown over a hilltop—a collie that sat, 
with ears erect, guarding a flock of sheep—a little stone nate that 
lay dozing behind a flaming laburnum—an old peasant couple that 
sat hand in hand on their doorstep in the gloaming. And by the 
time he reached the top of the hill overlooking his home town the song 
in his heart was neal again, and more joyous than ever before, 
and so many beautiful things thronged in upon his vision that there 
was not time to contemplate them all. Below him lay the village 
amid its ivied elms, the white houses glistening in the sun like patches 
of snow, and the church spire standing, slim and graceful, in their 
midst. As he entered the village with peak ere a maid, who 
had been his playmate, ran forth to meet him, and in her eyes he saw 
a light he had never observed before. And somewhere a meadow- 
lark was singing rapturously of a ee aspen grove and the sunshine. 

When Jasper reached home, his brothers asked him banteringly, 
“Didst find he Good, the True and the Beautiful, foolish Jasper ?” 

And he replied, “TI did.” 

HE story of Jasper is, you will notice, but a new version of 
the old story in the Fourth Reader (or it may have been the 
Third) which tells of two lads who went for a walk; one of 

them saw much to report and the other nothing at all. Which of 
these lads are you? ee you dee going or Jasper coming? It’s 
a question worth considering, as | shall try to show. The human 
mind has such a tremendous amount of work to do that it is obliged 
to make use of labor-saving devices. According to the psychologists, 
it constantly seeks to iad its work less a ee by referring as 
many actions as possible to the memory and the reflex nerve centers. 
The mind is a general that has time for little save the issuing of orders. 
That is what they call the brain’s ideo-motive force. The child has to 
devote his entire mind to the complex act of walking; divert his at- 
tention and he comes to grief. We experienced grown-ups simply 
give the word of end and our legs do the rest. “Home,” we 
say, and our legs carry us there, giving our brains a chance to think 
of the stock market or our clothes or any other elevating topic. If 
every act of our fingers eee on the complete construction of a 
mental picture of it and a definite effort of the will, we would scarcely 
finish dressing before bedtime. 

This delegating of our ere actions to our various members 
produces what we know as habit, and if you will think of all your 
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motions and actions in a single day, you will see that ninety per cent. 
of them are the result of habit. 

Some habits are useful and some are not. I have a habit of smooth- 
ing my hair when I talk—a perfectly useless operation. I suppose 
once my brain told my hand to do it, but now my hand goes ahead 
and performs this precious function on its own account, and energy 
is wasted. 

But in general, it is plain that habits are absolutely necessary 
if we are to accomplish anything at all, though General Brain is never 
relieved of the responsibility of seeing to it that the habits are good. 

All of this has been scientifically and thoroughly explained by 
Professor James and others. What I want to show is a certain 
specific failing that this habit-making faculty of ours is likely to lead us 
into; and that is the tendency of our minds to get lazy and let the 
habits do all the work. In a word, we are prone to get into a groove 
or rut. Some are born in ruts, some pies ruts and some are 
thrust into ruts, but in every case the rut is a soul-deadening thing, 
and the sooner we get out of it the better. You can’t see out of a rut, 
and the Good, the True and the Beautiful never lie at the end of it. 
Life in a rut is necessarily narrow and uninteresting. 

By this I do not mean to praise the butterfly life. Flitting is 
equally ineffectual. The unsystematic man is an abomination Hebe 
the Lord. But there is a golden mean. 

It is the attitude that counts—the freshness of interest in all 
things, the youthfulness of the spirit. ‘The Good, the True and the 
Beautiful are on every hand for him who has his eyes open. Don’t 
be a mole; that is the text of my sermon. 

Now the best way I know of to force oneself to look up out of the 
rut, and eventually to crawl out, is to train the sense of observation. 
This is easier for some people than it is for others. John Burroughs 
says, “Some people seem born with eyes in their heads, and others 
with buttons or painted marbles.” And it is easier to form the habit 
of observation in childhood than in maturity, and I believe that this 
should be one of the first propositions in the study of pedagogics. 
But to develop this faculty is possible even for the oldest and plnclest 
of us. 

Now the ways and means of accomplishing this hel Sig are 
manifold. The whole field of art and literature and science lies open 
to us, and, greatest and best of all, the intimate study of Nature. 

Nature study, I find, requires some explanation. The American 
type of mind looks askance at any theory or pursuit that does not 
produce practical, tangible results. Hence the student of Nature 
finds himself obliged to defend his principles. It is not enough for 
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him to say that he prefers to know a hemlock from a spruce. He must 
justify himself in terms of the practical. Such justification, however, 
is not impossible. 

A vast deal of twaddle is written about the beauties of Nature, 
but that’s not the thing. To exclaim over the beauty of a sunset 
indicates no very deep understanding. We Americans are inclined 
to look for short cuts. We pride ourselves on our ability to appreciate 
things that we know little or nothing about. 

Phe true value of Nature study, for old as well as young, lies in 
the training of the observation, a faculty that civilization is doing 
its best to deseey in.us. It took no effort on the part of the savage 
to read sermons in stones and books in the running brooks. 

We go into the country, and we see trees and fields and hills, 
and most of us do not entirely miss their message. But for many the 
columbine and blue gentian bloom unheeded by the wayside, and the 
yellow warbler sings unheard and unseen in the thicket. Eyes have 
we but we see not; ears, but we hear not. These avenues of sensuous 
delight and intellectual satisfaction have become clogged through 
‘hei and every day we miss something of the wonder and the joy of 
ife. 

Nature study is simply one way—perhaps the best way—of train- 
ing the observation, but the main thing is to get the eyes open some- 
how. And get your heart open, too. When you were a child the 
world was more interesting to you—life was richer. Get young again, 
for except ye become as little children, ye shall not enter the Kingdom 
of Heaven. 

I know it isn’t easy. ‘The old habits are strong. Old dogs don’t 
take to new tricks. Nou want to make the world more interesting 
to yourself. You want to live the richer life. But the burdens press 
down upon you. The environment is all ae Circumstances are 
against you, and the rut is deep. It’s hard, I know, but not half so 
hard as you think it is. Look up out of the rut and try it. Look for 
simple things. Life is too short to ee it in a search for the un- 
attainable. Jasper found that out. This is the world we are livin: 
in; for this life there is no other. If we shut our eyes to the eee 
things in it, we have only ourselves to blame. Look about you and 
observe the Good, the True and the Beautiful that are close at hand. 
Look for them in God’s growing things, in good books, in the hearts 
of your friends. And when again you end your back to the anvil, 
think of the new things you have seen, and perhaps you'll be singing, 
after all. 

Heaven lies about us in our maturity as well as in our infancy, 
if we will but open our eyes and look. 
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SOME CRAFTSMAN HOUSES THAT WERE 

BUILT UNDER OUR OWN SUPERVISION 

AN ey \E HAVE now and then shown in THe CrarrsMaAN 
Co | potent of Craftsman houses built from our 
Way | plans by other pee but the four houses we illustrate 

BY Ae freee are selected from those put up within the past 
a ,) year by our own builders, working under our direct 

supervision. Therefore, so far as the design, choice 
of materials and construction go, they are perfect 

expressions of the Craftsman idea. The furnishing of course is in 
each case that of the owner, and reflects his individual taste and fancy. 

We believe that those of our /—_ readers who are interested 
in house building will find this = group of houses specially 
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designs are carried out by ;% =, 
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these, where we have supervised each detail of the construction, we 

feel justified in pointing to them as complete expressions of the Crafts- 
man idea in house bisidisg, 

All our readers are more or less familiar with the main essentials 

of this idea, and even if they were not, the floor plans and illustrations 

giesp here speak for themselves. The first house, which we built for 

r. W. H. Phillips at Whitestone, Long Island, is entirely typical 

of the Craftsman style; the exterior showing the low broad pro- 

portions, the simple lines, the revealed construction and the character- 

istic grouping of the windows that distinguish all Craftsman houses. 

The interior is equally typical, showing as it does the recessed fire- 
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rd ce idea, nieve! in 
MR. TAYLOR'S HOUSE. rea the arrangement of the interior, 

‘alae 2) which shows the built-in ft. 
Par f sponte H | ments such as book shelves and 
[eae - eceemny Na sideboard, and the structural 
LT banc oti I effects which are now so well 
o/s ITS HEE cp renin | known all over the country. 

dine | Hea ree Our aim is always to make the 
EH] — \<.proorsttrf house so interesting in itself 

aT tli. = emf Toc 4 that it will need wee litle furni- 
<? 1 Fi" cen __f ture and almost no ornament, 

| ey PF and the interior of Mr. Prior’s 
|} i f ie [=-=4"'" f house illustrates this idea as 
NF ot Bo Re well as any we have built. 

H+] |e Rs zat Uy The third house is owned by 
i | ie af i tt tf} Mr. Fred. M. Hill, of Great ete, 5 i Ki rewsson| Neck, Long Island, and is 
RH 4 bh ih ers f an excellent example of the 
a, t ee oe the Crafts- 

ss i | fF man house. It has 
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quiet conservative dignity of | jg eater t—— | u 
the old Colonial farmhouse, i EA | eo ste 
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superfluous feature and_ its Gee ie | : 
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and proportion, and the im- ; i _e4 cam 
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The fourth house was built y | econ i e 
for Mr. B. A. Taylor, at Beech- | —_ a 
wood Park, Summit, New Jer- | anil = TE 
sey, and is one of our most at : 
successful examples of the com- | BUS LN cea 
bination of cementand shingles. | er cea 
It is quite a large house, and l } 
is built in a commanding posi- 
tion on the top of a small hill. eS ——— 
One structural feature peculiar —.srcomp FL.ooK- eeeseesT| MR. 
to this house is the open screen of wood, ~*="S- Be 
that partially hides the staircase from the livingroom, |} ===. Howse. 
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THE POWER OF THE SMALL INVESTOR: 
WISDOM OF THE POLICY PURSUED BY SOME 
RAILROADS IN ENCOURAGING PURCHASE 
OF THEIR STOCK BY PEOPLE LIVING ALONG 
THEIR LINES: BY THE EDITOR 

|} HE small investor is the man upon whom the whole 
i j financial status of the country y ends. In the last 

mM, be. m analysis he is the man who cielies possible every 
Be a great enterprise and who renders futile all manipula- 
A 7 tion of the stock market for the purposes of speculation. 

His power is the same in every civilized country, 
but it is only among people whose national standards 

are based upon thrift and common sense that he realizes and uses 
this power. In our own country the small investor is usually the 
first victim of a panic in the money market, whether that panic be 
based upon real conditions or manufactured for political purposes, 
or to mask a big “deal.” But the reason that he is so quickly af- 
fected by the inlintion or depression of prices in the stock market is 
not because conditions are so different, but because his point of view 
has been demoralized by the prevailing spirit of speculation, and his 
investments have been ruled by the oie of making quick and easy 
money rather than owning property of assured value. 

To the man who is willing to learn by experience each new panic 
teaches a lesson which he cannot afford to despise; while to the man 
whose operations are governed by steady common sense and who 
refuses to carry too much sail for his ballast, a period of liquidation 
like that we are just passing through, offers a welcome opportunity 
to widen his interests with safety and to increase his holdings. The 
case is put very oe. in a letter written recently by a prominent 
business man to a New York paper. This man, who is the head of a 
large industrial concern, is in tiie just now and is applying to 
the conditions in this country a wisdom gained not only from his 
own business experience, but from his observation of conditions 
abroad. He says: “During the recent slump more American people, 
generally the farmers, the small merchant or the man on salary, were 
educated to put their surplus money in good American securities for 
investment, not for spell ive purposes. It would be better for the 
business interests of the country at large if such investors, buying for 
investment, not speculation, would give more attention to the affairs 
of great corporations; that attention inspired by actual holding of 
shares. No matter how small might be those holdings, they lead 
such investors to take deeper interest in political affairs, both State 
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and national, and such a result would mean better legislation and 
greater intimate mutual confidence at all times between corporations, 
the Government and the people. There cannot be too much educa- 
tion along that line. In time we could readily take care of our own 
securities in any possible emergency, ae as did the citizens of France 
at one state of the Franco-Prussian War. Such distribution of stock 
holdings, too, would be a powerful check on market manipulation 
and overspeculation, provided these shares of great corporations were 
sufficiently sprinkled among the mass of the people. It is over- 
speculation that is doing us harm.” 

The stability given to an enterprise by the interest and support of 
a large number of shareholders, and the great gain in confidence and 
mutual good will between the corporations and the people that is 
brought about by such relations, are being recognized more and 
more every year. Some of the most powerful of our industrial con- 
cerns are urging their own employees to become stockholders in the 
business, relying upon the sense of interest and responsibility afforded 
by such ownership to make easier the adjustment of all relations 
between capital and labor. In other cases, the distribution of stock 
among thousands of shareholders has grown up naturally from the 
needs of the enterprise itself, as in the case of some of our railroad 
companies. The paiagiiiela Railroad Company alone has over 
sixty thousand stockholders among the people living in the territory 
covered by its lines, and the same policy is followed hy the Delaware, 
Lackawanna and Western Railroad Company. It is equally true 
of many others, but these two instances are noted because the lines 
of these railroads run through a thickly settled part of the East, 
where it is highly necessary for the railway to have the friendship of 
the people living along its line, and almost equally important for the 
traveling and shipping public to be on terms of codperation rather 
than hostility with the common carrier upon which depends so much 
of the development and prosperity of that particular section of the 
country. These, investors have largely availed themselves of the 
recent flurry in Wall Street to increase their holdings, because they 
know from personal experience and observation that the property is 
a safe and good investment, which in the end will maintain its value 
unimpaired by the artificial inflation or depression of the speculative 
value of the stock. ‘To such investors the cry of “panic” has very 
little significance, and the support they give to the company whose 
stock they hold forms the bist balvrark against sudden storms. 

The uproar raised by the press all over the county about recent rail- 
road legislation and the granting of extended powers to the Interstate 
Commerce Commission is already dying down, forthe men whoreally run 
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the railroads, and the plain people who own so many thousands of shares 
of the stock, realize that this amount of Government supervision will 
ultimately be a steadying rather than a cor influence, and that 
in any case it is logically the next step in the development of a system 
of transportation that ie already done wonders in opening up the 
country, and is destined to do things in the future that will aalee all 
former achievements look insignificant. Private enterprise was 
needed to build up this great system, just as it was needed to establish 
every other industry that has made for the advancement of this 
country. But the time has come when the railroads have outgrown 
the limits of private enterprise and have become one of the vital 
interests of the people. Without any question of confiscation or of 
Government oweaht on a socialistic beets the right administration 
of the railroads and the control of their powers is as essentially the 
business of the public at large as is the establishment of clean and 
efficient government. The steps that have been taken lately are 
merely a part of the general advancement in this direction,—as much 
an expression of the spirit of the age as is the swift spread of the idea 
of municipal government by a commission directly responsible to 
the ae And, as a result of it, a better understanding is already 
taking the place of the old unreasoning hostility on the one side and 
arrogant use of power on the other. As the railroad men recovered 
from the panic which beset them when Congress passed the railroad 
bill, and when President Taft held up the rate increase until the 
matter should have been adjusted an examined by the Interstate 
Commerce Commission, the majority of them frankly agreed that 
the new order of things was not so bad after all, and that there was 
little possibility of the abuse of power by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. They have not only accepted the new law, but a 
number of them are codperating cordially toward its enforcement. 
On the other hand the supers realizing that this law obviates the 
danger of hasty or prejudiced action because it gives both sides an 
opportunity to present their cases clearly and fairly, are expressin 
their confidence in the probability that rates will be made which wil 
be accepted willingly by both railroads and shippers for the reason 
that both will have had a hand in fixing them; each understanding 
fully the position of the other and the burden of expense that the 
railroad as well as the shipper has to bear. 

The establishment of such supervision is the most marked ad- 
vance made yet toward removing the railroads from the realm of 
monopolies governed by private interests, and ee them upon the 
footing of great public enterprises in which the whole nation shares. 
It would seem that the late E. H. Harriman foresaw this, because 
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his monumental scheme of organization meant practically the gather- 
ing of railroad interests into such shape that Government control was 
inevitable. During the years when the nation was building, the 
Government was in the very nature of things as immature as the 
country and the people. Representing the nation as it does, and 
being the only expression of the will of a ic it shares the faults 
and virtues of each phase of growth. hen speculation, venality 
and the furthering of personal ambition at the cost of everything else, 
formed the prevailing standard of business enterprise, it was only 
natural that the Government should grant almost royal privileges to 
the builders of railroads which opened up such great tracts of raw 
country. Working only for its own interests, for the expansion of 
its territory, and the piling up of colossal wealth, each one of the 
great railroad Ops nevertheless did more for the settlement of 
virgin lands and the development of agriculture, manufacture and 
commerce, than could have been done by any other means, for it 
was absolutely a necessity to the success of a railroad enterprise to 
have a rich and productive territory capable of furnishing it with a 
constant and profitable supply of traffic. The pioneers of traffic 
admitted no ileal and nothing was allowed to interfere with the 
oe of the road. Therefore the state gave to the railroads the 

right of eminent domain, which in every instance has been main- 
tamed by law so that no man’s private interests might stand against 
the advance of a railroad which was tacitly aoregtt as a part of the 
public service of the country. Also, it was no more than natural that 
this great power should be abused; that grants of land which were 
intended for the benefit of the settler abeuld be given over to specu- 
lators and used for the building up of private fortunes; that rates 
should be juggled with until the cry arose of conspiracy in restraint 
of trade, and that stock and bond issues based upon a tales capitaliza- 
tion should result in the mulcting of the many and the Ey eeuhetintap 
enrichment of the few. 

UT this period has passed. Without a revolution, and without 
B any overwhelming eee the people have established their 

right to have a say in the management of the railroads and 
that right will never again be allowed to lapse. The only danger is 
that it will be pushed to an extreme which will check enterprise and 
work injustice to the corporations, and the way to obviate this danger 
and to turn aside oe hostility is for the people to own a 
goodly share of the stock and for the Government to insist that the 
affairs of the railroad be open at all times to examination. Owner- 
ship by a few powerful men of a branch of the public service which is 
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so: closely interwoven with the industrial, commercial and agricultural 
life of the nation, is an obstruction to legislation and a menace to fair 
dealing. It makes for hostility on both sides, because no man who 
has worked hard to build up a big enterprise is going to have his 
eal property interfered with if he can help it, and on the other 
and, nothing can disabuse the minds of the people of the belief 

that they are being robbed by a powerful corporation. Under such 
circumstances fair and just legislation is almost impossible, for there 
is always a question as to the fairness of any laws which affect the 
ey rights of one man or another. But if the majority of railroad 
stock were owned by the people, and the management of the corpora- 
tion were under Government papervision,--aMldi need not necessarily 
imply Government interference with the actual running of the road,— 
the grounds for misunderstanding and antagonism would vanish of 
themselves; the rights of the shipper would be as certain of considera- 
tion as the rights of the ieee and neither one would suffer loss 
from undue Guctintnation in the favor of the other. The exercise 
of the right of eminent domain would create no opposition, because 
every extension or improvement would be for the benefit of the people 

a along the line of the road as much as for the railroad company 
itself, and the interest of the whole would prevail just as naturall 
as it does now in the extension and improvement of cities, Mich 
always calls for an extensive sacrifice of private property. 

Actual ownership by the Government would acon land us in a 
new set of difficulties, but ownership by the people, of whom the 
powerful leaders of the corporations are as much a part as the mass 
of insignificant shareholders, and mutual recognition of the rights 
of all in the development and carrying on of any great enterprise, 
would make fair and well-considered fh islation almost inevitable, 
because all would be working together for its advancement. The 
small investor can, if he will, save the country from panics; can save 
business from depression and can stop the disturbance caused by the 
battle between the corporations, which are fighting for their ee 
and the people who are determined to smash their power once for all. 
It is a question of adjustment, not of overthrow on either side, and 
while human nature remains as it is, the safest ground upon which 
to base a permanent and amicable understanding is a community 
of business interests which will lead men to strive ide by side toward a 
given end rather than to strike one another down in their race for the 
goal. 
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DEMAND THE BEST! 

Y not demand the best of life,—not the largest or the finest, 
not the richest or the greatest, but the ‘best ? 

The best is none too good for you or for me,—it is none too 
good for any human soul,— 

But it may only be had by a stern demand, and a conquest yet more 
stern. 

Health is one of the best things of life: 
Let us demand it, therefore, of ourselves and for ourselves, health of 

the body and of the mind, for the sake of the race: 
The triumph of the mind is one of the best things of life; 
The triumph over nature and adverse conditions, over the body for 

the ake of the whole person, over the self for the sake of justice. 
Let those who desire the fee for themselves secure the triumph of 

the mind by daily mastery. 
There is then the triumph of the loving human spirit over mere 

mentality, which should be attained by all: 
To this end let us set our telescopes toward the wide skies, and forget 

that there are microscopes with which to examine the affairs 
of the selfish. 

Fulfilment is one of the best things of life;—the task accomplished, 
the promise kept, the complete cycle wrought out, as of a plant 
from seed to seedpod. 

For, being set as an individual pattern, each alone and distinct in the 
universal scheme of things, we are bound to fulfill the design 
as a sacred duty, and in this is great joy. 

Friends are among the best things of life and the love of mate and 
child will be holy to the end. 

Let us demand love, therefore, by continual knocking at the doors of 
hearts; 

For we may be friends with those who give us much, or by just ex- 
change, or we may also be friends where we faduekes have 
given most abundantly. 

These, therefore, are the best things; health, control, fulfilment, love. 
If we spend ourselves to attain them, we shall try our strength in an 

arena by war against other desires for those things which are 
less than the best. 

Are we handicapped by inheritance? Are we weakened by un- 
rofitable civilizations ? Are we led astray by environment ? 

Let hese thoughts add fuel to the fires of our energy. 
But to win the best, even in large measure, is not enough. 
The ultimate beauty is to yield it again in full measure, becoming 

sharers of illimitable bounty, breaking for all men and women 
the bread of God! Mareurrirr OcpEn BicELow. 
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PEOPLE WHO INTEREST US: NATALIECURTIS, 
THE “FRIEND OF THE INDIANS” 

ISS NATALIE CURTIS has probably done more 
\2 mm _| than any one other person to gather together Indian 

i" bs folk songs and put them on record in ee form. 
oe fim | One winter she sang some of these melodies to a group 

( si of famous musicians then in New York City. At 
ie the end of the event a German court conductor cried, 

“These things are unique, wonderful! How rich 
your country is in artistic material.’’ Miss Curtis explained to them 
that not only were we losing this peculiar folklore music, but as a 
nation actually destroying it, and Miss Curtis knows a great deal 
about the Tidy Her preéminent call to fame is ages first 
through her book of American Indians. She calls it The Indian’s 
Book.” In her preface she says, “The Indians are the authors of this 
volume. The songs and stories are theirs; the drawings, cover design 
and title pages were made by them. The work of the recorder has 
been but the collecting, editing and arranging of the Indians’ contri- 
butions.” It would seem almost impossible that a person of an 
alien race could have so completely presented the Indian’s religion, 
philosophy, poetry, romance and social attitude of mind as intimately 
as Miss Curtis has done. It was only possible by working with them, 
knowing them as friends, giving enthusiasm and winning confidence. 
The songs, legends, stories of this book are as genuine and beautiful 

as though heard from the mouths of great warriors around a camp- 
fire of peace. Miss Curtis belongs to a family of book lovers and 
writers. Her uncles, James Burrill Curtis and George William 
Curtis are a portion of the culture of America. They were amon 
the noble company of brilliant minds at Brook Farm. And the old 
Curtis home on Washington Place had the honor of receiving Daniel 
Webster, Thackeray arid many others of note who sought intellectual 
sympathy. Miss Curtis had a most thorough training in music with 
a pupil of Liszt, Arthur Friedheim, and also spent a most delightful 
musical year at Bayreuth, where a valued friendship sprang up with 
the Wagner family. Mr. Roosevelt has codperated most cordially 
with Miss Curtis in her work for the Indians, and her interest and 
enthusiasm for them is not limited to her now famous book. She 
has lectured widely in their behalf, has enlisted significant men and 
women as their champions, she has sung their songs and told their 
legends to win friends for them. She has been tireless in her efforts to 
create a sane attitude toward the education of the Indian, a training 
that will save and develop rather than destroy their art. Indeed, in 
spite of her real gifts in music and literature, she is, though a young 
woman, already best known as the Friend of the Indian. 
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PEOPLE WHO INTEREST US: WILLIAM 
ALLEN WHITE; REFORMER AND OPTIMIST 

ie eva HAVE grown to ee it as an established fact that 
we eer | most of our vital reform movements spring from the 

_ Yay} Middle West. In the natural order of things it is the 
Zza@h Geee| home of the political insurgent, just as it is the trial 
J r Ewan) | ground of every sort of new experiment in legislation and 

em overnment. So it is quite natural that Mr. William 
Rien White should belong to Kansas, and should be 

on the firing line of every oe progressive movement toward clean 
politics and honest government by men who really represent the people. 

Until lately we have thought of William Allen White chiefly as 
editor of the Emporia Gazette, as a writer of su cn short stories, and 
as the man who understands boy nature better than any other grown-up 
man alive. His “Court of Boyville” is one of the few books one 
never forgets, and Mr. White was regarded primarily as the man 
who wrote this irresistible story of boy life,—until one day he gave 
us “A Certain Rich Man.” Everybody knows this book; because 
everyone who reads it goes immediately and urges all his friends to do 
the same, for it grips the very roots of American life and shows the 
beginnings and the growth of the great social and industrial problem 
that we are grappling with today. It is a study of both individual 
and national character that could have been written only by a man 
who lives close to the soil and to his fellowmen, and who is keenly 
sensitive to the wider import of the daily ee around him. 

Having told us of the natural process of growth in acquisitiveness 
by which a man becomes a multimillionaire, and given us a composite 
portrait of nearly all the captains of industry in this country,—a 
portrait that is mercilessly convincing because it forces us to see the 
extent to which these men typify in themselves the virtues and vices 
of the whole nation,—Mr. White next takes the optimistic point of 
view and gives us a book in which one feels the mighty surge of 
Western energy, directness and efficiency that is sweeping feo ih the 
whole country, and overturning so many of our Tongeotablished 
conditions. tn “The Old Order Changeth” Mr. White takes us into 
the very heart of the reform movement. He does not preach reform 
or advocate any policy; he simply shows us the tendency of the age 
and tells us what has ten done by the people in recovering their grip 
on national, State and municipal government and in curbing the 
money power that has so oe pleco and corrupted our pikes, 
It is not propaganda so much as a record of achievement, and its 
effect is to make every man who reads it ashamed of himself unless 
he can go out immediately and do his own part in helping the good 
work along. 
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PEOPLE WHO INTEREST US: SENATOR 
HARVEY D. HINMAN, AN OLD-FASHIONED 
AMERICAN STATESMAN 

A HE worst thing that has yet been said of Senator Harvey 
ie eon D. Hinman is that he is a “political hermit.” When 

age “4 he was a candidate for the office of president of the. 
ll New York State Senate, made vacant by the resig- 
f i- <A nation of Jotham P. Allds, one of the hostile shafts 
iG Sy directed against him was ee with this phrase. 

It is Sedans accurate. Senator Hinman has been 
in politics many years and has held office, but the story goes that he 
has never solicited a vote for either nomination or election, and has 
never sought, when holding office, either to curry favor or to avoid 
conflict. In fact, they say in Albany that he has voted “no” to 
more questions than any other member of the Senate during his term 
of service, and in his opposition there is often a vehemence,—not to 
say savageness,—which a opponents are apt to find most discon- 

certing; cepreially as he investigates laboriously all of the bills in the 
Senate and votes his own convictions regardless of whose desires 
may be crossed. 

In short, Senator Hinman reverts to the old-fashioned type of 
country statesman who helped to make this nation what it is. it goes 
without saying that he was a farmer boy, for this type of man seems 
to spring only from the farm. He was born and spent his youth on a 
farm at Pitaher in Chenango County, New York, and went through 
the public schools like all the other boys. His training for the law he 
got at the Albany Law School, and after he left there he opened an 
office in Binghamton, where he still lives. 

Senator intasn has always taken an active interest in politics, 
and politicians count on the fact that his influence will be thrown 
on the side of clean and progressive legislation that is along practical 
lines. Since nineteen hundred and five he has served as Chatenar 
of the Republican County Committee of Broome County, and for 
three terms has represented his district in the State Senate, where he 
has been conspicuous for independence and good hard common 

"sense. A mane supporter of Governor Hughes in all of his reform 
measures, Senator ean has not always agreed with the Governor 
upon questions involving mere expedience, and has invariably stated 
his opinion with the utmost candor. Yet, with all his directness, 
Senator Hinman gives no offense, partly because he is both kindly 
and tactful and possesses the persuasive qualities that belong to a 
frank, sincere nature, but also because he has the trick of clothing 
his arguments in the homely phrase that appeals to everyone. 
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PEOPLE WHO INTEREST US: H. B. FULLER- 
TON, A WESTERN MAN WHO IS SHOWING 
LONG ISLAND FARMERS HOW TO FARM 

rc \N THE August number of Tue CrarrsMaNn we gave 
li y | a brief account of the two demonstration farms started 

cay { | on Long Island by Mr. H. B. Fullerton, acting on 
behalf of the Long Island Railroad Company. ‘The 
success of these farms has been so amazing, and their 

| OM |) usefulness in helping along the most practical kind 
of good farming according to modern methods has been 

so fully demonstrated, that it is interesting to see what manner of man 
it is who has applied pioneer methods to the problem of restoring 
to agriculture some patches of waste land in a long settled country. 

Some men are pioneers, no matter where you put them, because 
they were born so. This is specially the case with Mtr. Fullerton, who 
is a Westerner and a man of so many and varied experiences that he 
knows pretty well what to do in the face of any and all circumstances. 
Born in Cincinnati, he naturally had the open air training of all boys 
in the West of fifty years ago, except that his common-school education 
was supplemented by one year at the Massachusetts Institute of 

‘Technolguy. Then he went to the oil regions of Pennsylvania, where 
he began as a pumper and finished as superintendent. Consolidation 
of the oil interests sent him to Texas, hae his interests were widely 
diffused and where he combined the rollicking freedom of the typical 
cowboy life with the energy and steadiness required of the representa- 
tive of a powerful organization. 

Summoned back to Massachusetts, Mr. Fullerton next took up the 
work of hydraulic engineer, ae the monotony by working in a 
poe mill as a laborer, finishing up this phase of his career as superin- 
tendent of a paper mill. Coming to New York, he went into business 
as an exporter of agricultural machinery to Mexico and the West 
Indies, and shortly afterward went to Mexico as a representative of 
his firm, visiting mainly the agricultural districts of that country. 
During his comprehensive experience on Long Island Mr. Fullerton 
solved the problem of handling swarms of cyclists and bicycles by 
railroads, and became a charter member of the Long Island Auto- 
mobile Club, working up its “endurance tests” and je out the 
course for the first Vanderbilt Cup Race. All this was not exactly a 
technical Ly pars for scientific farming, but it was a mighty good 
preparation for coping with all sorts of difficulties, and perhaps this 
varied career gives us the reason why Mr. Fullerton can make things 
grow out in the pine barrens and help the farmers all over Long 
Island. 
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THE THOUGHT: AN ALLEGORY: BY ELLA M. 
WARE. 
HS ne) NE day, among the soft folds of a Human Brain— 
ae Masia) that strange, bewildering country where even scien- 

Pre r tists have lost their way, and among whose crevices 
% Mylied are hidden the cradles of young Lge! the pillows 
a of sleeping Memories and the graves of forgotten 

( ewe £9) Dreams—a little Thought was born, And the Thinker 
gazing on it, eomleel for it was very fair. 

“Look!” cried “e other Thoughts. “See how beautiful it is! 
How soft its eyes are and how denlenly it smiles!”” And they held 
out their arms in loving welcome to the little stranger, and even the 
old Memories stirred in their sleep. 

Days passed and the little Thought grew strong and beautiful, 
feeding on Hopes and Wishes and visions of 'Things-to-come, listen- 
ing to tales of Yesterday and crooned to sleep by mystic lullabies. 
And its comrades watched it grow, and murmured: “It is the fairest 
of us all.” 

At last the little Thought said to the Thinker: “This brain of 
yours is a beautiful place to live in and I am very happy here; but 
I cannot stay forever. I must go out into the world and speak my 
message and oe my beauty into the hearts of others to make them 
like myself. ear Thinker, am ready. Let me go!” 

But the Thinker shook his head and smiled. “Nay, stay a little 
longer with thy comrades and grow strong. ‘Thou art too frail and 
delicate a thing to venture out into an unknown world. Thou could’st 
not brave its terrors or fight thy way. Wait a little longer, till thy 
— is come.” 

“But I am strong already, good Thinker!” cried the little Thought, 
all eager to be gone. “And as for courage, why, I have no fear!”’ 

“That is because thou dost not know the world,” the Thinker said. 
“Is it then so strange a place ?’’ asked the little Thought, won- 

dering. But the Thinker only answered: “ Wait and see.” 
So the Thought waited, patient, but filled with longing; and at 

last the time came. Never had the Thought seemed more radiant, 
more hopeful, more divine! ‘“The world is waiting for me!” it cried. 

Once more the Thinker smiled. ‘Not yet,” he said. If thou 
should’st go forth as thou art, the world would never see thee. Dost 
thou not t aor that Thought is invisible, and must be clothed in 
Language before it can exist for others? Come, I will clothe thee.” 

Then went the Thinker to the Wardrobe of his Vocabulary and 
opened the door. The little Thought peeped in, a trifle timid at 
the vast array. 

“What are they called, those strange, beautiful things ?” it asked. 
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“Those are Words,” the Thinker answered. 
“Are they all yours ?”’ asked the Thought. 
The other nodded. 
“You must be very rich!” the Thought said, admiringly. ‘“There 

is so much to choose from.” 
“Ah!” said the Thinker. “'That’s just it—the choosing. “Tis 

no easy task.” 
Then, very tenderly and carefully, he began, wrapping the little 

Thought in words that shone almost as brightly as the Thought, 
words that seemed to reflect, in their wondrous, glowing colors the 
warmth and beauty of the love that chose them; phrases as delicate 
and fragile as the thing they clothed, and expressions picked to match 
the very shade of beauty of its wondering eyes. Sometimes, how- 
ever, instead of using the Words he had just chosen, the Thinker 
would frown, and tossing them back impatiently into his Vocabulary, 
search for something that might prove more worthy a garment for a 
Thought so fair. As for the little Phouglt) it waited patiently, droop- 
ing a trifle beneath the growing weight of strange attire, but hoping 
and full of courage. 

“So many words, so many words!” sighed the Thinker, as one by 
one he caught them up and threw them aside. ‘‘Shall I never find 
the right ones ?”’ 

i. Can T not go as Iam ?”’ suggested the Thought, timidly. ‘‘Surely 
they will see me now?” 

When at last it was finished, the Thinker paused, and said: “Art 
very weary, little Thought?” And the Thought nodded, too tired 
to speak, with its head Aroaping, and eyes which had lost their luster 
and arms hanging listless beneath the unaccustomed weight of words. 
And the Thinker, looking, felt guilty, as one who had caught a but- 
terfly within his net and rubbed the bloom from off its fluttering 
wings. 

 Courapel” he said, making an effort to be cheerful, though he, 
too, was worn out with the ak “Courage, little one, and let thy 
beauty shine through!” So the Thought smiled again, and stretched 
out both arms to say good-bye. 

“Wait,” said the Thinker. ‘I would show thee to a friend.” 
And he called to his friend, and said: “Come, I have a beautiful 
Thought to show thee. See, is it not fair?” 

Ves, it is very nice,” said the friend; but without enthusiasm. 
“But is it not wonderful?” the Thinker persisted, caressing it 

tenderly as he spoke. 
His friend smiled. “I have Thoughts of my own,” he said— 

and passed on. But the other gazed unheeding into the deep, clear 
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eyes of his Thought until his own shone with the reflected light, and 
his heart was filled with peace. 

“Go forth, little Thought,” he said, “and shine upon the thoughts 
of others. Be strong, courageous and unashamed; for I have clothed 
thee in the fairest words that I could find, and thine own beauty lends 
them grace.” 

oF arewell, O Thinker!” cried the little Thought, and turned 
away. “TI will come back. Farewell—the World is waiting!’’ 

Ke yee ime PR dani oF wicker nl * 
Time passed, and the Thinker waited, working meanwhile, for 

he was not wholly a dreamer, and wondering as he worked how fared 
his Thought. Then, one day, the silence of his heart was broken, 
and he found a tear-stained wanderer in his arms. Instead of the 
radiant little vision that had gone forth so bravely to carry its helping 
message to the world, he held only a crushed and drooping form. 

Gently and sorrowfully he smoothed the tangled hair. ‘‘ Was 
there no welcome for thee, then, O Thought of mine ?”” he murmured; 
and the little Thought shook its head. 

“Tell me thy grief,” the Thinker said; and after a little while 
the Thought began: 

“When I went forth I was full of hope, and cried to the World, 
“O World, open your arms! I am a Beautiful Thought, and I have 
come to dwell your midst.’ But the World was very busy, and paid 
no heed. 

“Then I spoke again, and the people heard, and said: ‘See, what 
a beautiful Thought!’ ‘Yes, itis very charming,’ the others answered, 
“but we have need of actions. Already we have too many Thoughts, 
and what good have they done us? Come, we must work.’ And 
they fitiiedl away. 

“Then I came to some who were digging gold out of the earth, 
and they looked up and said: ‘Ah, here comes another Thought. 
Let us hear what it has to say.’ And they asked me: ‘ What is thine 
errand, O Thought ?’ 

“T answered: ‘To shine upon the lives of men and make them 
beautiful.’ But they asked me: ‘Canst thou give us Wealth?’ And 
I told them: ‘No, but I can make your hearts rich with beauty.’ At 
which they laughed, and turned to dig again. 

“The next who spoke said: ‘ Yonder Thou ht is very fair; but it 
is overdressed. It is almost hidden beneath those ill-fitting Words.’ 
While another cried: ‘To me, its Language seems very scant and poor. 
If the Thought were mine, I would athe it in quite a different 
fashion.’ So I passed on. 

“T knocked at the door of many a heart, but few would open. 
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Often the people said: ‘We have quite enough Thoughts of our own. 
What Dave we of new ones when the old suffice? Besides, it 
is against our principles to entertain strange Thoughts.’ 

“Others ced briefly: “Who sent you?” And when I told them, 
they said: ‘We do not know him,’ and closed the door. 

“At last I stood upon the threshold of one for whom the sun had 
one out, and she stretched forth her hands to me and cried: ‘ Little 

Thousht, they tell me thou art fair. Come to me, that I may feel 
of thy beauty.’ Very ene she passed her fingers over my face, and 
touched the strange Word-garb in which I was wrapped. ‘Then 
she said: ‘O Thought, I am glad thou didst come, for thou art very 
beautiful. The memory of thee shall stay with me in the dark.’ 
And I was glad that to one, at least, I had brought happiness. 

“Next I came to a man who was weeping bitterly; and I touched 
him on the shoulder, and said: ‘Friend, let me soothe thy grief. For 
Iam a Beautiful Thought, and am come to smile upon thy heart and 
give thee courage.’ 

“He stopped weeping for a moment, and looking up asked: 
“Canst thou restore the dead?’ And I answered: ‘I can fill thy soul 
with peace.’ But he turned away and wept again. 

“Some asked me: ‘Canst thou give us ame ?? And I answered: 
“That is for you to win.’ Another, when he saw me, pitied me, but 
laughed. ‘Thou art too dainty and delicate a Thought,’ he said, 
“for this rough world. Thou would’st need a fist of iron and a voice 
of thunder to stir mankind today. This is the hour for the conqueri 
giants—not frail pigmies such as thou.’ And sorrowfully I joulaeyed 
on. 

“Many and many were those to whom I gave the message, but 
they would not heed. And now, O Thinker, i have come back, for 
the World needs me not.” 

Seu Mla dink ae er uae Paint boar aie U8 ake ike cai de 
Then all the other Thoughts stretched out their hands in sympathy, 

and cried: ‘“Come, play with us and be happy again!” 
But the little Thought shook its head, and answered: ‘‘No; I 

have no heart to play. a would rest. Give me sleep or death, I care 
not which, so long as I forget.’ 

Then it tore off the ragged Words, and threw aside the cloak 
of Language, which was dusty and full of holes, and crept into a 

shelteri fold of the Thinker’s brain to sleep; for it was very tired. 
Gently and silently across its couch Time’s tender fingers wove 

the Cobwebs of Forgetfulness and stretched the Curtain of Peace; 
and now the little "Thou ht is only a Memory, sleeping among the 
other Memories in the ‘Thinker’s firsin. 
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CRAFTSMAN HOUSE DESIGNS === 
FOR HOME BUILDERS simian iti eae 

OTH the Craftsman house designs | | 
given this month for the benefit of ) as Seo Roore eae 
our readers are of dwellings we are | I l (| 
now building. The cement house rN 

(No. 97) is low and broad, with a low- ei eCm ~ on 
pitched roof showing a wide overhang. The ee HH ee i 
roof is of ruberoid stretched over the rafters Hei lem JAS 
and battened down as usual, but instead of EF Ht $F crear | 
the roll at the eaves we have brought it pects ney = uh | 
down to the inside of the cypress gutter as (a == rl 
shown in the diagram. The rafters are hol- i, ————_=_—$——_— 
lowed out, and the gutter let into the curve [ 
so that it forms a continuous trough which | ces coos | 
serves the double purpose of carrying off | Grgtere Room ; 

ve iy a — ad ys 8 
A Ue AS ee ae é an I f k | i lel cnnoce ff terest (el qt ook i [at eeaee ! 5 6 I 4 dneeryia Bancarte r 

; L Be! THT 
Ee al... eel TTT ee Ae POU 
Pee) SPER 

I = $3 F 1! NO. 97: SECOND FLOOR PLAN. 
i oe BS a? fr the rain and giving the decorative effect we 

formerly obtained by the heavy roll. The | eee Se pergola in front is supported on massive ce- ; te en —F ment pillars, the timber construction being Pe petteeet puna Orr pe al specially decorative as well as sturdy and , Stier ato bation cine enduring. Just above this pergola is a part- Fe thea Room |! H_ ly recessed sleeping porch, ending in a eH nee) | balcony that is supported on the extended 
Wy EH --onnens nee ennsn 2! Coeeeoee rafters of the second floor. A group of six f Hh kbar Mi fl windows and a glass door in the back of this Le nkapveelinen Ti ara eh give plenty of light to the bedroom 
Pp eH a which opens upon it. 

a Seu He The living room extends across the whole 
FA Perl Lo EE EH front of the house, and at one end is a large I ist Se chimneypiece extending to the ceiling, the 

space on either side being filled with book- CEMENT HOUSE: NO, 97: FIRST FLOOR PLAN. cases. A square den opens out of the living 
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VIEW OF FIREPLACE IN DINING ROOM,
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CRAFTSMAN HOUSE (NO. 98) OF CLAPBOARDS AND 
SHINGLES, WITH INTERESTING STONE PARAPET. 

LIVING ROOM, WITH FIREPLACE EXTENDING UP 

TWO STORIES, AND INTERESTING WALL FINISH,



CRAFTSMAN HOUSES FOR HOME BUILDERS 

room at one side of the stair- ace _ 
case, and at the other side is om |) ae | (|e) 
the dining room with a sec- 1 i Bh i ANTE | Here s s 
ond large fireplace flanked Mi Sa Sy ppg 
with combination sideboards |X “eh A EASE 
and china closet. The de- ” [jessmde<emeestpi: CBEECEECHCHECHH tf ela — ieee! 
tails of this feature are given 4 pines uN fee Boe aH 
in the perspective drawing, EP Soe tea eae lf 
where it will be seen that the [fq | tl 
effect is that of a large built- [Ui §|| mse 5ne™ Tice seed WING, Tem || of 
in sideboard cut in two by Mee il 
the chimneypiece and sur- * ff? ik 
mounted by glass cupboards 1 a Wi ll 
for fine china and glassware. + Grin 2 S| monk 1 

This house has one bed- Penge ea ES He] = ely : 

room on the lower floor with Sessa aeSaEEaEs 
a small private bath attached. On the second HEroRa Ss 
floor is a large square bathroom, the size of fe! oe ‘ie! 
the den just below, and the closets also are a er ae 
unusually large and are well lighted. Two PRT AES On ie ne 
large storerooms occupy the corners under WOOD MOUSE NO) 0b, 

wong Bouse around in a sort of flattened semicircle, and 

NO, 98. the house was built right at the edge 
eo a pet Wty of this terrace, with a walk follow- 

i "coal wT | y ing the line of the curve leading up 
| a fas || from the street to the veranda. In 

f Bay Kets — — Wl BET Rent Tl consequence, the house is built on 
| | 31} # a side hill and is therefore higher 

= 5 — | =< am in front than it is at the back. The 
; a; (@) = 3 Xf rough stone parapet, with its mas- 
reeset crt bs, CANE sive irregular coping stones, rises tones WoL Ol gee ae 

r — a — seemed about ten feet from the lawn below, 
f | 4 i) f affording eau oe he a ling of 
} || = (Ne , |i] casement windows which give light 
fl Bees i) Boao " Sones j| to the billiard room that occupies 
{ Hi iy the front of the basement. 
SSS SS On the walls the usual pro- 

i portions of the clapboards and 
shingles are reversed, the clapboards be- 

a ing carried much higher than ordinary in 
“Tit et irr fit order to emphasize the low broad effect of 

Lesa the building. The grouping of the windows 
SKCONp FLOOK FLAN and the low pitch of the roof tend to increase 

the slope of the roof at the front of the this effect still more, the position of the 

house, and the same space at the back is sehr eat seoandine it. = oe 
utilized by closets, struction of this roof 1s the same as that de- 

The es house (No. 98) was specially scribed in connection with the other house. 
planned to fit a peculiar and very effective The interior of the house follows the cus- 

site, but it would look equally well in any ee 
commanding position. The ground on | 
which the house is built includes two lots. EF ea ye 
the front one low and EE a LAA oe ZA 
level and the second = Zi aE gpl 

one rising abruptly in Che __ eee Kt? 

a terrace about ten < na (Ze a 
feet higher. This ris- S \ COL eS — ee arias 
ing ground curves a Nag | >-—— | 

DIAGRAM OF CYPRESS GUTTER. 693
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tomary Craftsman arrangement with the ad- : | 

dition of one rather unusual feature ; the big : Bie! 
chimneypiece at the back of the square liv- x 
ing hall between the living room and the e 
dining room. This chimneypiece, which is “a Ser hs. 
built of tapestry brick, extends clear to the fxm. ’ ee 
ceiling of the second story. The heavy ce- ¢ 3 a), Bie 
ment mantel shelf is placed at the level of Pyeng a hy? ey 
the high wainscoting in the living hall, and | ; ' rat 
a recess in the brickwork above breaks the fae, i - 1 

monotony of the plain surface. On one | | i : 
side of this fireplace is the landing of tte cneuteictimmelie = 
staircase, which runs up behind the chim- Se Bs, 
neypiece to another landing, which also ==" moe ee 

serves for the kitchen stairs and from which MEXICAN HUT WHICH FURNISHED BUNGALOW SUG- 
the main staircase goes on up to the second —SFSTION. 
story. The floor plan gives a clear idea of A CALIFORNIA BUNGALOW 
the arrangement of the house, which we re- ry 7 

gard as particularly successful, both in the TREATED IN JAPANESE 
compactness with which the rooms are ar- STYLE: BY ARNOLD L.GESELL 
ranged and in the sense of wide spaces given HERE were a few things the builder 
by the openness of the lower story. | of this bungalow was sure of from 

A BUREAU OF EFFICIENCY the start: It should be an outdoor 

AT CHICAGO fi house, suited to rural surroundings 
ane aie EN —light, open, airy, unplastered and un- 

c HICAGO. through the initiative of the papered. It should also be a long, low 

4 City Club, is to have a bureau of ef- structure like the Mexican hut whose sim- 
ficiency. The plan, primarily, is for the ple, comfortable, horizontal lines seem archi- 
purpose of following up.the work of the  tecturally so harmonious with the landscape 
Merriam commission, keeping tab on the and atmosphere of our Western country. 
administration of the various departments Another primary suggestion came from the 

of government, and at times suggesting beautiful tall eucalyptus tree (which often 
where changes for the better could be made. grows beside the Mexican hut). This tree 

The organization which will have the mat- jis one of the characteristic features of 
ter in hand_will be known as the Chicago southern California. Though a native of 

Bureau of Public Efficiency, and, while be- Australia, it thrives on the Pacific Coast al- 
ing unofficial in its character, will not hesi- 
tate to delve into anything that “doesn’t look pes z 
right.” [i —, 

In addition to the municipal government - j 
the commission will make an investigation ek VRC 
into the manner of accounting and the ex- [| Pe | ee ny 
penditures of the county board, sanitary diss 4, | | j Se ee 
trict, board of education, public library and if rey foil a4 i 
park boards. There will at all times be a staff Err 4 V, / 
of accountants and investigators at work. | | | iT ty A} Le ' 

The plan as made public was drawn up by i | la bo. | Renee 
a committee of the club, consisting of Alfred | = Sr Lar Us ee 
L. Baker, Julius Rosenwald, Walter L. : t Sia eater 
Fisher, Charles E. Merriam and Dr. Henry MINTATORE DOR CEUNGALOW: 
B. Favill, all of whom are members of the most as though indigenous to the soil, and 
National Municipal League, Mr. Fisher be- promises to be one of the great resources 
ing one of the vice-presidents. of the State; dressed and polished, it rivals 

The proposed commission will be under mahogany. Its clean pinkish-gray bark also 
the general direction of six trustees, select- adapts it to unfinished, rustic uses. 
ed by the board of directors of the City To begin with, we made rough sketches of 
Club, who shall in turn choose a director to a long, low house, with eucalyptus beams. 
assume active charge of the work. An arts and crafts friend became interested 
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and suggested aclever |.) ad | ae > ae Sap 

way by which the ii uae Pitta: + I 

walls Of the house Pee ’ eee 

could be sturdily con- eR SS SSF 

structed of one-inch | ee ce EN 

boards, overlapped in ae Se eae 

a manner. to make un- oo ee a ee “Y 

necessary the use of a n ene oe 

flimsy battens. ." : = 

We built a minia- : d ee ———— 

turehouseat the start. a a m =a ce 

It is hard for the un- Ss al e es a onl al 

trained mind to think ia r i a 

in three dimensions, S ia iv ‘ : I 

and the putting to- Fag, ae fs pa Ma Ba —— 

gether of the house i vs screeimaia vee = pa | ay : 

modelsuggested many [7 foe [ (i - . lCS 

possibilities which a fy io he co a bas MR Sor) pay | 

struggle with pencil 08 PYROGRAPHIC OUTFIT FOR TREATING WOOD. 

a plane surface alone could never have done. 
This miniature took the place of architect’s house as we proceeded, and was adapted to 

drawings. In fact, we did not use blue its lines and angles. Everybody, even vis- 

prints at all; we planned as we built, rather tors, had a chance to give constructive sug- 

than the reverse. The fourteen corners of $€stions. And so the house changed, grew 

the house were first put up; then the placing and took shape under our combined hands. 

of the long, spacious windows was deter- From the road you can hardly see the 
mined, and the walls were literally built embowered : bungalow; but you catch 

around the windows. The partitions were glimpses of it through the large, leafy Eng- 

all located for the first time after the floor lish walnut and the dark green orange trees. 

was down. The fireplace was planned the A prim brick walk leads past a little “public 
night before we were ready to use the stone. bird bath” and, under the wide-spreading 

Much of the furniture was built into the walnut boughs, to the broad front door, or 
through the long rustic pergola built of un- 

"ne i hewn eucalyptus tree trunks. At the fur- 

| 1 ther front corner is a eucalyptus stairway, 

i i which takes you to a roof lookout where 

ae | : you can see stretches of lovely mountains. 

ae i “ Not a board in the house was painted, var- 

| 4 nished or stained; but every piece was liter- 
are | ally charred and brushed on each exposed 

| | : face and edge before it became a part either 
tt | iB of the structure or the furniture. It was a 

ry AL FY laborious task, but not without recompense, 
ae ft for under this pyrographic treatment even 

Ne | nd hw the least interesting wood becomes beauti- 

, ai oP ful, taking on a soft brown corrugated 
{ hit sheen. 

1 2 Our method was as follows: Each board 
i I was placed on a rough easel; the hot blast 
62] of a plumber’s double-mouthed torch was 

Case 4 eo applied until the whole surface was dis- 
; i] tinctly charred. Merely scorching the wood 

= = f y to a cloudy brown is an easy matter ; it is the 
a =| folie ; charring to a crisp black which take pa- 

7 tience—and brings the reward. The in- 
na ei tense heat fashions the character of the 

_— i wood; it burns the hard fiber a permanent 

SHOWING METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION. strong dark brown and the soft fiber it 
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- i i the wall boards and the rib- bie ae iat Sete bons are filled with “filler eee: aa eee va blocks” (shown dark in the nee ee picture). The whole is tight- Ee So ncemeninnen 9 saa = A s ee maa ty a ly bound together by 4-inch 
eee Pe ie. > =a oe eee == Carriage bolts, inserted through 
gurersnmmrenmears : re re Mmmreere § the middle axis of each board 
— es ia) —— ml : to allow for shrinkage and ex- 

‘ eel | pansion, without splitting. 
oo j ; ; This triple-bound, _ triple- f ls ; bolted wall, with a gross di- 

i rs TM ameter of 4 inches, makes a 
, ai ee as ; staunch support for the heavy 

: ae ees F eucalyptus beams, and has an 
tas aa Gonna. individual beauty besides. The 

me top and bottom ribbons, with 
“7 ee their regularly recurring bolt 

eae Pe re heads, make a pleasing border 
Set com Aas for the interior of each room and for the 
completely incinerates. When a board has exterior of the house. The upright boards 
been charred it looks no more promising alternate in such a manner that every wall, 
than a slab which might have come from the _ inside and out, forms a series of raised and 
ruins of a burned building; but under the — sunken panels. 
plowing, biting attack of the stiff steel The back doorway is nothing more than 
butcher’s brush what transformation! A a comfortable arch between a large orange 
dozen hard strokes, and nature’s hidden pat- and a large lemon tree. These two trees 
tern emerges into beautiful relief. If you complete the enclosure of a secluded quad- 
discount the hard work -this brushing is rangular court which is really a central 
most fascinating and interesting; the burn- room. The floor of this court is a soft red 
ing is especially so done in the quiet dark brick pavement; the roof is the azure Cali- 
of the night. fornia sky. 

After the boards were burned, brushed From the court you can peep into the 
and sawed, the walls were reared, but with- kitchen. Sink, cooler, closet, bins are all 
out nails. First, the fourteen corners, each within arm’s reach, compactly contrived to 
consisting of two upright boards at right save steps. And every piece of wood is 
angles ; then long ribbons oe int 
(6 inches wide) were a Fee EMG. ees 
strung horizontally from vse bf ea) 49 ce “ 8) 28 S559 oa corner to corner. There oe ’ ee eS (ey —— —-9 (eee 
are three pairs of these YVs~ |lesece|) o, ayo oe f reed ribbons, one at the top, es SSS 1] l 4 forming the roof plate, ORE | w= BSS | i 
one in the middle and a Pheowe . i ea | A one at the bottom. The g-&™) |} 4 NY i oes 
method of construction SB"? ip = SSS i Et | ERS a 
is shown in the illustra- S26 fe fa Seer or % Wee 
tion. (A door, built like i|~ | aavinamesy | | 
the walls, has been taken tim] [oo Bae _| 7 eel a 
from its hinges and laid a er hE ! on its side to show a sec- oa BEE | Jk 1 tional view.) The rib- g(a ae fae eae, bons serve as binders for Sees LS. wea 6 ern os, UGE. the wall boards (12 *+ °— 56 LER fe ee SS Se inches wide), which are PAs Gece ae 
laced upright with an SON A ve? ce ) Pp. prig! 

Pee & =, 4% { THE RELATION 
overlap of 114 inches. \ on - tor f/ OF HOUSE TO The alternate open spaces FLOOR PLAN FOR BUNGALOW. yO ey ris TREES IS IN- 
(9 inches wide) between Sie TERESTING. 
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pyrographed and brushed, so e i At a 
that in finish the kitchen is as , Lo A i . 
attractive as any a of os . na] x 
house. Why shouldn’t it be? See aa SS b= | re 

In the aieloee sleeping ; LV es 4 - 
room the woodwork is not so a aN al Res teem  casasceneni 

impressive, for the walls are Py ; ma | re H P| , 
almost all screens—with a Me Ay aera Sa yen Oi 
mesh wide enough to admit me of pie aul ; == y 
sweet air from orchard and vai ; | gee Al i a aN 
mountains. eu \ VW aaa at dee > 38 ten | 

Adjoining the outdoor sleep- PS igi am toi M4 % | ra 
ing room is a workshop, with ihe of | oe pel Ff 
carpenter’s bench and tools. y = a 4] = <5 eg 
Brushing aside a curtain made Ms a a 

of the long pendant strings of Pee 4 
eucalyptus acorns you enter i 

the den. This looks like a genera 
workshop, too, with its long, ‘ 
wide deat built like a shelf along one whole ‘ wie 
side of the wall. The wood in the den has of California redwood, soft in texture and 
a darker tone, because though pyrographed delicate in its pervading salmon hue. Gold- 
in the same manner as the other wood, it colored curtains add a little extra glory to 
was brushed with the grain instead of cross- the sunlight. 
wise. Orange trees shade the windows on A hallway leads to a cozy room with a 
one side; on the other is the soft browm long seat and a generous window through 
masonry of the fireplace, and a little stone which an English walnut tree almost forces 
wall. Through the lattice above the wall its way. A wallbed is built into the closet 
you may peep into the living room. of this room. By a peg ladder, constructed 

Returning to the court you pass through after the primitive log-cabin style, you can 
French doors into the bedroom. This room climb onto the sundeck. This deck is really 
has a special charm. An orange tree, with nothing more than the “floored ceiling” of 
its deep green leaves and golden fruit, the closets and bath below. A big skylight 
presses close against the many-paned win- overhead makes of it a solarium, which 
dow at the end, giving an effect in color and gathers precious sunshine in the cool 
design more wonderful than anything pos- weather. 
sible in stained-glass art. The room is built From the sundeck one can peer down and 

Bo te ; a. s some, through the eucalyptus beams 
pear 4 meee = 6oand rafters into the long 

i living room. This exten- 
‘ sive room is the delight of 

fi j the bungalow. It is literally 
Eee eae ee . bathed in sunlight. Through 
S = a ees il a gem = the sundeck windows at one 

i ee an end, through the chimney 
re eeerndit sciemeeeneens aaaniat pai transom and skylight at the 
| Siam! I . ‘= Ae ha sent Pty | | tae other, through the variegated 

| ae ae aie Ek 5 “gt panes of art glass in the 
f i He ; i 4 me ee: eaves and through the long 
Lae ta f aK “I eaves = Windows on either side, the 

Ba i a t ia = behime = stin comes in. In the cool 
eg Al : but sunny weather which 
5 beat prevails through most of the 

| : California year, this big airy 
i : p room is kept at a delightful 

4 ae natural warmth. When the 
a Ss Wd weather is warmer a space 

CORNER OF LIVING BROOKE two feet wide, extending the 
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BUNGALOW WOODWORK IN JAPANESE STYLE 

whole length of the ridgepole, can be comfortable instead of a ponderous and stiff 
opened. appearance. It makes a pretty stone-wall 

The ridgepole was a tall, straight eucalyp- partition and at the same time an effective 
tus tree, which it took two strong horses to mantelpiece for vase, fruit and flowers. 
drag. Unhewn and unspliced, it extends Through a grating made of beautiful burnt 
from the sundeck into the masonry of the wood, you get glimpses of the adjoining den 
fireplace, a distance of 36 feet. The rafters, and of the green and gold orange groves 
crossbeams and ridgepole are all held to- beyond. It is especially interesting to note 
gether, like Solomon’s temple, by stout the relation of house to trees. . 
wooden pegs. On one of the crossbeams One feels in the description of this house, 
sits an Arctic owl, on another the carved at once its individuality and its utility. It 
home of two cuckoos from the Black Forest. is especially suited to the needs of the peo- 

The appointments of the living room are ple who planned and built it. It is arranged 
most simple. The double crotch of an to satisfy their ideal of beauty and their 
orange tree with a redwood top serves as a idea of comfort. It is planned for plenty 
table; the bookshelves with long curving of air and sunlight, for outdoor life, and for 
sides are built in at the ends of windows the mental rest which comes from peaceful 
and benches. The absence of excessive fur- vistas and well-harmonized color. 
niture is perhaps one reason why so many All together it is not the kind of house 
people can gather and chat with ease in this these particular people could ever have 
one room. It is easily converted into a bought finished. The ready-to-use house is 
banquet hall by swinging the long table built to sell, not use; it is an investment, not 
from the crossbeams and drawing up the a dwelling place. You have got to be inti- 
benches. mate with the construction of your house, 

BA RS Aa Ua A PST am ne) SS GS ON teas rare DINU S gens RA. ae Bi Pina gees i a ane a seer RE 1) EGU GRA A RRR > aa ay ee OU oy RC id Sha Valeo Vaud ESP an 
See Sh. Siete) AMORA ed pa 
SHO AD ates “aera RRO EERE SE Aah Be tr a Wy oe od Pee ly e& ain, i *g Eee: 
. aged | eee Ya oe ee 

a se ee me es 2a (Bs ane my " a Sane 

ee oie Selene iti at MN 2 Ne 
rr ne re eM) aie Wace eg Pe pene et Pees) — Si 

VIEW OF BUNGALOW HIDDEN IN WALNUT AND ORANGE TREES. 
An alcove makes room for a couch and to have a sense of intimacy in the finished 

piano. The long window above the piano is structure. No one can make a home for you, 
far more alluring than a landscape painting, any more than a character can be developed 
for it frames an ever-changing view of the for you, and the more of yourself that goes 
distant mountain tops. The house holds into the designing and building of the place 
many vistas, glimpses and cross-glimpses, in which you are going to live the more and the eye wanders on many journeys happiness you'll get out of living there. 
through the transom windows, French doors This bungalow with Japanese finish is and skylights. like a family friend to the owners. It ex- The walls, the drapery, the benches, the presses old theories, new points of view, carpet and the fireplace all are brown or hopes for the future and memories of the fawn color. . past, and incidentally is a message to others _ One of the happiest features of the liv- who wish to build, telling them to follow ing room is the low lateral extension of the out the fundamental idea, not the floor chimney. It gives the whole fireplace a plans, for their joy and peace of mind. 
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A TEN-ROOM CALIFORNIA HOUSE 

A TEN-ROOM CALIFORNIA % 

HOUSE WITH INTERESTING Te  — 
FEATURES ae ae 

ee a : : 
NTIL the past few years we Ameri- on a 

cans have lived the most shut-in lives i SO 
of any people in the world. It is Pee 
unquestionably our heritage from EN ato 

pioneer forefathers whose lives were never ree ae the 

thought quite safe unless back of barred 7} = “SE cmon, A Bee 
doors or high stockades. In those early days oe” bese ase as 

it was necessary to eat indoors, sleep indoors, rt | i 

even to have what little recreation there was HU I HH 

indoors. Thus the customs of the charming A WN 

outdoor Continental life, with breakfast on ai iil } ] = | 
the porch, tea under the trees, dinner on the i f Te 5 

terrace, work on the veranda, games on the NE f 
lawn, died out of the hearts and recollec- _ a 
tions of the Pilgrim fathers and all life was f 
concentrated within safe walls. And so 
athletics ceased among the young men and = 
the slender New England type of beauty de- , em ae 
veloped among the women, FN ae 

Then even long after the need for seclu- : 
sion had passed, the tradition or habit of it 
remained, and the American of city or coun- 
try continued to hide himself for play or STAIRWAY WITH INTERESTING STRUCTURAL FEATURES. 

work, isolated in all his joys or sorrow. It for air and light. For the West has more 
is still unusual to find people eating in gar- completely escaped the blight of Puritan 
dens or in front of houses and shops as they tradition. It is more open-minded, more in 
do in France and Germany. We have gone search of joy and comfort. Hence it comes 
up on our roof, to be sure, in the cities, but about that much of our most progressive 
as yet only a few of us. But at least the architecture is from the Pacific Coast, where 
fad (we hope the habit) of sleeping out of architects study essentials;—the kind of 
doors has recently met with widespread en- people they build for, the kind of country 
thusiasm. The sleeping porch or outdoor and the kind of building materials to use no 
sleeping room has become a feature of well ess than the happiness and comfort to be 
thought out modern dwelling houses. This is found. We have published many modern 
especially true in the East. The West takes California houses, but we are constantly re- 
its outdoor life more in the patio or open ceiving new architectural ideas as the build- 
court, or’on the wide porch in houses built ing art of the West progresses, so that while 

abe ‘is oet eee at times there may seem 
Fe Se _| asameness in our Western 
; ss 4 bungalow, a little study 

. ‘ will reveal fresh features 
j = fs ‘aa ie well worth presenting. 

: ee ca In this ten-room Cali- 
ee ae xe| fornia house sent to us by 

7 es F-4 Charles Alma Byers we 
a ; a) Ae find much that is charm- 

a RM 8 Proeressive. Tt is a 7 a =< | built most interestingly in 
& yal <a eet -.-+| relation to the splendid 
rd Meee ee Stretch of country it faces, 

: ee SC: and both from the living 
ee | socom and the pergola 

Designed and Built by “Ye Planry Co.’ A TEN-ROOM CALIFORNIA Housr. Porch the vista stretches 
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A 'TEN-ROOM CALIFORNIA HOUSE 

for miles out to the 
purple hills. An open, 
but secluded court fur- 
nishes opportunity for 
outdoor life, as does 

the pergola porch. ae | 
The accompanying a re : 

photographs and floor ee 
plans illustrate excel- ca ess URES 
lently the most signifi- PaaS cara on 
cant features of the = ey 
house. There are ten = ng a 
rooms in all—reception : 
hall, living room, din- 
ing room, den and 
kitchen on the first floor; boudoir, three VIEW FROM LIVING ROOM WINDOWS. 

bedrooms and the servant’s sists only of undressed pergola beams. The 
room on the second floor. windows, in most instances, are arranged in 

The first floor plan groups of twos or threes, and filled with 
also contains a small panes of glass, and the series of three 

» _ on the second-floor front 
is provided with a win- 

. "a dow-box. The woodwork 
SAS", | throughout the house is 

tea i eRe Se “ ' Oregon pine and Cali- — a @ we q fornia redwood. The col- = 0 : oo ae or scheme of the exterior a ON Bites. ne 
pai 4 cI | Fae “ is cream for the masonry 

es and a rich brown for the 
ino Pio ee § woodwork. 

: g The accompanying floor 
eg ee) = plans furnish a clear idea 

of the convenience of the 
ee * arrangement of the rooms 
ae with all the space eco- 

DETATI OF PERGOUA' FORCE: nomically utilized. The reception hall and 
front porch and a rear screened porch, as_ living room occupy the front of the lower 
well as « garage, 10x18 feet, attached at the floor, separated only by portiéres, and back 
rear, while on the second 
floor, in addition to the prin- [ig } etl 
cipal rooms named, are sev- § ne ee 
eral large closets, the bath- mension Aer : 
room and a rear balcony. ‘ots, eA 

From all points of view, the ; bud 
exterior of the house presents pe his re 
an unusually interesting ap- mee RP oe hoe 
pearance. The mnaBOnEy of a \ a | if Si BE a ML " 
conerete has the “splatter [RM 6 ive pA ERECTED sae Ee 
dash” surface, and the tading FN Gas es aris KL aed 
is of shingles. The roof lines [IRPa iiss me Vs ch aw. , oi 2 i 
are gracefully irregular and : 4 cone ; 
comparatively flat, with broad- Se Ud) By 
ly projecting eaves. The front al a 
porch is enclosed with massive ae : Hl A ee ei Te 
concrete parapets, supporting Bas a aH Eo 
four staunch concrete pillars ; 1 mI fe eee ae a Agee 
the floor is of cement and the MES Se a 
open roof of the porch con- FIREPLACE IN LIVING ROOM. 
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A TEN-ROOM CALIFORNIA HOUSE 

of the living room is the dining room, sep- | workemployed for interior finish. You never 
arated by sliding doors. The den isin the seen or read descriptions of pink wood- 
rear of the dining room. The four rooms work or pale blue, or pine stained to imi- 
are finished in Oregon pine treated to re- (poo + 
semble Flemish oak. and have beamed ceil- | | TEN- 
ings, as well as hardwood floors. The | me j BOOM 
stairway to the second floor leads from the | | eee 
reception hall, with a landing at a height of 7 . 
four steps, and is lighted by a series of four Beevers aoitee > 
casement windows arranged in a curve. STORGCE Se 
The living room and den are each provided — pee | 
with a large fireplace constructed of split i! 
stone. The walls of the: four rooms are | 
papered and the plastered portions of the Penn 
ceilings are tinted buff. All of these rooms, | ai 
as well as the kitchen and bedrooms, are of BEG necks 

fair size, and throughout the house there i cay 19x S/he | 

are numerous built-in fittings of interesting 1 coos | BE 
design. ! npaan 

The house, including garage, was built in | ryt 
Los Angeles, California, for $4,800. It is ‘ jeLos ee | 
of substantial workmanship throughout, and y I dM 
in both style and durability it should be | ae DEO Room Dor 4 
suitable for any locality. The cost of con- | | 3 i 128k x te ey 
struction would naturally vary according to | 5 | oan 2 é I <ios | 
the cost of material in the different locali- L oe el 4 
ties, but it should nowhere greatly exceed SG Waar akeadlowen ees a aris arc: 

$5,000. SECOND FiLcoe PLAN 
_ One of the most «4 —— mo: 137 
interesting features tate oak or redwood treated to resemble 
of these California Seneee i mahogany. The wood that is there on the 
houses is the wood- spot, homegrown, as it were, seems quite 

st good enough for the beautiful Western 
Sea ES es ESSE, and apparently much more sat- 

D caren vot. MML-JLIL | isfactory. than the strange, dreadful 
fl omnis) C77 Be i ‘thing so often done in the East and 

TEN- Se lee leat Middle West where all the nat- 
ROOM Ti Get eM eee ural beauty of interesting real 
Sheen Ley ITEC nee oe ey pees ise woods are destroyed in the effort 
efit IE os Mommie sheet | to pretend that they are some- 
INTERESTING ee eure eas thing else—the fashionable wood 
CONSTRUCTION / tn pele a cep | of the moment. 
See tit ee anil a ' While in the West we hear of 

re [| tt | TT Ra Pepa ees as house after house. finished and 
\\ a ieesn a eaiee fitted with eucalyptus, walnut, 
\\ it —-J! MLLILLIL_JL-ILLIQ redwood, each one treated in a 

- Sal: { a ear el method to show the utmost nat- 
[eaderron a \ eee call ural oe of grain. Varnish 

we oa ow | a i seems unknown, as remote as 
fe Set alee eee ou SN iH paint; the idea being rather to 

ro Seated ee leave all as natural as would be 
il yh at (Goo th consistent with utility and dura- 

4 ll ll i il (ll) Tes rook PLAN bility. 
Wt eae Fee | Ul aoe F : woo | Wh a iil We are especially reminded 
wt iV i ails Li \ of the wisdom of the Western 

f=: SEs eaeacs e+ builder in this particular house where all 
Wee fees hewite the fittings are of pine or redwood, abso- 

HS ies : lutely suited to the house. 
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THE «LATEST CRY” IN FRENCH FURNITURE 

THE « LATEST CRY” IN for Women he has tranquil design, colors 
Wp SR ENC so exquisitely harmonized that they could 

FURNITURE FOR FRENCH not fatigue the most delicate spirit, a fit- 
WOMEN ting background for the most subtle day 
“ Little Salon for Women” was the dreams, materials the most precious that 
A title given to the group of furni- could be woven, the construction, the de- 

ture designed by M. Follot and tails so perfect that they would satisfy the 
shown at the Bruxelles Exhibition most supersensitive and cultivated woman. 

of Decorative Arts. Nothing more su- He purposes that each effort in his furni- 
premely elegant has probably ever been put ture making shall be unique. He will not 
together. To achieve this furniture = 
for the Salon of the French grande > 
dame every final culture in decora- Figg ae : \ 
tive art has been utilized. The tem- a 7 ee CN. i 
perament of the woman of the very Dh a com) at 2 ; 
beginning of this century of limit- J? os iene! Se ee 
less luxury and indolence has been Shc Ls Ms SUP Se TEE NE aa) 
studied by the creator of this “last 9) i ' 
cry” in elaborate, costly art for the id ° mmr ert A 
home. All the extravagances of all | [mpi siiRee icon ee Sine Se oie Se ee 
the centuries of art furniture in = — 
France seem to have been gathered | 
up and the most perfect detail of [Ew 
each period culled and combined in this de- A PEARWOOD COUCH: FROM L’ART DECORATIF. 

sire to cater to the overrefined, oversensi- imitate himself or the work of any other 
tive, overemotional feminine product of the artist. He wishes perpetually to create new 
present day in France. It is in fact an epit- imaginative beauty in his furniture to cor- 
ome of the life of the woman, of the society respond with the lives of the beauties for 
which breeds her. For in this search for whom it is devised. A composite of all that 
sheer futile decorative beauty, vitality has France has ever imagined of intricate and 
been lost. There is the decorative idea, but wonderful art is here combined. 

ree 7" 2 And the result, a salon in which 
I | ’ | idleness, futility, weakness is so re- 
ee : 4 vealed as inspiration that in spite 
[ee | of beauty, good construction, subtle 
pes i A H Hl i appreciation of harmonies, there is 

i ied i Pye | oh , degeneracy, a lack even of that ex- 
' Sg FEES % aa a| gee ae pression of fearless immorality 

1 oo yj i See - which inspired the periods of frank 
* aa H Pad f { ) luxury of the middle centuries in 

t i ¥ ia | ae j | France. This is an etherealized 

eal - i , —_ 2" a ee H@ sensuality which is neither honest 
! il : i oe o- ee i eae nor fearless, formed for the soul of 
ieee ei =e = Es foe | i Ww, the demi vierge, conscious or un- 
M4 [epee j = si conscious, for the woman possess- 
ey ee | i ing more curiosity about life than 

: e | Me experience, to whom the great 
SS Oe f =, fundamentals of life are a surprise, 
FRENCH PEARWOOD FURNITURE INLAID WITH MOTHER: a shock. Furniture interesting as 
OF-PEARL, EBONY AND IVORY: FROM L’ART DECORATIF. a symbol, and deplorable for the 

not the purpose of art. There is every re- same reason. The contrast between this 
finement, but no reality. “latest cry” in French furniture and the 

In fact, M. Follot has himself well growing regard in America for simplicity in 
summed up this furniture of Ja vie moderne. furnishing is a matter of no little import to 
He first revolts nervously from any uni- the nation. For the greater the simplicity 
formity of style. It is but a form of slav- in the home the surer are we as a people to 
ery, he says. In the furniture in his Salon strike a genuine note. 
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SOME CRAFTSMAN LIGHTING FIXTURES 

SOME CRAFTSMAN LIGHT lines of the post, and 
x orms the most ing 

ING FIXTURES z decoration for that par- am © 
HE question of light is so important — ticular place, as it is not : r 

| in the furnishing of a house that not only a beautiful thing in wi : 
only have we been compelled to de- itself, but also serves a [% Ht 
sign the regular Craftsman lighting purpose in lighting the ; eS 

fixtures to harmonize with Craftsman inte- stairs, 7G i ere 
riors and Craftsman furnishings, but we Over a dining-room or meen 
find also that each new house we build is library table we are apt aay 7 
more likely than not to demand specially to put either a cluster of [4 
designed lights that give the last touch of lanterns or a large elec- Poy 
individuality to the rooms. tric dome, the colors of aa eR 

Though these designs vary widely, they glass and metal always 
are all based upon the one need for a sort repeating and accenting BRACKET LANTERN. 
of plain sturdy beauty that will be in keep- the general color scheme of the room. 
ing with the woodwork and structural fea~- Where there are beams we are apt to hang 
tures that give such marked character to the what we call “shower lights,” that is, sepa- 
Craftsman houses. Also, we seek always rate small lanterns, each swinging free on, 
to make the lights bear their full share in its individual chain from the beam over- 

: head. The beauty of this form of lighting 
ie = is that these lanterns can be placed wher- 

Lge POY ever they are needed or wherever they are 
A Te Ye SAC required for effect, and we hang them on 
Pd NBs brackets from the side wall over fireside 
Mid Na PO 5 nooks or built-in 

iy a ee 4 seats; in the open 
M tops of partitions 
i ‘meee h wainscoted only 

LANTERNS part way up, ac- 
FOR ELECTRIC ® cording to our cus- 
OVERHEAD : tom when a divi- 
eo rs sion between two 

4 rooms is to be 
Ls oe merely suggested, 

A x and either singly 

ELECTRIC TABLE LAMP. 
za 

the decoration of the room, relying upon the Se 
gleam of copper or brass to give the high Be | 
lights that are necessary to emphasize the y wy, a 
general color scheme; or upon the blackness 3 ns = 
of wrought iron to give here and there a 3 easy 
needed accent. It is one of our beliefs that a ES} | 

or in interesting clusters about the room. 
But where it is necessary to concentrate 

the lights we find that electroliers like the 
two illustrated here are more satisfactory, 

‘ era especially as in design and construction they 
, nate ae carry out the whole idea of the Craftsman 

ELECTROLIER FOR BILLIARD ROOM, furnishing. One of these electroliers has a 
no decorations are so effective as lights, so framework made of broad bands of ham- 
instead of the conventional finial on top of mered copper, springing out from the center 
a newel post, we put a square lantern that to formacross and bent over at the ends to 
follows and accentuates the straight severe afford the natural support for the hang- 
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SOME CRAFTSMAN LIGHTING FIXTURES 

ing lanterns. We like this design particu- table upon which they stand. We show 
larly because it is so essentially Craftsman here one of our favorite designs which can 
in character. Another electrolier has a sim- easily be made by an amateur worker in 
ilar construction, save that a broad ring of woods and metals. The standard is of oak 
copper is riveted around the crosspieces, with a broad band of copper at the top, 
and smaller lanterns are used. forming a cup into which fit the copper 

Where a glow of rich color is desired we supports of the shade. 
use a dome of copper and deep-tinted ham- We show these de- 
mered glass, and in this dome we emphasize \ signs not only because 
the decorative possibilities of the glass in  PLECTROLIER | they belong so essen- 
the same way that we emphasize the metal are tially to the Craftsman 
in other fixtures. The framework is of copper. i scheme of furnishing, 
copper, and the curved roof of glass bulges b) but because, with the 
out between the copper bands that hold it, — 
giving a softness of outline and sumptuous- ” 
ness of effect that could never be obtained - 
by use of the straight lines. Instead of a hes 
fringe, swinging panels of the same glass JJ ~ ca ma 
hang from the rim of copper that supports ; lips ord 
the dome, so that the whole effect is that of Pe] 

a mass of color. 
— Where a bright strong % 

< aay light is needed, as over a_ possible exception of the big dome, each and 
a billiard table, we use the every one could be made at home by any 
a plain straight roof shade, amateur who has gained some skill in work- 

PMA hung by two heavy chains ing with metals. From our point of view, 
i 7 from a beam or ceiling this constitutes their greatest value, because 

\d plate overhead. The the things we like to have about us in our 
yO frame of this may be homes are the things we either make our- 

3 of either copper, brass selves or could make if we wanted to. When 
i things have this homelike and_ primitive 

1 oer ] i quality they cease to be classed with the 
: poeta conventional furnishings, and become in 

Ff / LAMPS very truth a part of our household belong- 
7d ae HANGING ings. 

4 ELECTRIC It will be seen upon close study of the dif- 
i Sete ferent pieces that every part is essentially 

Dd : a structural. In the case of the electric table 
Hag lamp shown in the first illustration the grace- 

ful lines of the standard are decided entirely 
= a r by the necessity for strength and stability 
[| a. in the stand itself and also the need for a 

q ean] shape that can easily be grasped by the 
Lf o hand. The shade supports of copper are so 

: \,./ - Wi at simple as to be almost primitive, as each 
a 7 a one is formed of a straight piece of copper 
A } turned up at the outer end to hold the shade 

‘ and down at the other end so that it fits 
1 ‘ into the socket formed by the copper band 
; : around the top of the standard. The bil- 

or iron, according to the general color liard-room electrolier has exactly the con- 
scheme of the room, and the panels of tint- struction of a tiny roof, the metal bands 
ed hammered glass are lined with white. so taking the place of the timbers and being 
that the light is strongly reflected. made to serve as the sole decoration of the 

Where a concentrated light is needed on piece. The same direct structural principles 
a table we use, of course, a reading lamp, will be found in the brackets and supports 
and these are made of oak and copper so. of the lanterns and newel-post lights, and 
that they are entirely in keeping with the may be copied or varied at will. 
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CRAFTSMAN CABINET AND METAL WORK 

CRAFTSMAN DESIGNS FOR wasps 1 1 
HOME CABINETMAKERS i [ 

AND METAL WORKERS A | 
HE wall cabinet shown here is a use- | | | 

F ful piece of furniture for almost any | | 
room. In a living room or library | Hi 
it might be used for the storing ge pq 

away of papers and magazines, the lower f Ty ] 
shelf being large enough for books and the | ——\/] 
top available for bits of pottery or metal ft Sy) 
work. In a bedroom or bathroom it would | oi _y ) 
be very useful as a medicine closet, or as y) —| / 
a place for putting all the odds and ends >] a 
that are frequently wanted and yet give a V : \7 
disorderly look to the room if they be kept Vi ‘y NY 
in sight. |__| el 

The cabinet is 3 feet 7 inches high over | | y 
all, and 3 feet 4 inches wide, with a depth of | | 
1 foot 3 inches. The sides are made of | don | 

Ite 

| | 
WY, = | 

a Yf W/m DRESSING 4 r i / Vj If 7h CABINET. | | 

y i his i | 
i 1/7 / i | | | 
(enn Hl it | 

TS —— ary FIOSTOBECTION-SIVIE-SECTION 

=, n | zeae 
| -rjers- || ZRESSING ) CABLAET 

(e=2 62 i | SCALE Gri SCHES 
i ‘| ~ ck oe 8 esos 

| i | 
i ia I y 1¥-inch stock, and the shelves of 7%-inch 

Wy if N stock, The doors have each one large square 
| td tr H) panel set in a frame 3 inches wide. The 

1 i construction is not at all difficult, and will f | | | 
i | 40 i be shown plainly by a little study of the de- 

oe lr i} tail drawing. The upper and lower shelves 
ee | | are tenoned through the sides, the tenons 

i ; being allowed to show as a relief to the 
il a plainness of the side-pieces. The tenons of 

! Es EEE | the middle shelf are not allowed to show. The 
Ze Hy back, which is made of V-jointed boards, is 

a) a screwed to the shelves, one screw being used 
SS | || eS for each board. To allow for shrinkage and 

LEZ expansion, these screws are placed in slots 
| a instead of in close-fitting screw holes. 
p Fe The dressing cabinet is very like the old- 

} fashioned shaving stand, and is furnished 
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is made of 1-inch 
a aaa " stock, 134 inches 

' wide. The posts are 
' \ 1% inches square, the 
' || partitions and the 
' ' eK shelf are 34 of an 
' \ | (Cy! inch thick, and the 
| ' | ; 7 rail under the shelf is 

\ fools wel 2 inches wide by 34 
! i \ | of an inch thick. 

! ! | \ This piece is framed 
' : | in the usual way, the 

| | PLAN SF BLOTTER | PLA oF InKYELL | only difference being 
: | BMDS | that the back and 
: : | sides are not paneled, 
| ' | a circumstance that makes the piece much 
' , | easier to construct. It is possible to dis- 

F ! | pense with panels because the cabinet is such 
‘ | a small piece that solid sides will do equally 

Ss a well and are easier to fit. The partitions 
aaa are also solid. The mirror is swung upon 

with a small swinging mirror, three drawers pins in much the same fashion as we de- 
and a lower shelf. The stand is 5 feet 2 scribed last month in the case of the cheval 

——- SSS 

l = a ae * y ss = = J = ge S*) 

1 TT ea ACTA HI) ITM (= i WT if it NG EC |= 
i ii Hi) | I Mh Mh Vf | } i ! it ] ; 

NA Hi | | HAY z'() it | i i) j ] | | i | iH 
1 EVA ||MO w FAL | RAUL 
UNG Gag Car UWA We 

CRAFTSMAN HAT AND COAT RACK: COPPER WORK. glass, and the drawer pulls are plain round 
inches high over all, 1 foot 6 inches wide rings of either copper, brass or iron placed 
and 1 foot 4 inches deep. The mirror frame against metal straps which extend the whole 

| | 

Ee 

reo T | SIZCTION ss 

-FLAN— Z Ss VESIGSS ror =| — Sore or INCE = 

BRAT asp COAT KRACK —_————e= 
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depth of the drawer. nee TIA TPR 
The hat and coat ik | 

rack is meant to hang | AB ne 6 
in a hall or vestibule, A 
and is designed in a | (AW 
shape that will look | AA 
well over a table or be- j Hes Ne# 
low a hall mirror. The j ——s) { | 
frame is 3 feet long “Hl fo ple 
and 1 foot 10 inches i |) Bo Te | 
wide. It is of 7%-inch | al , 
stock, and the panels } ‘ F ! } 
are % an inch thick. ; 
The inside of the | ) | 
frame is grooved so j i | 
that the panels may be | ) ! | 
set in, and the pieces , (, 
are put together by | hu) 
mortising at each cor- \ i 
ner. The panels are lh ——=— TIO FF \ 
not glued, but pe set | “oll 5 / | 
in loosely enou: to i it i \ allow for shtalage sree it Ze) hs! and expansion without | _t ye y affecting the frame. 
The large metal hooks are very easy to WORSING DRAWING POR DESK /SET: make, and the design is sufficiently sug- for the blotter pad, an inkwell, a pen tray, gested by the drawing. Anyone used to a blotter roller, a paper weight and a letter metal working should be able to forge them opener. : 
of wrought iron or copper without further The blotter ends are made so that three directions, or they can quite as easily be or four sheets of blotting paper may be laid made of brass if that metal is preferred. on the desk and the ends slipped into the The desk set is very plain and simple in metal frames, or the frames themselves can design, and should offer no difficulties to the be riveted to a desk pad. The construction worker in metals. It includes metal ends of these metal ends is made sufficiently 

\ ce ' ;; Clear by the detail drawing, and they may 
el. La aS be made in any desired size. No. 20 gauge 

—————— a 

| aati. TT [| | | | ae 

| | 
0 ' I 

| a \ 
P——____} fff fy) CH | (i 

| t { ; 
ey = ———S—__—— ed H | — — as 

eae ee ee ON Soe Pee LL pag ne eo 
a hy 7 eo e ae | ey 
N < Files [cASISEr 4 
\ J ScHLKer INcHES, 
SS eee CRAFTSMAN WALL CABINET. 
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SOLDERING COPPER 

metal should be used, and it is best to file The letter opener should be made of No. 
all the edges smoothly before bending into 16 gauge metal, and the most convenient 
shape. A piece of iron, about the thickness _ size is about 10 inches long. The illustra- 
of a pad made of three or four blotters, tion shows the pattern by which this should 
should be clamped to the under side of the be cut out. The edges of the blade should 
metal, and the sides and top brought over be filed down thin all around, and then well 
and hammered down on this iron mold un- polished with an emery cloth until the file 
til it takes the required shape. marks are all removed. Lastly, the piece 

The plan of the inkwell is shown in the should be hammered all over until the sur- 
detail one and the method of bending face shows the irregular marks of the tool. 
into shape is illustrated by the drawing of 5 
the piece itself. A piece of No. 20 ears SOLDERING COPPER 
metal should be cut according to the pat- At of silver solder, a slate slab such 
tern given, and the sides all bent down and as is ordinarily used for grinding ink, 
soldered together. A flat square of metal powdered or lump borax, and a soft hair 
serves for the bottom which is soldered into brush of some sort are all that is necessary 
the sides, and a lid made to cover the top for the process of soldering. 
can be hinged on. A knob should be put on The pieces of metal that are to be soldered 
top of this lid for convenience in lifting it. must be absolutely free from all foreign 
The inkwell itself is simply a small “school matter. To insure this the joint is scraped 
inkwell” which fits into the circular bright with some sharp-edged tool. Care 
opening left in the top of the metal frame. must be taken to keep the fingers away from 
If. amateur metal workers experience any the joint as any moisture or greasy sub- 
difficulty in obtaining these inkwells, we can _ stance will prevent the solder from running. 
furnish them at 15 cents each. The best results are obtained only by be- 

The pen tray is merely a plain oblong ing extremely careful as to cleanliness 
tray about 8 inches long and 3 inches wide. throughout the process. Being sure that 
The edges are turned up in such a way as _ the slab is perfectly clean, a little water is 
to give a broad shallow flare. Like the other put in it and. the lump of borax is ground 
pieces, this should be made of No. 20 gauge around until the water becomes like cream. 
metal. After it is cut in the desired size a The solder may be obtained any gauge, 
chiseled line should be hammered in about but about 20 answers for most purposes. 
3 of an inch from the edge. The edges After cutting the solder into pieces about 
are then turned up at this line, which is cut 1/16 of an inch long and about the same 
in deeply enough to allow the edge to bend width, drop them into the borax that has 
easily. Care should be taken, however, not been ground to give them a coating of borax 
to cut the line too deeply, as an extra heavy and to remove any grease that may have 
stroke might send the chisel clear through. adhered to them. Coat the surfaces that are 

The blotter roller is so simple that only a to be soldered with the borax, being careful 
glance at the illustration is needed to make to get no more borax about than is neces- 
clear the method of construction. It should sary. Put the parts together and bind them 
be about 6 inches long by 2% inches wide. with No. 24 iron wire, not too tightly. The 
The bottom, where the pressure comes, pieces of solder are then lifted with the 
should be made of No. 20 gauge metal, the brush used for the borax or with a pair of 
top of No, 18 gauge, and the handle of No. tweezers and placed next to the edge that 
16 gauge. The top, of course, laps over the is to be soldered, about one inch apart. The 
bottom at the ends, leaving sufficient space object is then placed on the annealing tray, 
to slip in the blotter. which answers for soldering as well, and 

The construction of the paper weight is with the blow-pipe it is heated, very slowly 
not unlike that of the top of the inkwell. at first, until the water has evaporated and 
The best size would be about 2% or 3 inches the borax crystallized and dissolved, the 
square when finished. A line should be flame may then be applied more directly and 
hammered in about % an inch from the the object brought to a soldering heat. If 
edge of the metal, and the center hammered _ the heat is applied too quickly, it will throw 
up into pyramidal form and filled with off the solder; and if heated hotter than 
lead. A round knob is riveted to the top necessary it is liable to melt or burn the 
to serve as a handle, and a flat metal bottom parts being soldered. (“Copper Work,” 
is soldered on. ~ by A. F. Rose.) 
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A FINER PHASE OF ART NOUVEAU 

A FINER PHASE OF ART NOU- springing from it, a 

VEAU: ILLUSTRATIONS FROM a e fe SE, 
, AT L’ART DECORATIE appeal pues 

HERE is just now a reaction from that last desidera- 
I Art Nouveau, international in ex- ‘um to the twentieth 

tent, and one is perplexed to com- Century, novelty, : 
prehend how anything that has been so far- Capable of express- 
THESE ing extraordinary 
DESIGNS i . variation accordin 
ESPECIALLY we c7N to the whim of he 
aoceoe Ve S tion or individual, a 
THE 9 ea ~ : 
Roe a iy : vehicle to carry — 
SIMPLE satire or the sheer 
oF F degeneracy — which 
aap : stimulates satire, a i 

a ‘ jeer in the hands of 
the cruel, an inde- 
cency ready for the 
raw mind of the 
vulgar. 

au, And yet the hill- 
DESIGNED: sides and the city 
BY E. M. streets of Germany 
SANDOZ: today are blotched 
HALE with Secession Art 

NUTIN 5 
FLOWER.” architecture, and the 

. galleries and shops 
of France reek with 
Art Nouveau paint- 
ings and _ objets 

‘ dart. Eventhe 
reaching in interest as this north Continental 
exotic new art could come countries are i 
to so sudden and untimely touched by its spirit _, 
an end; yet still more per- in literature, and ~ 
plexing is the fact that a England and Amer- eee ar aaa fine pags 
phase of decoration which ica have been appre- or crass.” Be 
apparently is not within the 
process of art evolution Ny 4 
could ever have secured 
world-wide recognition. NY i 
How could an “art” with- y 

y out roots, a purely super- a Lap 

ficial phase of decorative fe —) 
impulse catch the interest ec nies ¥F 
of two continents and leave b lh Pe ame Sf 
its impress (mainly detri- s aN J eNa 
mental) on the natural art Pie x bp = 
of each nation? “i Se x 

Japan alone seems to Le @\ 4 
: have escaped the deadening pera 

influence. Ye 
ah e In retrospect this new Sain 

PAPER KNIFE, art seems little more than 

zi GAME a vigorous fungus, having PENDANT DESIGNED IN NATURAL TONES 
“SLADE oF Grass 10 Telation to the body of BY EDG. BRANDT: “MAIDENHAIR FERN.” 
WITH INSECT.” art, living on, but not weeeewe 
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ciative markets for the sale of its manifold of things. They have combined [ ggoo¥ 
eccentricities. simple forms in exquisite pro- | fy - 

Now that the reaction has begun and we portion, leaving out the faded | ge | 
are looking with amazement at the results tints of the Empire and gath- ye 
of the craze, it is worth while to search for ering up the richest hues from | P| 

* = woods and fields. They have | a 
| Bees Go aan rediscovered the beauty of nat- — 4 

Se FA (5 i, ural things, and yet this beauty is 
PES] Zz as bes is so proportioned, so expressed, t wd (4 ee es : Snel a Ya < cera as so adjusted to principles of the | 4 Fe 

fi 5 ae lee new art that it must rank as a 2 
a E i eee phase of it, although funda- - 

sad | yal hey As tok = 35 mentally utterly alien. Its in- 3S 
& aa : = ea ce spiration is sincere, while its 4 

j red ae {er a technique is touched by the ; oa 
V7 ra ¥ | Bie a Seek os craze for flowing lines so es- j 5 
eg ‘it a) Be ee a FE) sential to the Secession school. | 

4 af Ree aes ot In the case, however, of these gE 
f 4 Teas eB French sculptors in metal, the | 

ii Zi es A | line, so weak, so often degen- | .| : 
an oe \ & sy erate in Art Nouveau, is used ; 

| re C4 so subtly, so wholly to express * : 
Seo (fre Pere ; a gentle form of beauty that it =~ 

bi ‘ez 4 oe | eee 3 ceases to offend, because it : 
Ge eee at ceases to express lack of virility. 

PLAQUES, DESIGNED BY SCHENK, =o ake s 
the good in this mass of unreality, to esti- fon aes 
mate what profit any nation has secured, 1 PENHOLDER: 
what actual achievement has sprung out of te DESIGNED BY 
the tainted soil. i \ tN E. M. SANDOZ. 

Of this unexpected good we find the most ji a So completely 
unusual and interesting development in 3 : different is the 
some of the jewelry and art objects of ; point of view of 
France, in the work of such sincere artists : 1 4 these craftsmen 
as Lalique, Sandoz, Brandt, Feuillatre, 4 W @ that it seems 
Saint-André de Lignereux, de Jouve, men <@ scarcely fair to 
who have found in the adventurous spir- ee class them at all 
it of the new art opportunity for free- as exponents of 
dom from the classic limitations of the old € the Continental 
metalsmiths, discovering in this new chan- we seceding art. 
nel fresh inspiration, having as its source They have 
nature, the lowly things in the simple ways rather responded to the general tendency of 
ot life. They have ceased to imitate; they, the age to break down restraint, to formu- 
strangely enough in this generally fungus late a new code of individualism. The art 
art, have looked quietly into Nature’s heart of thesé men must count in the history of 
for the beauty they sought to portray, they art, whereas the real art nouveau spirit is 
have studied the plants and flowers, the lit- but a false growth on the great art body of 
tle animals who live close to the fragrance the universe. 

a 

PAPER KNIFE, DESIGNED BY E. M. SANDOZ: “BLADE OF GRASS.” 
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ALS Ik KAN to your house if you happen to live in a 

LIFE ON THE AUTOMOBILE BASIS AND suburban town or in the country, comes in 

WHERE IT IS LEADING US an automobile, and you can hardly cross the 

T last, they say, we have got at the highroads on a Saturday or Sunday after- 

A real cause of the increased cost of noon for dodging the procession of flying 

living, but the satisfaction we might motor cars. You see that the people riding 

feel over finding out finally what in these cars are your neighbors and ac- 

the matter is is somehow lessened by the quaintances, most of them families depend- 

fact that the name of that cause is legion. ing upon the earnings of a man in a salaried 

Senator Lodge’s committee distributes the position or one who is in business for him- 

responsibility of the overwhelming bills we self in a small way. Knowing something 

have to foot each month among many con- of the cost of a motor car and the steady 

ditions and circumstances, of which the expense of its upkeep, you are inclined to 

most important are: wonder how they manage it, until you read 

“Increased cost of production of farm in an article on financial conditions in the 

products by reason of higher land values West that: “the Western speculation in land 

and higher wages; increased demand for was getting to be dangerous, but the banks 

farm products and food; shifting of popula- have checked that. So was the hunger for 

tion from food-producing to food-consum- automobiles. I never saw anything like the 

ing occupations and localities; immigration way Western farmers went after automo- 

to food-consuming localities ; reduced fertil- biles. They even mortgaged their farms to 

ity of land, resulting in lower average pro- get them. I know of one Kansas City bank 

duction or in increased expenditures for that held fifty-two mortgages on that num- 

fertilization; increased banking facilities in ber of machines.” If you were to make a 

agricultural localities which enable farmers canvass of Eastern banks you would find 

to hold their crops and market them to the precisely the same state of affairs. The ma- 

best advantage, which results in steadying jority of these people have either mortgaged 

prices, but also tends to advance prices; re- their homes or borrowed money to buy an 

duced supply convenient to transportation automobile which they can not afford to 

facilities of such commodities as timber; keep after they have got it, and the very 

cold storage plants, which result in prevent- fact that they have it sets the pace for ex- 

ing extreme fluctuations of prices of certain penditures all along the line. 

commodities with the seasons, but by en- It is hard for a man with a moderate in- 

abling the wholesalers to buy and sell at the come to order his life on the automobile 

best possible advantage tend to advance basis unless he has some way of making 

prices; increased cost of distribution ; indus- money outside of his salary. Tf he is dis- 

trial combinations; organizations of pro- honest he naturally hunts opportunities for 
ducers or of dealers; advertising ; increased graft; if he holds to a higher standard of 

money supply; overcapitalization; higher integrity he turns just as naturally to some 

standard of living. form of speculation, whether in stocks, real 

It all sounds reasonable, and we have no estate or anything else that promises quick 

doubt that each and every one of these returns on a small investment. Then, when 

causes bears its own share in the present the market sags and the bottom drops out 

stress and strain of living. But, after all, of prices, there is trouble all along the line, 

could not the whole list be summed up in for all the ingredients of a panic are held in 

the last item, the higher standard of living? solution all the time, and it takes the veriest 

We call it a higher standard for want of a trifle to crystallize them into a genuine 

better word, but we really mean a standard financial crisis. 

of ease and luxury that demands more money In fact, we are all living at high pressure, 

than the average man can possibly earn in and nothing but the maximum of speed will 

a normal way. In the old days of moderate satisfy us. This is a truism that during the 

fortunes built up by hard work, necessities past two or three years has echoed from’one . 

came first and luxuries were carefully con- end of the land to the other, but until peo- 

sidered with relation to the general income ple begin to take it seriously it can not be 

and the needs of the family before they were repeated too often. At one time it looked 

made a charge upon the yearly income. But as if this problem of the higher cost of liv- 

now the carpenter or plumber who comes ing was really going to be taken seriously 
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enough to bring about a change, but the something occurs to check this national ten- 
American public, with its usual easy-going dency, it will not be long before we are face 
optimism, appears to have adjusted itself to to face with the hardest times we have ever 
the increased demands upon its pocketbook known. 
by the simple expedient of trying to make Fortunately, the countercurrent is already 
more money instead of spending less. The setting in. The great mass of people are as 
greatest difficulty for tlie man who has been yet unaffected by it, but we see its effect in 
accustomed to making easy money is to get the new spirit that’ is fighting for the con- 
down to solid hard work, and in nine cases _ trol of politics and the big industries, and in 
out of ten his wife and family would in- the new interest that is being taken in agri- 
finitely rather plunge him up to his neck in culture and country life and in the training 
debt than to cut off one item of the luxuries of our boys and girls for some form of pro- 
to which they also have grown accustomed. ductive work. It will take long years to 

This is the effect, but the cause lies change the national standard in this respect, 
deeper. The labor unions have worked but the beginning has been made, and if 
steadily and indefatigably to get higher those who have a share in shaping public 
wages for laboring men, in the hope that by opinion will only keep at it hard enough and 
this means a more equitable distribution of long enough, there is reason to believe that 
the wealth of the nation might gradually be the American common sense will yet come 
brought about, and believers in protection to the surface and that instead of going for- 
have built a tariff wall around our indus- ward from the automobile to the aeroplane, 
tries in order to insure a safe margin of Wwe may possibly take a step back from the 
profit to the manufacturer and dealer. automobile to the plow. 
Yet we find to our cost that it all comes to REVIEWS 
the same thing in the end. As wages have THE OLD ORDER CHANGETH: BY 
advanced, requirements have kept pace. WILLIAM ALLEN WHITE 5 
What were once luxuries are now necessi- NCE during a political campaign 
ties, and the advance in prices has so les- William Allen White asked: 
sened the purchasing power of a dollar that “What’s the matter with Kansas ?”. 

the pe WABES 20 ae Sor far- and the phrase became a catchword 
ner than the lower wages used to do. throughout the whole country. Kansas has 
So much for the practical end of the ad- replied to that question in no uncertain 

vance in wages and prices, but its deepest terms, and so far as clean politics, thorough- 
+ and most significant effect is on the char- going energy and fearlessness in trying out 
acter of the people. When a pinch comes, aj] sorts of experiments go, she has proven and retrenchment is necessary during a that “she’s all right.” 
period of readjustment to the lower scale How much of this record is due to the 
made necessary by hard times, the man who energetic and ceaseless hammering at all has the most suffers the most, and he who sorts of abuses by the editor of the Em- 
is accustomed to getting along on the least poria Gazette, is uncertain, for. Mr, White 
is not nearly so conscious of deprivation. does not stand alone in his community ; he 
The man who has had his wages doubled simply gathers together and expresses the 
within the past few years has accustomed convictions of all Kansas in expressing his 
himself to regarding the higher rate as his own, Therefore, William Allen White has 
fixed income, and nothing is quicker or come to be known as one of the most prom- easier than the growth of needs commen-  jnent leaders of the reform movement in the 
surate with the income. If a sudden de- Middle West, and when he wrote “The 
pression should cause a cut in these wages, Old Order Changeth” he knew exactly what 
the workman could much less afford to re- he was talking about. It is a plain, straight- 
duce his expenses and make ends meet in forward narrative of political conditions 
the face of the prevailing prices for all nec- past and present in this country, given from 
essaries of life, than he could have done the viewpoint of a man who is honestly 
when he was working for much less. And optimistic because he sees much ground for 
the condition is cumulative. We are rush- hope in the swiftly changing conditions of 
ing ahead at breakneck speed, straining the present period, especially as the nation 
every nerve to make more money and spend- is frankly facing and acknowledging its past 
ing it more and more recklessly. Unless mistakes. 
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Starting with a brief review of our de- CHINA: ITS MARVEL AND MYSTERY: 

mocracy in the beginning, Mr. White shows BY T. HODGSON LIDDELL, R. B. A. 

how it became modified by the tremendous TH fact that a few great painters have 
impulse given to industry by the common been gifted with the art of painting in 
use of steam,—a force which lightened hu- words as well as in pigments, seems merely 
man labor to such an extent that, as Mr. to point the exceptions to the rule that a 
White says: “The working man got more man usually does better when he sticks to 
daylight in which to look about and see how his own craft. The large and beautifully 
the world is put together. With leisure  jllustrated book, entitled “China: Its Mar- 
came reflection, with reflection came opin- vel and Mystery,” is not one of the excep- 
ions, with opinions came revolt against the tions. It was written by an English painter, 

inequalities of men, and with that revolt a Royal Academician who went to China, 

modern democracy is coming.” But while and, through his acquaintance with British 
steam multiplied the thrift of the people and residents there, was enabled to penetrate to 
immensely broadened their lives, it also put places usually out of the reach of tourists. 
their accumulated savings into the hands of He brought away some charming pictures 
trustees who thus became the masters of of what he saw, but the book he wrote 
men, and thus arose the problem of the about his journey is so superficial that it 
trusts, and the conditions which brought would be amusing were it not such a dis- 
about the death grapple between the people appointment to the reader, who is attracted 
and the privileged interests which is shak- by the fascinating title. 
ing the whole country today. The book is illustrated with reproduc- 

Continuing, he shows how the money tions of forty paintings made by Mr. Lid- 
power extended and strengthened its con- dell, and in these pictures we find some jus- 
trol of all branches of government, until its tification for the title. They are rich in 
sway became well-nigh supreme. Then local color, and the choice of subjects is so 
came the beginnings of the change, with the discriminating that one obtains distracting 
adoption of the secret ballot in the early glimpses of the very heart of Chinese life. 
nineties. Results were slow, uncertain and But alas, the book might have been written 
unsatisfactory, but the tide had turned, and by any well-bred and well-educated tourist 

reforms have followed thick and fast until who stays a few weeks or months in a for- 
now the author triumphantly points to a eign land, living exclusively with his own 
hundred evidences that the people are re- countrymen and looking at everything from 
suming their grip upon the Government, and an insular point of view. Trivial anecdotes 
that all we need now is -the honesty and and personal interests take the place of 
energy to try out experiment after experi- those vivid pen sketches of Chinese life 
ment, in order to extend and enforce the which the author might have given us, for 
nation-wide demand for clean politics, hon- the material lay all around him and unusual 
est government, direct representation of the opportunities for observation were evident- 
people and fair opportunities for all. ly afforded him throughout his journey. But 

The particular reforms instanced by Mr. at all events, he has given us a collection of 
White are those we all know, but it 1s dis- pictures that are worth the price of the 
tinctly encouraging and inspiring to find the _ book, especially as the reproductions in color 
whole story summed up in a few forcible are exquisitely done. (Published by John 
pages so that we get a clear idea of what Lane Company, New York. Illustrated 
has been accomplished within the past with color reproductions from paintings. 
twenty years. ta aiogetliet, the ook 198 pages. Price $6.50 net.) 
gives to anyone who is really interested in , 

American politica and industrial conditions cl a aes IVORY: BY GERTRUDE 
the feeling that he has reached one of the 
lower peaks in the range of mountains he is Gice the publication of Mrs. Atherton’s 
climbing and, turning to look around, is as- latest novel, the reviewers have as one 
tonished to find what a long way he has man denounced its leading character, John 
come since he started. It is a book for Ordham, as a monster of selfishness and 
every intelligent person, schoolchild or poli- egotism, a British cad and, in general, the 
tician. (Published by the The Macmillan kind of man who might well be put out of 
Company, New York. 266 pages. Price the world for the good of humanity. Opin- 
$1.25 net.) ions are divided as to the heroine, Marga- 
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rethe Styr, but the general impression seems first novel. It is a simple tale of simple 
to be that the great soprano perished by her people, but it has the same gemlike quality 
own, act, as a victim to Ordham’s amazing that distinguishes the author’s short stories. 

selfishness. Anne is a Breton village girl, a hunchback 
Yet, if one takes the trouble to look a lit- who is hardly regarded as one of the young 

tle more deeply in the book, one finds that people of the village, but whose rich and 
John Ordham is not a monster after all, but eager woman-soul reaches out for all that 
merely a typical young Englishman of the belongs to a woman’s life. Yvon, a stalwart 
present day and generation; the portionless fisherman, jilted by the village coquette to 
younger son of an aristocratic house, and whom he had been betrothed, turns his at- 
brought up to believe that the world owed _ tention in pique to Anne, and takes her with 
him a luxurious living and that the crime him to the coming Pardon at Quimper. It 
of crimes was against good taste. Sensi- is the first evidence that has ever come to 
tive, ultra-fastidious, full of ideals, he has Anne that she, too, is attractive, and she 
first the better part of his nature roused to abandons herself to the joy of the day with 
its height by his friendship with Margarethe an ecstasy as simple as a child’s. 
Styr, and then, going back to England, falls Later comes the inevitable tragedy. The 
headlong into the matrimonial net prepared other girl, Aimée, through sheer vanity, re- 
for him by his own worldly mother, and the claims Yvon, although there is great need 
equally designing mother of a pretty, brain- for him to marry Anne, and with a certain 
less American girl who is heiress to mil- rough honesty he is willing to do so. But 
lions and vulgar to the core of her soul. the woman’s own, pride, and her exalted 

From that time forth the development of spiritual joy in the motherhood that is com- 
the plot is a study in psychology, and when ing to her as to other women, makes her 
the story ends tragically for almost every- brush aside the suggestion of marriage to a 
body concerned, the reader is not surprised. man who is in love with another woman, 
The book is unquestionably Mrs. Atherton’s — and she endures the scorn of the village and 
greatest work so far. Each character stands brings up her boy in the face of it, almost 
out like a cameo, and yet each fits perfectly unheeding of all save the rapture of moth- 
into the picture of the artificial world to erhood and her passionate love for the 
which Ordham belonged, and into which child. Ultimately he grows beyond her, and 
the opera singer, an American woman with _ then, with her full consent, the father claims 
a past, had forced her way by the sheer him and takes him away to the sea, which 
power of her art and the charm of her draws to itself this little son of the fisher- 
strange aloof personality. This charm is folk in spite of his mother’s deathly dread 
felt still more in the case of Ordham, who, of it. 
in spite of his faults, is at all times appeal- The story has a rare and compelling 
ing rather than repellant,—a very difficult charm, and is one of the few novels that 
character for any author to depict, but one gains with rereading. (Published by The 
which Mrs. Atherton has handled so ad- Century Company, New York. 298 pages. 
mirably as to suggest the idea that she Price $1.20 net.) 
worked from a living model. (Published Types FROM CITY STREETS: BY 
by The Macmillan Company, New York. HUTCHINS HAPGOOD 

464 pages. Price $1.50.) hdr ie writers have given us pictur- 
ANNE OF TREBOUL: BY MARIE LOUISE esque glimpses of the many-sided life 
GOETCHIUS in New York that is seldom seen by the busi- 
Ae the readers of THE CRAFTSMAN are ness man or the dweller cn Fifth Avenue. 

familiar with the strange and exquisite Some have been carried away by enthusias- 
short stories of Mrs. Goetchius who pos- tic philanthropy; others have regarded 
sesses the power of going to the heart of their subject as an opportunity for socio- 
tragic conditions in life and wringing from logical study and dissertation, and others 
them their full meaning and beauty. She have gone and lived on the confines of the 
writes very simply, but there always looms underworld in disguise, enjoying a delicious 
behind her words so much that is left un- sense of adventure in gaining their experi- 
said, that the reader’s imagination is con- ences and writing about them with a vivid 
stantly astir. personal interest that has invariably colored 

This book, “Anne of Tréboul,” is her the writer’s point of view. 
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To a certain degree this element of per- young chap of good family who is entangled 
sonal interest emphasizes the picturesque by the charms of a “lady animal tamer.” 
side of Mr. Hutchins Hapgood’s “Types Simon goes to see this pantherine person, 
from City Streets,” but, taken by and large, and cuts out the young chap with such suc- 
the book contains a group of vivid and evi- cess that he becomes definitely interested 
dently truthful thumbnail sketches of real himself,—to the extent of going to Africa 
people, and of actual happenings standing to find out the errant husband of the queen 
out prominently against a cleverly sketched- of lions. Of course she follows, and of 
in background. The first part deals with course the husband is discovered. Many 
the opportunities for realistic literature complications ensue, and one of them lands 
found in the multicolored life of a great Simon in the hospital, where a clever sur- 
city. We have a brilliant sketch of the geon performs the operation which had been 
Bowery and its inhabitants,—a sketch that declared to be impossible and he faces the 
shows actual familiarity with the subject normal span of life after having spent all 
and the people, and honest friendliness that his money, ruined his reputation, alienated 
tells the truth and at the same time makes his friends and generally got himself into a 
one see the other fellow’s point of view. This mess through his unadvised efforts in the 
is specially true of the chapter which gives a direction of eumoiriety. He gets out of it 
thief’s philosophy of life, and of another all right, and ultimately marries the lion 
dealing with the typical Tammany. man. tamer, who is a very good sort of woman 
Equally truthful are the sketches of the after all. The book is fantastic, well writ- 
shop girl in all grades and of all types, each ten and very amusing. (Published by John 
one drawn in outline with a certainty that Lane Company, New York. Illustrated. 
arouses the reader’s imagination to fill in 332 pages. Price $1.50.) 
the details. The second group of sketches THE HISTORY OF FRENCH LITERA- 
shows the pathos of low life, and the mis- TURE: BY ANNIE LEMP KONTA 

= which Th aye: as Hl ie Bs UC’ is hard to compress the history of a 
Boe eee eee ee ieee a eae national literature, extending over a 

nature in this book, and it is mostly human ty ucand years or more, into the compass 
see ane the ae _ re oie Lat it of one volume and yet make it readable and 
without a considerable extension of view. interesting. But this is just what has been point regarding the unknown nine-tenths of done by Mrs, Alexander Konta in her re- 
the dwellers in a great city. (Published by cently published “History of French Liter- 
Funk & Wagnalls Company, New York. ” A . 
Illustrated by Glenn O. Coleman. 379 pages. ature.” Mrs, Konta 1s the wife of the Price $1 ae) ; #379 PABeEs: prominent Hungarian who imported the 

‘5 ‘ original version of “The Devil” into this 
SIMON THE JESTER: BY WILLIAM J. country, and who figured so prominently in 
LOCKE the ensuing controversy over copyrights. 
M® LOCKE has expressed his own Afforded every opportunity for the intelli- 

peculiar genius very completely inhis gent study of foreign literature, Mrs. Konta 
latest novel, “Simon the Jester.” It is ab- has mastered her subject with admirable 
surd, inconsistent, paradoxical and interest- thoroughness, and has so identified herself 
ing. Simon de Gex, a wealthy man and a_ with it that the history she has written 
member of Parliament, and incidentally seems more like an unusually just apprecia- 
young, a bachelor and a social favorite, is tion and criticism of French writers of the 
told by his physician that he has some ob- present and past generations, than a mere 
scure disease which will kill him certainly recording of historical facts regarding 
within six months. Instead of giving away French literature. She has the faculty of 
to grief and despair over this death sen- giving brief sketches of certain phases of 
tence, Simon accepts it cheerfully and her subject that bring the reader closely 
promptly starts in to achieve what he terms into touch with the individual peculiarities 
“eumoiriety” or the “quintessence of happy- of the writer in question, as well as the in- 
fatedness dealt unto oneself by a perfect fluence of his life and times. Therefore, al- 
altruism.” Therefore, he starts in to play though the book is full of accurate and val- 
Providence to all his acquaintances, and his uable information, one reads it with keen 
adventures are many and varied. One ob- pleasure and interest—a result that is not 
ject of his special care is his secretary, a always brought about by the perusal of a 
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book written for the purpose of giving solid small. The flasks which hold the sand are 
information. The history is brought right made from the cheapest and most common 
up to date, ending with a criticism of “Le materials, and the process is made practi- 
Chantecler” and a review of the prominent cally useful by the ease and rapidity with 
French newspapers and periodicals. (Pub- which the work may be produced; the in- 
lished by D. Appleton & Co., New: York creased density and strength of the con- 
and London. 565 pages. Price $2.50 net.) crete; perfect details to the lines of orna- 
TWO USEFUL BOOKS FOR BUILDERS mental designs and perfect curing of the 
IN CONCRETE: BY A. A. HOUGHTON work without ie Nie 2 net as eat 

‘ restrictions regarding the release of the 
STronfront the worker is. Donesete ng mold from the finished work, Full direc solved in the most practical way by the ions are given for mixing and preparing 
methods outlined in two small and clearly the sand, and for every detail of the mold- 
written technical books by A. A. Houghton. ing. (Published by the Norman W. Hen- 
One is entitled “Ornamental Concrete with- ley Publishing Company, New York. Both 
out Molds,” and the other, “Concrete from illustrated. 128 pages. 192 pages. Price 
Sand Molds.” The first-mentioned gives ©f each book, $2.00.) 
detailed instructions on the use of the tem- THE POTTER’S CRAFT: BY C. F. BINNS 
plate system, and is intended for the con- PROBABLY no one in this country is 

So eect pera etn more amar quae wt of theca 
molds for the many varieties of work he is ee oD the Now Algae State School of 
called upon to do, as well as for the artistic Clay Working and Ceramics, and at one 

Heth tae ae aver at_e uperitendent nthe Royal Pore 
concrete cast in the ordinary molds. The ane ae Mi Brake Birtect? oe pee ae 
advantage of the template system is that ireaion, is too well known to need de- 
oF a Satie ae ee re scription, and in this book he endeavors to 

‘ing no more than would be needed to tamp put into words the result of an experience 
the concrete properly into a mold, with the extending over a period of thirty-six years. added advantage that he does not have to After three chapters devoted to a brief his- 

tisk breakage in removing the work from torical sketch of the potter’s craft as_exer- 
the mold. Drawings and diagrams of the ‘iSed at different times and in different 
different templates are given, with full di- Countries, Mr. Binns plunges straight into 
rections for use. A complete set of these ‘the heart of his subject, giving explicit di- 
templates could be made from the diagrams ectlons = a, _ ee 
at very small cost, and could be carried in making and. p aster ; at ne Dane ee 
the tool chest of the workman, who thus “S¢ of the potter's wheel; in fact, all the would be always prepared to execute any technical details of the craft, ending with 

form of ornamental concrete work without ecipes and formule for different glazes and 
a moment's time wasted in building or pur- full directions for glazing and firing. eee: chasing molds. Although he states in the beginning that 

The other book gives with equal clear- 00 much reliance must not be placed upon 
ness an explanation of the process of mold- Written teaching, Mr. Binns ee Ae forth 
ing every class of concrete work in molds $0 exactly the methods by which his own 
made from wet sand. The advantage of students are taught that even those who are 
sand molds is that any kind of design, no Unable to secure personal instruction, but 
matter how elaborate it may be or how Who are willing to use a little courage and 
deeply undercut, may be made with abso- perseverance in experimenting, could learn 

lute accuracy. Also the mold may be re- a great deal about the making of pottery 
moved safely from the core of a design that from the directions, illustrations and dia- 
has undercutting extending horizontally grams given in this book. (Published by 
with the face of the work; from the center D. Van Nostrand Company, New York. 
of a vase or jug, or from the inside of a Illustrated with plates and diagrams. 163 
ball or any work where the opening is pages. Price $2.00 net.) 
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THE CITY OF THE DINNER PAIL: BY _ they are obedient to the commands of the 
JONATHAN THAYER LINCOLN gild. 

Mh (cae industrial phase of the strong evo- The gild government is more democratic 
lutionary movement now going on in than it ever was in Europe, but the law of 

our American civilization is taken up by the gild is indeed law, and no man dares to 
Mr. Jonathan Thayer Lincoln in a series of 0 against it. The gilds in China have never 
essays which first appeared in the Atlantic tecognized the civil law nor claimed protec- 
Monthly and The Outlook, and are now tion from it, and are rarely recognized by 
published in book form. the government except when they take the 

Taking Fall River as his typical “City form of the proceeds of a tax upon the com- 
of the Dinner Pail,” Mr. Lincoln gives a modities dealt in by the craft. Their juris- 
sympathetic but sane and well-balanced diction over their members is absolute, not 
study of life as it is experienced by the by reason of any charter or delegated power, 
factory hand. Following this is an analysis but by virtue of the faculty of combination 
of the attitude of the average citizen with by the community and of coercion on the 
regard to the labor problem, and a review individual, which is so characteristic of the 
of the part played by the machine in modern Chinese race. One instance shows why the 
industry and its effect upon the skill and commands of the gild are usually obeyed. 
self-reliance of the individual worker. The A member of the Gold Beaters’ Gild at 
time clock is taken as the text of an essay Soochow, in connivance with the magis- 
on the methods of modern business and the trates, took for a special purpose a greater 
association between employer and employee, number of apprentices than was allowed by 
as contrasted with the old days of appren- the gild rules. As he was under the protec- 
ticeship, and the quéstion of trade unionism tion of the magistrates, the gild had to walk 
and its effect upon the individual worker warily, but the word was passed around that 
is ably handled with justice to both sides. “biting to death is no murder.” Gild mem- 
The last chapter in the book presents a bers to the number of one hundred and 
strong contrast, for it is devoted to a de- twenty each took a bite, and the rebel 
scription of the most luxurious life in New- against the gild was soon no more. 
port, a luxury which, when contrasted with The author has made a thorough study 
the poverty and toil that are the lot of the of his subject, and the position which he 
ordinary day worker, justifies some anxiety held for years as Statistical Secretary of the 
as to the outcome. What this will be Mr. Inspectorate General of, Customs in China, 

Lincoln does not venture to predict. It is gave him ample opportunity to gather to- 
all a part of the development of the nation, gether the facts which we find so interesting. 
and the significance of its contribution to (Published by Longmans, Green & Com- 
civilization still lies in the future. (Pub- pany, London & New York. Illustrated. 
lished by Houghton Mifflin Company, Bos- 92 pages. Price $1.20 net.) 

ton. 186 pages. Price, $1.25 net.) NATURE DRAWING: EDITED BY HENRY 
'THE GILDS OF CHINA: BY H.B. MORSE TURNER BAILEY 

WE know a good deal about the great AN unusually instructive manual on the 
craft gilds of Europe and the in- simpler forms of drawing from nature 

fluence they had upon the shaping of modern has been compiled under the direction of 
industry and business methods, but it is in- Mr, Henry Turner Bailey, State Super- 
teresting to find out something definite visor of Drawing for Massachusetts and 
about the still more ancient and powerful editor of the School Arts Book, in which 
craft gilds of China, which really form a the papers which appear as chapters in the 
nation within a nation, and which now oc- present volume were originally published. 

cupy the same position that the Medieval The book is made up of papers and illus- 
gilds sheld in Europe five hundred years ago. _ trations contributed by a number of teachers 
In China the need for such organizations and draughtsmen, and thus presents the 

is more pressing even than it was in Europe — subject of nature drawing from several dif- 
during the feudal period, because they form ferent points of view. The value of such 

the balance wheel of industry, protect their training is strongly urged in the opening 
members against the lawlessness and_tyr- chapter, which is by Mr. Bailey, and the 

anny of small officials, and insure them succeeding chapters take up the different 
against serious loss or injustice so long as phases of the question, some of them giving 
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detailed instructions as to drawing and the country, and of guaranteeing bank deposits. 
selection of subjects, and others taking up We have heard all these questions discussed 
the study of plants and the decorative value. at length during the past year, and to spend 
of the different varieties. The book should a few hours over this book gives one the 
be valuable to teachers, and also to students sensation of having had a good deal of dust 
sufficiently advanced to take up the work cleared away from his mental vision. It is 
independently and study out for themselves a good book of reference. (Published by 
the meaning of the instructions. (Published Doubleday, Page & Company, New York. 
by The Davis Press, Worcester, Massa- 299 pages. Price, $1.25.) 
chusetts. Illustrated. 164 pages. Price, 4 GUIDE TO THE ANTIQUITIES OF 

$1.50.) UPPER EGYPT: BY ARTHUR E. P. 
PRACTICAL BUNGALOWS OF SOUTH- WEIGALL 

ERN CALIFORNIA eee who visit Egypt usually 
HE demand in the East for compara- go there for the purpose of seeing the 

tively inexpensive cottages and bun- remains of the ancient civilization from 
galows is so great that we feel sure our which the modern world has inherited so 
readers would be interested in a book of many riches. Therefore, if they are to gain 
plans and pictures of bungalows built at all that the journey has to offer them, some 
moderate cost in southern California by the accurate knowledge of the antiquities of 
Los Angeles Investment Company. This that mysterious country would seem to be 
company maintains a. large architectural de- absolutely necessary. This need is sup- 
partment, and makes a specialty of design- plied by a book written by the Inspector 
ing and building the kind of bungalow that General of the Department of Antiquities 
has come to be so well-known in the West of Upper Egypt. It is not so much a guide 
and is being so extensively copied in the book as a record of personal study and ob- 
East by people who want small and attrac- servation, supplemented by all the data 
tive dwellings that come within the reach of available for the use of. the archeologist. 
moderate means. The book contains about The fact. that each chapter was written 
one hundred photographs and floor plans of either in or near the temples or tombs de- 
completed houses and bungalows, together scribed, gives to each description a vividness 
with full particulars as to price, the order- that instantly arouses the interest of the 
ing of plans and other details. (Published reader, especially as the writer has managed 
hy The Los Angeles Investment Company, to convey to the written page something of 
Los Angeles, California. Illustrated. 128 his own enthusiasm for the subject he has 

pages. Price, 50 cents.) made his life work. (Published by The 
POLITICAL ISSUES AND OUTLOOKS: Macmillan Company. Illustrated with nu- 

BY WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT merous maps, drawings and plans. 594 

yy this time of general public interest in peer Hise $2.50 net.) i a 
the success of President Taft’s legis- [IPE OF HORACE MANN: BY GEORGE 

lative programme, a book made up of his ALLEN HUBBELL, PH. D. 
campaign speeches and other addresses is A CONDENSED biography of Horace 
very timely, especially as it deals at length Mann, occupying a middle place be- 
with the policies Mr. Taft has endeavored tween the Life and Works in five large vol- 
so earnestly to have made into laws. To umes and the short sketjhes that have ap- 
read this book in the midst of all the storm peared from time to time, has been written 
of discussion for and against the various by a man who is himself a teacher as well 

bills that have just been passed, more or as an enthusiastic admirer and follower of 
less reluctantly, by Congress, is to clarify the great educator. Dr. Hubbell really be- 
one’s ideas considerably as to the merits of gan his work years ago, when a copy of 
such legislation, because the facts about a Horace Mann’s inaugural address at An- 
number of pclitical isstes are here pre- tioch College fell into his hands while he 
sented in a clear, judicial, dispassionate way _ was teaching a village school in Ohio. Later 
that is most convincing. We find here Mr. Dr. Hubbell became one of the faculty of 
Taft’s views on railroad legislation, on the Antioch College because it was supposed to 
Federal courts, the tariff, the labor problem, embody Horace Mann’s ideals. The strange 
the negro problem, the advisability of estab- and compelling personality of the man to 

lishing postal savings banks throughout the whom we owe our modern system of educa- 
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tion in this country became an absorbing opens in his college rooms, where he is 
interest in Dr. [ubbell’s life, and he began chafféd unmercifully by his mates for being 
to gather all kinds of material that related in love with Sylvia, who is a creation of his 
to his chosen subject. He was fortunate own fancy. So strong is the fancy that 
enough to have access to manuscripts and Sylvia actually appears to him, and in a 
private letters which proved of immense ‘trance he becomes one of the characters in 
service in his work, and during six years the his own play and sees it rushing on to the 
writing of the life story of Horace Mann tragedy of Sylvia’s marriage to a cold- 
was taken as a labor of love. blooded necromancer who has guessed the 

This shows through every page, although riddle set for her suitors, without being able 
the enthusiasm of the biographer has not in to avert the catastrophe, until Sylvia her- 

any way overbalanced his judgment in his self shows him the source of the river 
estimate of the man’s weakness as well as Lethe, and he’ contrives to make the crea- 
his greatness. The subtitle of the book calls tures of his fancy drink of its waters and 

it “A Study in Leadership,” and it is this so fade into oblivion. ° 

quite as muchas it is a biography. (Pub- It is a strange fancy enough, but through 
lished by William I. Fell Company. Illus- _ every line one feels the joy that boy had in 
trated with portrait. 285 pages. Price, writing it, until one comes to regard the 
$1.50.) play with very much the same sort of affec- 
A GARLAND 'TO SYLVIA: BY PERCY _ tion that the older Percy MacKaye feels for 
MACKAYE it, looking back to it as he does from the 

WE are so accustomed to feeling a sort height of a ue ee of notable achieve: 
of false modesty about the work to ment. (E ublished by The Macmillan Com- 

which, from the superior standpoint of mid-  P@”Yy New York. 177 pages. Price, $1.25 
dle age, we are wont to refer flippantly as net. ) 
youthful indiscretions, that Mr. Percy Mac- STANDARD BOOKS IN HANDY POCKET 
Kaye’s latest book, “A Garland to Sylvia,” SIZE 
comes to us with something of a shock of To in England are usually 
surprise as well as with a crisp freshness of delighted to find at railway book stalls 
a morning breeze in spring. The little play, a considerable assortment of little scarlet 
written in the stately terza rima form, is the volumes, well bound in cloth, which offer to 
work of Mr. MackKaye’s college days, and the reader his choice of the classic and 
he has not only let it stand exactly as he standard works of English literature at one 
wrote it then, but has even introduced it shilling, or twenty-five cents, per volume. 
with a preface written at the same time. The books are small enough to slip easily 
Both preface and play are naive, imagina- into the pocket; inexpensive enough to be 
tive and unworn, and they attract the reader read for the space of a journey and then 

‘with exactly the same little thrill of friend- thrown away if they prove cumbersome, and 
liness that comes to an older person who good enough to occupy a permanent place 
listens with half a sigh and half an indul- upon the bookshelves at home. They are a 
gent smile to the plans and dreams of some _ little smaller than the books of the well- 
enthusiastic youth who has all the world known “Everyman’s Library,” and quite a 
yet to conquer. little cheaper, so it is with pleasure that we 

The play itself ig. founded upon that ex- hear of their introduction into this country. 
quisite little song of Shakespeare’s, begin- One curious factsis that these little books 
ning: command almost no sale on the railway and 
“Who is Sylvia? What is she, at railway news stands in this country, and 
That all her swains commend her ?” the reason given is that people insist upon 

and is an allegory showing that Sylvia is having bulk to show for the money they 
Life, Nature, Beauty,—what you will, but spend in books. Even the paper-bound books 
an embodiment of all that is young and published in recent years have greatly in- 
hopeful in the world-spirit. Her father creased in size, and cloth-bound books must 
Hikrion is a whimsical conception of the be on heavy paper and of full duodecimo 
great god Pan, and the other characters are size or the customer feels that he is not 
Sylvia's lovers and hand-maidens. It is getting the value of his money. There- 
really a play within a play, for the author fore, these handy little pocket volumes can 
himself is its leading man, and the scene be found only in bookshops as yet, and the 
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traveler in this country does not derive also be called a Song of Youth, or a Vision 
much benefit from the fact that there is now of Happiness, for it has in it every delicate 
an American edition. The list of books in- fancy that lies just beyond the grasp of rea- 
cludes both old friends and new, but only son and of memory. Another poem, Rank 
such books as have proven their possession and File, has in it all the tragedy, pain and 
of a vital quality that makes them lasting patience of the age-long march of humanity 
beyond the day of the “best seller.” (Pub- to an unseen goal. Another wonderful pic- 
lished by Cassell & Company, New York. ture is 4 Song of the Plough, which has the 
The People’s Library. Bound in leather, primitive force that lies behind Millet’s 
55 cents per volume; bound in cloth, 25 paintings,—a force that is manifested rather 
cents per volume.) than weakened by the perfectly modulated 
THE FAITH HEALER: BY WILLIAM beauty of utterance. There is savage, jar- 
VAUGHN MOODY ring scorn in Lucifer’s Feast, which is right- 

OST of us went last winter to see ly Called a European nightmare, and all the 
M “The Faith Healer,” which followed Joyous carelessness of the pagan world in 
close upon the heels of Mr. William Some of the Greek legends which are ae Vaughn Moody’s notable success, “The ‘one into verse. (Published by 0 
Great Divide.” Being more mystic in its A. Stokes Company, New York. 206 pages. 
character, “The Faith Healer” had not the Price, $1.25.) x ee 
run of its predecessor, and yet it was defi- ‘THE PRISON SHIPS AND OTHER POEMS: 
nitely a success. Shortly after the close of BY THOMAS WALSH : 
the season: it was issued in book form, for A number of the charming poems by 
those who care to get at the true inward- Thomas Walsh that we have seen 
ness of a play they have seen and liked. The from time to time in the leading magazines 
psychology of the play is naturally clearer are gathered together in a little volume that 
when it is read quietly and at leisure, so. takes its name from the leading poem, The 
that the meaning stands out unobscured by Prison Ships, an ode read at the dedicatory 
the action. The story is too well known to exercises of the Prison Ship Martyrs’ Mon- 
need recapitulation, but the play is good ument on Fort Greene. This is stately in 
enough to be just as interesting in book form, as a patriotic ode should be, but it is 
form as it was on the stage. (Published by followed by a number of delightful little 
The Macmillan Company, New York. 164 songs and ballads, showing glimpses of 
pages. Price, $1.25.) many parts of the world and reminiscences 
THE ENCHANTED ISLAND AND OTHER of many epochs of civilization. There are 
POEMS: BY ALFRED NOYES bits of description, stories Hae and a 

i ann venture told in verse, and little musica 
Ww ee Bectee to look for rich ce fragments of all sorts, making it eminently and musical utterance from the Eng- Re in idl t. (Pub 
lish poet, Mr. Alfred Noyes, and in his re- i Ae Be Bh BPE 7 i! eG Peon s 
cently published book, “Drake,” he showed Be Cr ees ee ene Capany: . ‘ oston. I15 pages. Price, $1.00 net.) a power of sustained melody that gives to : 
this vivid picture of the gentleman adven- WHAT PICTURES 'TO SEE IN EUROPE: 
turers of the days of Good Queen Bess more BY LORINDA MUNSON BRYANT 
of the real, picturesque quality than we are "Tourists who wish to make the most 
apt to find in poems of this day and time. of their time in thi’ European art gal- 
But in Mr. Noyes’ latest book, “The En-  leries will find their task much simplified 
chanted Island and Other Poems,” we get by a comprehensive little book abundantly 
a much better idea of the scope of his illustrated which gives brief accounts and 
thought which rises at times to lofty and historical facts of the most famous pictures 
profound philosophy, and of his beauty of in the great galleries of Rome, Florence, 
utterance, which has a lyric quality that is Venice, Milan, Munich, Dresden, Berlin, 
best revealed in his songs, ballads and odes. Amsterdam, The Hague, Paris and Lon- 

The book takes its title from a poem of don. The book is hardly intended for art 
that name, which is an exquisite allegory of lovers and connoisseurs, but rather for the 
life, both in its physical. manifestation and traveler who has read of these pictures and 
in its haunting memories of the unseen naturally wishes to see them. (Published 
world that lies just without the gates of by John Lane Company, New York. 174 
birth and death. It is this, and yet it might pages. Price, $1.50.) 
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